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Ruling over the world of science in the 19th century, the materialist philosophy had proposed that the universe is an uncontrolled heap of matter that existed since infinite time. The discoveries made in the twentieth century, however, entirely refuted this materialist claim. Today, science has proven that the universe had a beginning, that is, it was created from nothing. With this beginning called the Big Bang, both matter and time were created from nothing.

Moreover, the discoveries made in the last 30-40 years have revealed that the physical balances of the universe are organized in an extraordinarily precise way. All physical balances of the universe from the rate of the explosion (Big Bang) to the values of the four basic forces of physics, from the nuclear reactions in stars to the structure of atom, are tailored to support human life. The structure of the earth, its place in space, and its atmosphere are all created just as they have to be. The physical and chemical properties of atoms such as carbon and oxygen, or molecules such as water are ordered to make human life possible. Shortly put, there is no room for coincidence in the universe. The entire universe is created according to a certain purpose and in a glorious equilibrium, harmony and order. This is the exalted and flawless Creation of Allah, "the Lord of All Worlds". Allah states this fact as follows in the Qur'an:

Your Lord is Allah, Who created the heavens and the earth in six days and then settled Himself firmly on the Throne. He covers the day with the night and, each pursuing the other urgently; and the sun and moon and stars are subservient to His command. Both creation and command belong to Him. Blessed be Allah, the Lord of all worlds. (Surat al-A'raf: 54)
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TO THE READER

- A special chapter is assigned to the collapse of the theory of evolution because this theory constitutes the basis of all anti-spiritual philosophies. Since Darwinism rejects the fact of Creation—and therefore, Allah's existence—over the last 150 years it has caused many people to abandon their faith or fall into doubt. It is therefore an imperative service, a very important duty to show everyone that this theory is a deception. Since some readers may find the opportunity to read only one of our books, we think it appropriate to devote a chapter to summarize this subject.

- All the author's books explain faith-related issues in light of Qur'anic verses, and invite readers to learn Allah's words and to live by them. All the subjects concerning Allah's verses are explained so as to leave no doubt or room for questions in the reader's mind. The books' sincere, plain, and fluent style ensures that everyone of every age and from every social group can easily understand them. As a result of their effective, lucid narrative, they can be read at one sitting. Even those who rigorously reject spirituality are influenced by the facts these books document and cannot refute the truthfulness of their contents.

- This and all the other books by the author can be read individually, or discussed in a group. Readers eager to profit from the books will find discussion very useful, letting them relate their reflections and experiences to one another.

- In addition, it will be a great service to Islam to contribute to the publication and reading of these books, written solely for the pleasure of Allah. The author's books are all extremely convincing. For this reason, to communicate true religion to others, one of the most effective methods is encouraging them to read these books.

- We hope the reader will look through the reviews of his other books at the back of this book. His rich source material on faith-related issues is very useful, and a pleasure to read.

- In these books, unlike some other books, you will not find the author's personal views, explanations based on dubious sources, styles that are unobservant of the respect and reverence due to sacred subjects, nor hopeless, pessimistic arguments that create doubts in the mind and deviations in the heart.
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Materialism can no longer claim to be a scientific philosophy.

Arthur Koestler,
the renowned Social Philosopher
ow did the endless universe we live in come into being?
How did the equilibrium, harmony, and order of this universe develop?
How is it that this Earth is such a fit and sheltering place for us to live in?

Questions such as these have attracted attention since the dawn of the human race. The conclusion reached by scientists and philosophers searching for answers with their intellects and common sense is that the structure and order of this universe are one of the evidences of the existence of Almighty Allah, the supreme Creator ruling over the whole universe.

This is an indisputable truth that we may reach by using our intelligence, conscience and evidences. Allah declares this reality in His holy book, the Qur'an, which He inspired as a guide for humanity fourteen centuries ago. He states that He has created the universe when it was not, for a particular purpose, and with all its systems and balances specifically created for human life.

Allah invites people to consider this truth in the following verse:

Are you stronger in structure or is heaven? He built it. He raised its vault high and made it level. He darkened its night and brought forth its morning light. After that He smoothed out the earth... (Surat an Naziat: 27-30)

Allah also states in the Qur'an that a person should see and consider all the systems and balances in the universe that have been created for him by Allah and derive a lesson from his observations:

He has made night and day subservient to you, and the Sun
and Moon and stars, all subject to His command. There is certainly signs in that for people who pay heed. (Surat an-Nahl: 12)
In yet another verse of the Qur’an, Almighty Allah states as follows:

He makes night merge into day and day merge into night, and He has made the Sun and Moon subservient, each one running until a specified time. That is Allah, your Lord. The Kingdom is His. Those you call on besides Him have no power over even the smallest speck. (Surah Fatir: 13)

This plain truth declared by the Qur’an is also confirmed by a number of the important founders of the modern science of astronomy. Galileo, Kepler, and Newton all recognized that the structure of universe, the order in the solar system, the laws of physics and their states of equilibrium were all created by Allah and they arrived at that conclusion as a result of their own research and observations.

Materialism: A 19th-Century Fallacy

The reality of the Creation of which we speak has been ignored or denied since the earliest times by a particular philosophical point of view. It is called "materialism". This philosophy, which was originally formulated among the ancient Greeks, has also made an appearance from time to time in other cultures and has been advanced by individuals as well. It holds that matter alone exists and that it has done so for an infinity of time. From these tenets, it falsely claims that the universe has also "always" existed and was not created.

In addition to their claim that the universe exists in an infinity of time, materialists also assert that there is no purpose or aim in the universe. They claim that all the equilibrium, harmony and order that we see around us are merely the
This "coincidence assertion" is also put forward when the question of how human beings came into being comes up. The theory of evolution, widely referred to as Darwinism, is another application of materialism to the natural world.

We just mentioned that some of the founders of today's science were faithful people who were in agreement that the universe was created and organized by Allah. In the 19th century, an important change took place in the attitudes of the scientific world with respect to this matter. Materialism was deliberately introduced to the agenda of modern science by various groups. Because the 19th century's political and social conditions formed a good basis for materialism, the philosophy gained wide acceptance and spread throughout the scientific world.

The findings of modern science however undeniably demonstrate how false the claims of materialism really are.

**The Findings of 20th-Century Science**

Let us recall the two assertions of materialism about the universe:

*The universe exists in infinite time and, because it has no beginning or end, it was not created.*

Everything in this universe is merely the result of chance and not the product of any intentional order, plan, or purpose.

Those two notions were boldly ad-

vanced and ardently defended by 19th-century materialists, who of course had no recourse other than to depend upon the limited and unsophisticated scientific knowledge of their day. Both have been utterly refuted by the discoveries of 20th-century science.

The first to be laid in the grave was the notion of the universe existing in infinite time. Since the 1920s, there has been mounting evidence this cannot be true. Scientists are now certain that the universe came into being from nothingness as the result of an unimaginably huge explosion, known as the "Big Bang". In other words, the universe came into being—or rather, it was created by Allah.

The 20th century has also witnessed the demolition of the second claim of materialism: that everything in the universe is the result of chance and not Creation. Research conducted since the 1960s consistently demonstrates that all the physical equilibriums of the universe in general and of our world in particularly are intricately created to make life possible. As this research deepened, it was discovered each and every one of the laws of physics, chemistry, and biology, of the fundamental forces such as gravity and electromagnetism, and of the details of the structure of atoms and the elements of the universe has been precisely tailored so that human beings may live. Scientists today call this extraordinary order the "anthropic principle". This is the principle that every detail in the universe has been carefully arranged to make human life possible.

To sum up, the philosophy called materialism has been utterly refuted by today's science. From its position as the dominant scientific view of the 19th century, materialism collapsed into fiction in the 20th.

How could it have been otherwise? As Allah indicates "We did not create heaven and earth and everything between them to no purpose. That is the opinion of those who are unbelievers." (Surah Sad: 27) it is wrong to suppose that the universe was created in vain. A philosophy so utterly flawed as materialism and systems based on it were doomed to failure from the very beginning.

Creation is a fact. In this book we will be examining the evidence for this fact. We will see how materialism has collapsed in the face of today's science and also witness how wonderfully and perfectly the universe has been created by Allah.
THE CREATION OF THE UNIVERSE FROM NOTHINGNESS

In its standard form, the big bang theory assumes that all parts of the universe began expanding simultaneously. But how could all the different parts of the universe synchronize the beginning of their expansion? Who gave the command?

Andre Linde, Professor of Cosmology
A century ago, the Creation of the universe was a concept that astronomers as a rule ignored. The reason was the general acceptance of the idea that the universe existed in infinite time. Examining the universe, scientists supposed that it was just a conglomeration of matter and imagined that it had no beginning. There was no moment of "Creation"—a moment when the universe and everything in it came into being.

This idea of "eternal existence" fit in well with European notions stemming from the philosophy of materialism. This philosophy, originally advanced in the world of the ancient Greeks, held that matter was the only thing that existed in the universe and the universe existed in infinite time and will exist endlessly. This philosophy survived in different forms during Roman times but in the Late Roman Empire and after, materialism went into decline as a result of the influence of the Catholic church and Christian faith. It was after Renaissance that materialism began to gain broad acceptance among European scholars and scientists, largely because of their devotion to ancient Greek philosophy.

It was Immanuel Kant who, during the European Enlightenment, reasserted and defended materialism. Kant declared that the universe exists for all time and that every probability, however unlikely, should be regarded as possible. Kant's followers continued to defend his idea of an infinite universe along with materialism. By the beginning of 19th century, the idea that the universe had no beginning—that there was never any moment at which it was created—became widely accepted. It was carried into the 20th century.
through the works of dialectical materialists such as Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels.

This notion of an infinite universe fit in very well with atheism. It is not hard to see why. To hold that the universe had a beginning could imply that it was created and that, of course requires a creator—that is, Allah. It was much more convenient and safer to circumvent the issue by putting forward the idea that "the universe exists for eternity", even though there was not the slightest scientific basis for making such a claim. Georges Politzer, who espoused and defended this idea in his books published in the early 20th century, was an ardent champion of both Marxism and materialism.

Putting his trust in the alleged validity of the "infinite universe" model, Politzer opposed the idea of Creation in his book *Principes Fondamentaux de Philosophie* when he wrote:

*The universe was not a created object, if it were, then it would have to be created instantaneously by God and brought into existence from nothing. To admit creation, one has to admit, in the first place, the existence of a moment when the universe did not exist, and that something came out of nothingness. This is something to which science cannot accede.*

Politzer supposed that science was on his side in his defense of the idea of an infinite universe. In fact, science was to prove that the universe indeed had a beginning. And just as Politzer himself declared, if there is Creation then there must also be a creator.

**The Expansion of Universe and the Discovery of the Big Bang**

The 1920s were important years in the development of modern astronomy. In 1922, the Russian physicist Alexandra Friedman produced computations showing that the structure of the universe was not static and that even a tiny impulse might be sufficient to cause the whole structure to expand or contract according to Einstein's Theory of Relativity. George
Lemaitre was the first to recognize what Friedman's work meant. Based on these computations, the Belgian astronomer Lemaitre declared that the universe had a beginning and that it was expanding as a result of something that had triggered it. He also stated that the rate of radiation could be used as a measure of the aftermath of that "something".

The theoretical musings of these two scientists did not attract much attention and probably would have been ignored except for new observational evidence that rocked the scientific world in 1929. That year the American astronomer Edwin Hubble, working at the California Mount Wilson observatory, made one of the most important discoveries in the history of astronomy. Observing a number of stars through his huge telescope, he discovered that their light was shifted towards the red end of the spectrum and, crucially, that this shift was directly related to the distance of the stars from Earth. This discovery shook the very basis of the universe model held until then.

According to the recognized rules of physics, the spectra of light beams travelling towards the point of observation tend towards violet while the spectra of light beams moving away from the point of observation tend towards red. (Just like the fading of a train's whistle as it moves away from the observer) Hubble's observation showed that according to this law, the heavenly bodies were moving away from us. Before long, Hubble made another important discovery; The stars weren't just racing away from Earth;
they were racing away from each other as well. The only conclusion that could be derived from a universe where everything moves away from everything else is that the universe constantly "expands".

Hubble had found observational evidence for something that George Lemaitre had anticipated a short while ago and one of the most important minds of our age had recognized almost fifteen years earlier. In 1915, Albert Einstein had concluded that the universe could not be static because of calculations based on his recently-discovered theory of relativity (thus anticipating the conclusions of Friedman and Lemaitre). Shocked by his findings, Einstein added a "cosmological constant" to his equations in order to make the answer compatible with the atheist view, because astronomers assured him that the universe was static and there was no other way to make his equations match such a model. Years later, Einstein was to admit that his cosmological constant was the biggest mistake of his career.

Hubble's discovery that the universe was expanding led to the emergence of another model that needed no fiddling around with to make the equations work right. If the universe was getting bigger as time advanced, going back in time meant that it was getting smaller; and if one went back far enough, everything would shrink and converge at a single point. The conclusion to be derived from this model was that at some time, all the matter in the universe was compacted in a single point-mass that had zero volume because of its immense gravitational force. Our universe came into being as the result of the explosion of this point-mass that had zero volume. This explosion has come to be called the "the Big Bang" and its existence has repeatedly been confirmed by observational evidence.

There was another truth that the Big Bang pointed to. To say that something has zero volume is tantamount to saying that it is "nothing". The whole universe was created from this "nothing". And furthermore this universe had a beginning, contrary to the view of materialism, which holds that "the universe has existed for eternity".
The "Steady-state" Hypothesis

The Big Bang theory quickly gained wide acceptance in the scientific world due to the clear-cut evidence for it. Nevertheless astronomers who favored materialism and adhered to the idea of an infinite universe that materialism seemingly demanded held out against the Big Bang in their struggle to uphold a fundamental tenet of their ideology. The reason was made clear by the English astronomer Arthur Eddington, who said "Philosophically, the notion of an abrupt beginning to the present order of Nature is repugnant to me".4

Another astronomer who opposed the Big Bang theory was Fred Hoyle. Around the middle of the 20th century he came up with a new model, which he called "steady-state", that was an extension of the 19th century's idea of an infinite universe. Accepting the incontrovertible evidence that the universe was expanding, he proposed that the universe was infinite in both dimension and time. According to this model, as the universe expanded new matter was continuously coming into existence by itself in just the right amount to keep the universe in a "steady state". With the sole visible aim of supporting the dogma of "matter existed in infinite time", which is the basis of the materialist philosophy, this theory was totally at variance with the "Big Bang theory", which defends that the universe had a beginning. Supporters of Hoyle's steady state theory remained adamantly opposed to the Big Bang for years. Science, however, was working against them.

The Triumph of the Big Bang

In 1948, George Gamov carried George Lemaître's calculations several steps further and came up with a new idea concerning the Big Bang. If the universe was formed in a sudden, cataclysmic explosion, there ought to be a

Sir Arthur Eddington's statement that "the notion of an abrupt beginning to the present order of nature was repugnant to him" was an admission of the discomfort that the Big Bang caused for materialists.
definite amount of radiation left over from that explosion. This radiation should be detectable and, furthermore, it should be uniform throughout the universe.

Within two decades, observational proof of Gamov's conjecture was forthcoming. In 1965, two researchers by the name of Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson discovered a form of radiation hitherto unnoticed. Called "cosmic background radiation", it was unlike anything coming from anywhere else in the universe for it was extraordinarily uniform. It was neither localized nor did it have a definite source; instead, it was distributed equally everywhere. It was soon realized that this radiation was the echo of the Big Bang, still reverberating since the first moments of that great explosion. Gamov had been spot-on for the frequency of the radiation was nearly the same value that scientists had predicted it would be. Penzias and Wilson were awarded a Nobel prize for their discovery.

In 1989, George Smoot and his NASA team sent a satellite into space. Called the "Cosmic Background Emission Explorer" (COBE), it took only eight minutes for the sensitive instruments on board the satellite to detect and confirm the levels of radiation reported by Penzias and Wilson. These results conclusively demonstrated the existence of the hot, dense form remaining from the explosion out of which the universe came into being. Most scientists acknowledged that COBE had successfully captured the remnants of the Big Bang.

More evidence for the Big Bang was forthcoming. One piece had to do with the relative amounts of hydrogen and helium in the universe. Observations indicated that the mix of these two elements in the universe was in accord with theoretical calculations of what should have been remained after the Big Bang. That drove another stake into the heart of the
steady state theory because if the universe had existed for eternity and never had a beginning, all of its hydrogen should have been burned into helium.

Confronted by such evidence, the Big Bang gained the near-complete approval of the scientific world. In an article in its October 1994 issue, *Scientific American* noted that the Big Bang model was the only one that could account for the constant expansion of the universe and for other observational results.

Defending the steady-state theory alongside Fred Hoyle for years, Dennis Sciama described the final position they had reached after all the evidence for the Big Bang theory was revealed:

*There was at that time a somewhat acrimonious debate between some of the proponents of the steady state theory and observers who were testing it and, I think, hoping to disprove it. I played a very minor part at that time because I was a supporter of the steady state theory, not in the sense that I believed that it had to be true, but in that I found it so attractive I wanted it to be true. When hostile observational evidence began to come in, Fred Hoyle took a leading part in trying to counter this evidence, and I played a small part at the side, also making suggestions as to how the hostile evidence could be answered. But as that evidence piled up, it became more and more evident that the game was up, and that one had to abandon the steady state theory.*

**Who Created the Universe From Nothing?**

With this triumph of the Big Bang, the thesis of an "infinite universe", which forms the basis of materialist dogma, was tossed onto the scrap-heap of history. But for materialists it also raised a couple of inconvenient questions: *What existed before the Big Bang? And what force could have caused the great explosion that resulted in a universe that did not exist before?*

Materialists like Arthur Eddington recognized that the answers to these questions could point to the "fact of Creation" and that they did not like. Anthony Flew, a philosopher who used to be an atheist but later acknowl-
edged the fact of Creation, had commented on this point:

*Notoriously, confession is good for the soul. I will therefore begin by confessing that the Stratonician atheist has to be embarrassed by the contemporary cosmological consensus. For it seems that the cosmologists are providing a scientific proof of what St. Thomas contended could not be proved philosophically; namely, that the universe had a beginning.*

Many scientists who do not force themselves to be atheists accept and favor the existence of Allah, Who has an infinite power. For instance, the American astrophysicist Hugh Ross states that there is a Creator of the universe, Who is above all physical dimensions as:

*By definition, time is that dimension in which cause-and-effect phenomena take place. No time, no cause and effect. If time's beginning is concurrent with the beginning of the universe, as the space-time theorem says, then the cause of the universe must be some entity operating in a time dimension completely independent of and pre-existent to the time dimension of the cosmos. ...It tells us that the Creator is transcendent, operating beyond the dimensional limits of the universe. It tells us that God is not the universe itself, nor is God contained within the universe.*

**Objections to the Fact of Creation and Why They are Flawed**

It is patently obvious that the Big Bang means the Creation of the universe out of nothing and this is surely evidence of willful Creation. Regarding this fact, some materialist astronomers and physicists have tried to advance alternative explanations to oppose this reality. Mention has already been made of the steady state theory and it was pointed out it was clung to, by those who were uncomfortable with the notion of "Creation from nothingness", despite all the evidence to the contrary in an attempt to shore up their philosophy.

There are also a number of models that have been advanced by mate-
rialists who accept the Big Bang theory but try to exorcise it of the notion of Creation. One of these is the "oscillating" universe model; another is the "quantum model of universe". Let us examine these theories and see why they are invalid.

**The oscillating universe model** was advanced by the astronomers who disliked the idea the Big Bang was the beginning of the universe. In this model, it is claimed that the present expansion of the universe will eventually be reversed at some point and begin to contract. This contraction will cause everything to collapse into a single point that will then explode again, initiating a new round of expansion. This process, they say, is repeated infinitely in time. This model also holds that the universe has experienced this transformation an infinite number of times already and that it will continue to do so forever. In other words, the universe exists for eternity but it expands and collapses at different intervals with a huge explosion punctuating each cycle. The universe we live in is just one of those infinite universes going through the same cycle.

This is nothing but a feeble attempt to accommodate the fact of the Big Bang to notions about an infinite universe. The proposed scenario is unsupported by the results of scientific research over the last 15-20 years, which show that it is impossible for such an "oscillating" universe idea to come into being. Furthermore the laws of physics offer no reason why a contracting universe should explode again after collapsing into a single point: it ought to stay just as it is. Nor do they offer a reason why an expanding universe should ever begin to contract in the first place.8

Even if we allow that there is some mechanism by which this cycle of contraction-explosion-expansion does take place, the crucial point is that this cycle cannot go on for ever, as is claimed. Calculations for this model show that each universe will transfer an amount of entropy to its successor. In other words, the amount of useful energy available becomes less each time and every "opening" universe will open more slowly and have a larger diameter. This will cause a much smaller universe to form the next time around and so on, eventually petering out into nothing. Even if "open and close" universes can exist, they cannot endure for eternity. At some
point it becomes necessary for "something" to be created from "nothing".\textsuperscript{9}

Put briefly, the "oscillating" universe model is a hopeless fantasy whose physical reality is impossible.

The "\textit{quantum model of universe}" is another attempt to purge the Big Bang of its creationist implications. Supporters of this model base it on the observations of quantum (subatomic) physics. In quantum physics, it is to be observed that subatomic particles appear and disappear spontaneously in a vacuum. Interpreting this observation as "matter can originate at quantum level, this is a property pertaining to matter", some physicists try to explain the origination of matter from non-existence during the Creation of the universe as a "property pertaining to matter" and present it as a part of laws of nature. In this model, our universe is interpreted as a subatomic particle in a bigger one.

However this syllogism is definitely out of question and in any case cannot explain how the universe came into being. William Lane Craig, the author of \textit{The Big Bang: Theism and Atheism} explains why:

\textit{A quantum mechanical vacuum spawning material particles is far from the ordinary idea of a "vacuum" (meaning nothing). Rather, a quantum vacuum is a sea of continually forming and dissolving particles, which borrow energy from the vacuum for their brief existence. This is not "nothing," and hence, material particles do not come into being out of nothing.}\textsuperscript{10}

So in quantum physics, matter "does not exist when it was not before". What happens is that ambient energy suddenly becomes matter and just as suddenly disappears becoming energy again. In short, there is no condition of "existence from nothingness" as is claimed.

In physics, no less than in other branches of the sciences, there are atheist scientists who do not hesitate to disguise the truth by overlooking critical points and details in their attempt to support the materialist view and achieve their ends. For them, it is much more important to defend materialism and atheism than to reveal scientific facts and realities.

In the face of the reality mentioned above, most scientists dismiss the quantum universe model. C. J. Isham explains that "this model is not ac-
cepted widely because of the inherent difficulties that it poses." Even some of the originators of this idea, such as Brout and Spindel, have abandoned it.12

A recent and much-publicized version of the quantum universe model was advanced by the physicist Stephen Hawking. In his book *A Brief History of Time*, Hawking states that the Big Bang doesn't necessarily mean existence from nothingness. Instead of "no time" before the Big Bang, Hawking proposed the concept of "imaginary time". According to Hawking, there was only a $10^{-43}$ second "imaginary" time interval before the Big Bang took place and "real" time was formed after that. Hawking's hope was just to ignore the reality of "timelessness" before the Big Bang by means of this "imaginary" time.

As a concept, "imaginary time" is tantamount to zero or non-existence—like the imaginary number of people in a room or the imaginary number of cars on a road. Here Hawking is just playing with words. He claims that equations are right when they are related to an imaginary time but in fact this has no meaning. The mathematician Sir Herbert Dingle refers to the possibility of faking imaginary things as real in math as:

*In the language of mathematics we can tell lies as well as truths, and within the scope of mathematics itself there is no possible way of telling one from the other. We can distinguish them only by experience or by reasoning outside the mathematics, applied to the possible relation between the mathematical solution and its physical correlate.*

To put it briefly, a mathematically imaginary or theoretical solution need not have a true or a real consequence. Using a property exclusive to mathematics, Hawking produces hypotheses that are unrelated to reality. But
what reason could he have for doing this? It's easy to find the answer to that question in his own words. Hawking admits that he prefers alternative universe models to the Big Bang because the Big Bang "hints at divine Creation", which such models are produced to oppose.\textsuperscript{14}

What all this shows is that alternative models to the Big Bang such as steady-state, the open and close universe model, and quantum universe models in fact spring from the philosophical prejudices of materialists. Scientific discoveries have demonstrated the reality of the Big Bang and can even explain "existence from nothingness". And this is very strong evidence that the universe is created by Allah, a point that materialists utterly reject.

An example of this opposition to the Big Bang is to be found in an essay by John Maddox, the editor of \textit{Nature} (a materialist magazine), that appeared in 1989. In "\textit{Down with the Big Bang}", Maddox declares the Big Bang to be philosophically unacceptable because \textbf{it helps theologists by providing them with strong support for their ideas}. The author also predicted that the Big Bang would be disproved and that support for it would disappear within a decade.\textsuperscript{15} Maddox can only have been even more discomforted by the subsequent discoveries during the next ten years that have provided further evidence of the existence of the Big Bang.

Some materialists do act with more common sense on this subject. The British Materialist H. P. Lipson accepts the truth of Creation, albeit "unpleasantly", when he says:

\begin{quote}
If living matter is not, then caused by the interplay of atoms, natural forces, and radiation, how has it come into being?...I think, however, that we must...admit that the only acceptable explanation is creation. I know that this is anathema to physicists, as indeed it is to me, but we must not reject that we do not like if the experimental evidence supports it.\textsuperscript{16}
\end{quote}

In conclusion, the truth disclosed by science is this: Matter and time have been brought into being by Allah, possessor of immense power and unbound by neither time nor matter.
The Signs in the Qur'an

In addition to explaining the universe, the Big Bang model has another important implication. As the quotation from Anthony Flew cited above points out, science has proven an assertion hitherto supported only by religious sources.

This truth is the reality of Creation from nothingness. This has been declared in the holy books that have served as guides for mankind for thousands of years.

In the only book revealed by Allah that has survived completely intact, the Qur'an, there are statements about the Creation of the universe from nothing as well as how this came about that are parallel to 20th-century knowledge and yet were revealed fourteen centuries ago.

First of all, the Creation of this universe from nothingness is revealed in the Qur'an as follows:

He (Allah) is the Originator of the heavens and the earth...(Surat al-An'am: 101)

Another important aspect revealed in the Qur'an fourteen centuries before the modern discovery of the Big Bang and findings related to it is that when it was created, the universe occupied a very tiny volume:

Do those who are unbelievers not see that the heavens and the earth were sewn together and then We unstitched them and that We made from water every living thing? So will they not have faith? (Surat al-Anbiya': 30)

There is a very important choice of words in the original Arabic whose translation is given above. The word ratk translated as "sewn to" means
"mixed in each, blended" in Arabic dictionaries. It is used to refer to two different substances that make up a whole. The phrase "we unstitched" is the verb fatk in Arabic and implies that something comes into being by tearing apart or destroying the structure of ratk. The sprouting of a seed from the soil is one of the actions to which this verb is applied.

Let us take a look at the verse again with this knowledge in mind. In the verse, sky and earth are at first subject to the status of ratk. They are separated (fatk) with one coming out of the other. Intriguingly, cosmologists speak of a "cosmic egg" that consisted of all the matter in the universe prior to the Big Bang. In other words, all the heavens and earth were included in this egg in a condition of ratk. This cosmic egg exploded violently causing its matter to fatk and in the process created the structure of the whole universe.

Another truth revealed in the Qur'an is the expansion of the universe that was discovered in the late 1920s. Hubble's discovery of the red shift in the spectrum of starlight is revealed in the Qur'an as:

**It is We Who have built the universe with (Our creative) power, and, verily, it is We Who are steadily expanding it. (Surat adh-Dhariyat: 47)**

In short, the findings of modern science support the truth that is revealed in the Qur'an and not materialist dogma. Materialists may claim this all to be "coincidence" but the plain fact is that the universe came into being as a result of an act of Creation on the part of Allah and the only true knowledge about the origin of universe is to be found in the word of Allah as revealed to us.
The explosive vigour of the universe is thus matched with almost unbelievable accuracy to its gravitating power. The big bang was not evidently, any old bang, but an explosion of exquisitely arranged magnitude.

Paul Davies, Professor of Theoretical Physics
In the first chapter we examined the universe's Creation from nothingness as a result of a great explosion. Let us now consider some of the implications of this.

Scientists estimate that there are over 300 billion galaxies in the whole universe. These galaxies have a number of different forms (spiral, elliptical, etc) and each contains about as many stars as the universe contains galaxies. One of these stars, the Sun, has nine major planets rotating around it in great harmony. All of us live on the third of those planets counting from the Sun.

Look about you: Does what you see appear to be a disordered jumble of matter haphazardly scattered this way and that? Of course not. But how could matter have formed organized galaxies if it had been dispersed randomly? Why has matter accumulated at certain points and formed stars? How could the delicate balance of our solar system have emerged from a violent explosion? These are very important questions and they lead us to the real question of how the universe was structured after the Big Bang.

If the Big Bang was indeed a such cataclysmic explosion then it is reasonable to expect that matter should have been scattered everywhere at random. And yet it is not. Instead it is organized into planets, and stars, and galaxies, and clusters of galaxies, and superclusters of galaxies. It is as if a bomb that exploded in a granary caused all the wheat to fall into neat sacks and bales on the backs of trucks ready to be delivered instead of showering the grains every which way. Fred Hoyle, a staunch opponent of the Big Bang theory for years, expressed his own surprise at this structure:

_The big bang theory holds that the universe began with a single explosion. Yet as can be seen below, an explosion merely throws matter apart, while the big bang has mysteriously produced the opposite effect—with matter clumping together in the form of galaxies._  

That the matter produced by the Big Bang should have formed such tidy and organized shapes is indeed an extraordinary thing. The occurrence of such a harmony leads us to the realization that the universe was the result of its perfect Creation by Allah.
In this chapter we will examine and consider this extraordinary perfection and excellence.

**The Speed of the Explosion**

People hearing of the Big Bang but not considering the subject at length do not think about what an extraordinary plan must lie behind this explosion. That's because the notion of an explosion doesn't suggest harmony, plan, or organization to most people. In fact there are a number of very puzzling aspects to the intricate order in the Big Bang.

One of these puzzles has to do with the acceleration caused by the explosion. When the explosion took place, matter certainly must have begun moving at an enormous speed in every direction. But there is another point that we need to pay attention to here. There must also have been a very big attractive force at the first moment of the explosion: an attractive force that was strong enough to gather the whole universe into one point.

Two different and opposing forces are at work here. The force of the explosion, driving matter outward and away, and the force of attraction, trying to resist the first and pull everything back together. The universe came into being because these two forces were in equilibrium. If the attractive force had been greater than the explosive, the universe would have collapsed. If the opposite had been true, matter would have been splattered in every direction in a way never to unite again.

Then how sensitive was this equilibrium? How much "slack" could there have been between the two forces?

The mathematical physicist Paul Davies, a professor at the University of Adelaide in Australia, performed lengthy calculations of the conditions that must have existed at the moment of the Big Bang and came up with a result that can only be described as astonishing. According to Davies, if the rate of expansion had differed by more than $10^{-18}$ seconds (one quintillionth of a second), there would have been no universe. Davies describes his conclusion:

*Careful measurements puts the rate of expansion very close to a criti-*
cal value at which the universe will just escape its own gravity and expand forever. A little slower and the cosmos would collapse, a little faster and the cosmic material would have long ago completely dispersed. It is interesting to ask precisely how delicately the rate of expansion has been “fine tuned” to fall on this narrow dividing line between two catastrophes. If at time $t_0$ (by which the time pattern of expansion was already firmly established) the expansion rate had differed from its actual value by more than $10^{-18}$, it would have been sufficient to throw the delicate balance out. The explosive vigour of the universe is thus matched with almost unbelievable accuracy to its gravitating power. **The big bang was not evidently, any old bang, but an explosion of exquisitely arranged magnitude.**

Bilim Teknik (Science Technique, a Turkish scientific periodical) quotes an article that appeared in *Science* in which the phenomenal equilibrium that obtained in the initial phase of universe is stated:

> If the density of the universe was a little bit more, in that case, according to Einstein’s relativity theory, the universe would not be expanding due to the attraction forces of atomic particles but contracting, ultimately diminishing to a spot. If the initial density had been a little bit less, then the universe would rapidly be expanding, but in this case, atomic particles would not be attracting each other and no stars and no galaxies would ever have formed. Consequently, man would never come into existence! According to the calculations, the difference between the initial real density of the universe and its critical density, which is unlikely to occur, is less than one percent’s one quadrillion. This is similar to place a pencil in a position so that it can stand on its sharp end even after one billion years... Furthermore, as the universe
It is We Who have built the universe with (Our creative) power, and, verily, it is We Who are steadily expanding it.

(Surat adh-Dhariyat: 47)
expands, this equilibrium becomes more delicate.\textsuperscript{20}

Even Stephen Hawking, who tries hard to explain away the Creation of the universe as a series of coincidences in *A Brief History of Time*, acknowledges the extraordinary equilibrium in the rate of expansion:

*If the rate of expansion one second after the big bang had been smaller by even one part in a hundred thousand million million, the universe would have recollapsed before it ever reached its present size.* \textsuperscript{21}

What then does such a remarkable equilibrium as this indicate? The only rational answer to that question is that it is proof of Creation and cannot possibly be accidental. Despite his own materialist bent, Dr Davies admits this himself:

*It is hard to resist that the present structure of the universe, apparently so sensitive to minor alterations in the numbers, has been rather carefully thought out... The seemingly miraculous concurrence of numerical values that nature has assigned to her fundamental constants must remain the most compelling evidence for an element of cosmic design.* \textsuperscript{22}

**The Four Forces**

The speed of the Big Bang's explosion is only one of the remarkable states of equilibrium at the initial moment of Creation. Immediately after the Big Bang, forces that underpin and organize the universe we live in had to be numerically "just right" otherwise there would have been no universe.

These are the "four fundamental forces" that are recognized by modern physics. All structure and motion in the universe is governed by these four forces, known as the gravitational force, the electromagnetic force, the strong nuclear force, and the weak nuclear force. The strong and weak nuclear forces operate only at the atomic scale. The remaining two—the gravitational force and the electromagnetic force—govern assemblages of atoms, in other words "matter". These four fundamental forces were at work in the immediate aftermath of the Big Bang and resulted in the Creation of atoms and matter.
A comparison of those forces is enlightening for their values are stunningly different from one another. Below they are given in international standard units:

- Strong nuclear force: 15
- Weak nuclear force: $7.03 \times 10^{-3}$
- Electromagnetic force: $3.05 \times 10^{-12}$
- Gravitational force: $5.90 \times 10^{-39}$

Notice how great are the differences in the strengths of these four fundamental forces. The difference between the strongest (strong nuclear force) and the weakest (gravitational force) is about 25 followed by 38 zeros! Why should this be so?


*If, for example, the gravitational force was a trillion times stronger, then the universe would be far smaller and its life history far shorter. An average star would have a mass a trillion times less than the sun and a life span of about one year. On the other hand, if gravity had been less powerful, no stars or galaxies would have ever formed. The other relationships and values are no less critical. If the strong force had been just slightly weaker, the only element that would be stable would be hydrogen. No other atoms could exist. If it had been slightly stronger in relation to electromagnetism, then an atomic nucleus consisting of only two protons would be a stable feature of the universe—which would mean*

The molecular biologist Michael Denton addresses an important point in his book, *Nature’s Destiny: How the Laws of Biology Reveal Purpose in the Universe*. According to Denton, the universe was specially created to make human life possible.
there would be no hydrogen, and if any stars or galaxies evolved, they would be very different from the way they are. Clearly, if these various forces and constants did not have precisely the values they do, there would be no stars, no supernovae, no planets, no atoms, no life.  

Paul Davies comments on how the laws of physics provide for conditions ideal for people to live:

Had nature opted for a slightly different set of numbers, the world would be a very different place. Probably we would not be here to see it...Recent discoveries about the primeval cosmos oblige us to accept that the expanding universe has been set up in its motion with a cooperation of astonishing precision.

Arno Penzias, who was the first, along with Robert Wilson to detect the cosmic background radiation (for which discovery the pair received a Nobel prize in 1965), comments on the perfect order in the universe:

Astronomy leads us to a unique event, a universe which was created out of nothing, one with the very delicate balance needed to provide exactly the conditions required to permit life, and one which has underlying plan.

The scientists we have just quoted have all drawn an important conclusion from their observations. Examining and thinking about the incredible balances and their beautiful order in the universe inevitably leads one to a truth: There exists in this universe a superior order and a perfect harmony. Unquestionably the Author of this order and harmony is Allah, Who has created everything flawlessly. Allah draws our attention in one of His verses to the order in the Creation of the universe, planned, and computed in every detail:

He to whom the kingdom of the heavens and the earth belongs.
He does not have a son and He has no partner in the Kingdom.
He created everything and determined it most exactly. (Surat al-Furqan: 2)
The Mathematics of Probability Refutes "Coincidence"

What has been said so far shows the extraordinary balances among the forces that make human life possible in this universe. The speed of the Big Bang's explosion, the values of the four fundamental forces, and all the other variables that we will be examining in the chapters ahead and which are vital for existence have been arranged according to an extraordinary precision.

Let us now make a brief digression and consider the coincidence theory of materialism. Coincidence is a mathematical term and the possibility of an event's occurrence can be calculated using the mathematics of probability. Let's do so.

Taking the physical variables into account, what is the likelihood of a universe giving us life coming into existence by coincidence? One in billions of billions? Or trillions of trillions of trillions? Or more?

Roger Penrose, a famous British mathematician and a close friend of Stephen Hawking, wondered about this question and

THE PROBABILITY OF THE OCCURRENCE OF A UNIVERSE IN WHICH LIFE CAN FORM

The calculations of British mathematician Roger Penrose show that the probability of universe conducive to life occurring by chance is 1 in $10^{10^{123}}$. The phrase "extremely unlikely" is inadequate to describe this possibility.
tried to calculate the probability. Including what he considered to be all variables required for human beings to exist and live on a planet such as ours, he computed the probability of this environment occurring among all the possible results of the Big Bang.

According to Penrose, the odds against such an occurrence were on the order of $10^{10^{123}}$ to 1.

It is hard even to imagine what this number means. In math, the value $10^{123}$ means 1 followed by 123 zeros. (This is, by the way, more than the total number of atoms $10^{78}$ believed to exist in the whole universe.) But Penrose's answer is vastly more than this: It requires 1 followed by $10^{123}$ zeros.

Or consider: $10^3$ means 1,000, a thousand. $10^{103}$ is a number that that has 1 followed by 1000 zeros. If there are six zeros, it's called a million; if nine, a billion; if twelve, a trillion and so on. There is not even a name for a number that has 1 followed by $10^{123}$ zeros.

In practical terms, in mathematics, a probability of 1 in $10^{50}$ means "zero probability". Penrose's number is more than trillion trillion trillion times less than that. In short, Penrose's number tells us that the "accidental" or "coincidental" Creation of our universe is an impossibility.

Concerning this mind-boggling number Roger Penrose comments: *This now tells how precise the Creator's aim must have been, namely to an accuracy of one part in $10^{10^{123}}$. This is an extraordinary figure. One could not possibly even write the number down in full in the ordinary*
denary notation: it would be 1 followed by $10^{123}$ successive 0's. Even if we were to write a 0 on each separate proton and on each separate neutron in the entire universe—and we could throw in all the other particles for good measure—we should fall far short of writing down the figure needed.26

The numbers defining the order and plan of the universe's equilibrium play a crucial role and exceed comprehension. They prove that the universe is by no means the product of a coincidence, and show us "how precise the Creator's aim must have been" as Penrose stated.

In fact in order to recognize that the universe is not a "product of coincidences" one does not really need any of these calculations at all. Simply by looking around himself, a person can easily perceive the fact of Creation in even the tiniest details of what he sees. How could a universe like this, perfect in its systems, the Sun, the Earth, people, houses, cars, trees, flowers, insects, and all the other things in it ever have come into existence as the result of atoms falling together by chance after an explosion? Every detail we peer at shows the evidence of Creation and Allah's supreme power. Only people who reflect can grasp these signs.

In the Creation of the heavens and earth, and the alternation of the night and day, and the ships which sail the seas to people's benefit, and the water which Allah sends down from the sky—by which He brings the earth to life when it was dead and scatters about in it creatures of every kind—and the varying direction of the winds, and the clouds subservient between heaven and earth, there are signs for people who use their intellect. (Surat al-Baqara:164)

**Seeing the Plain Truth**

20th-century science has come up with categorical evidence that the universe was created by Allah. The anthropic principle that we mentioned before reveals every detail of a universe that has been created for mankind to live in and in which there is no place for chance.
The remarkable part is that the ones who discovered all this and came to the conclusion that the universe couldn't possibly have come into being by accident are the very same people who defend the philosophy of materialism. Scientists such as Paul Davies, Arno Penzias, Fred Hoyle and Roger Penrose are not pious men and they certainly had no intention of proving Allah's existence as they pursued their work. But they all reached the conclusion that—although some are unwillingly—universe is created by a superior power.

The American astronomer George Greenstein confesses this in his book *The Symbiotic Universe*:

*How could this possibly have come to pass (that the laws of physics conform themselves to life)? ...As we survey all the evidence, the thought insistently arises that some supernatural agency—or, rather Agency—must be involved. Is it possible that suddenly, without intending to, we have stumbled upon scientific proof of the existence of a Supreme Being? Was it God Who .... so providentially crafted the cosmos for our benefit?*
An atheist, Greenstein disregards the plain truth; nevertheless he cannot keep from wondering. Other, less prejudiced scientists on the other hand, readily admit that the universe must have been specially created for mankind to live in. The American astrophysicist Hugh Ross ends his article "Design and the Anthropic Principle" with these words:

*An intelligent, transcendent Creator must have brought the universe into existence. An intelligent, transcendent Creator must have designed the universe. An intelligent, transcendent Creator must have designed planet Earth. An intelligent, transcendent Creator must have designed life.*

Thus science proves the reality of Creation. Certainly there is Allah and He has created everything around us—the seen and the unseen. He is the sole Creator of the extraordinary and outstanding equilibrium and order of the heavens and earth.

It has come such a pass that today, materialism has the flavor of a superstitious, unscientific system of belief. The American geneticist Robert Griffiths jokingly remarked "If we need an atheist for a debate, I go to the philosophy department. The physics department isn't much use."

To sum up: Every physical law and every physical constant in this universe has been specifically created to enable human beings to exist and live. In his book *The Cosmic Blueprint*, Davies states this truth in the last paragraph, "The impression of Design is overwhelming."

Doubtlessly, the order in the universe is evidence of Allah's power to establish. The precise balances and all the human beings and other creatures are among the evidence of Allah's supreme power and act of Creation. This result discovered by today's science is just a reworking of a truth revealed fourteen centuries ago in the Qur'an:

*Your Lord is Allah, Who created the heavens and the earth in six days and then settled Himself firmly on the Throne. He covers the day with the night and, each pursuing the other urgently; and the Sun and Moon and stars are subservient to His command. Both Creation and command belong to Him. Blessed be Allah, the Lord of all worlds. (Surat al-A’raf: 54)*
If the world’s finest minds can unravel only with difficulty the deeper workings of nature, how could it be supposed that those workings are merely a mindless accident, a product of blind chance?

Paul Davies, Professor of Theoretical Physics
Scientists are in general agreement that, on the basis of calculations, the Big Bang took place about 17 billion years ago. All the matter making up the universe was created from nothingness but with the wonderful Creation that we talked about in the first two chapters. Nevertheless, the universe that emerged from the Big Bang could have been much different from the one that did emerge–ours.

For example, if the values of four fundamental forces were different, the universe would have consisted of only radiation and become a tissue of light with no stars, galaxies, human beings, or anything else. Due to the extraordinary perfect balance of those four forces, "atoms"–the building-blocks of that which is called "matter"–came into being.

Scientists are also in general agreement that the first two simplest elements–hydrogen and helium–began to form during the first fourteen seconds after the Big Bang. The elements were formed as a result of a reduction in the universal entropy that was causing matter to scatter everywhere. In other words, at first the universe was just an amassing of hydrogen and helium atoms. If it had remained so, again there could have been no stars, planets, stones, soil, trees, or human beings. It would have been a lifeless universe consisting of only those two elements.

Carbon, the fundamental element of life, is a much heavier element than hydrogen and helium. How did it come into being?

Searching for an answer to this question, scientists stumbled upon one of the most surprising discoveries of this century.

The Structure of the Elements

Chemistry is a science that deals with the composition, structure, and properties of substances and with the transformations that they undergo. The bedrock of modern chemistry is the periodic table of elements. First laid out by Russian chemist Dmitry Ivanovich Mendeleyev, the elements in the periodic table are arranged according to their atomic structures. Hydrogen occupies the first place in the table because it is the simplest of
all the elements, consisting of only one proton in its nucleus and one electron revolving around it.

Protons are subatomic particles that carry a positive electrical charge in the nucleus of an atom. Helium, with two protons, occupies the second place in the periodic table. Carbon has six protons and oxygen has eight. All the elements differ in the number of protons that they contain.

Another particle present in the nucleus of an atom is the neutron. Unlike protons, neutrons do not carry an electrical charge: they are neutral in other words, hence their name.

The third basic particle of which atoms are composed is the electron, which has a negative electrical charge. In every atom, the number of protons and electrons is the same. Unlike protons and neutrons however, electrons are not located in the nucleus. Instead, they move around the nucleus at a very high speed that keeps the positive and negative charges of the atom apart.

The differences in atomic structure (the numbers of protons/electrons)
are what make the elements different from one another.

A crucial rule of (classical) chemistry is that elements cannot be transformed into one another. Changing iron (with twenty-six protons) into silver (with eighteen) would require removing eight protons from the nucleus. But protons are bound together by the strong nuclear force and the number of protons in a nucleus can be changed only in nuclear reactions. Yet all the reactions that take place under terrestrial conditions are chemical reactions that depend on electron exchange and that do not effect the nucleus.

In the Middle Ages there was a "science" called alchemy—the forerunner of modern chemistry. Alchemists, unaware of the periodic table or the atomic structures of the elements, thought it was possible to transform one element into another. (A favorite object of pursuit, for reasons that should be apparent, was trying to turn iron into gold.) We now know that what the alchemists were trying to do is impossible under normal conditions such as exist on Earth: The temperatures and pressures required for such a transformation to take place are too enormous to achieve in any terrestrial laboratory. But it is possible if you have the right place to do it in.

And the right place, it turns out, is in the hearts of stars.

**The Universe's Alchemy Labs: Red Giants**

The temperature required to overcome the reluctance of nuclei to change is nearly 10 million degrees Celsius. This is why "alchemy" in the real sense takes place only in stars. In medium-sized stars like the Sun, the enormous energy being radiated is the result of hydrogen being fused into helium.

Keeping this brief review of the chemistry of elements in mind, let us return to the immediate aftermath of the Big Bang. We mentioned that only helium and hydrogen atoms existed in the universe after the Big Bang. Astronomers believe that solar-type stars (of which the Sun is one) are formed as a result of nebulae (clouds) of hydrogen and helium gas being compressed until the hydrogen-to-helium thermonuclear reaction gets start-
Red giants are huge stars about fifty times bigger than our Sun. Deep within these giants, an extraordinary process takes place.
ed. So now we have stars. But our universe is still lifeless. For life, heavier elements—oxygen and carbon specifically—are required. There needs to be another process whereby hydrogen and helium can be converted into still other elements.

The "manufacturing-plants" of these heavy elements it turns out are the red giants—a class of stars that are fifty times bigger than the Sun.

Red giants are much hotter than solar-type stars and this characteristic enables them to do something other stars cannot: They convert helium into carbon. Nevertheless, even for a red giant this is not easy. As the astronomer Greenstein says: "Even now, when the answer (as to how they do it) is well in hand, the method they employ seems astonishing."32

Helium's atomic number is 2: that is, it has two protons in its nucleus. Carbon's atomic number is 6. In the fantastically high temperatures of red giants, three helium atoms are fused into a carbon atom. This is the "alchemy" that supplied the universe with its heavier elements after the Big Bang.

But as we said: it's not easy. It's nearly impossible to persuade two helium atoms to join together and quite impossible for three. So how do the six protons needed for carbon get together?

It's a two-step process. First, two helium atoms are fused into an intermediary element with four protons and four neutrons. Next, a third helium
is added to this intermediary element to make a carbon atom with six protons and six neutrons.

The intermediary element is beryllium. Beryllium occurs naturally on Earth but the beryllium that occurs in red giants is different in a crucially important way: It consists of four protons and four neutrons, whereas terrestrial beryllium has five neutrons. "Red-giant beryllium" is a slightly different version. It's what's called an "isotope" in chemistry.

Now comes the real surprise. The "red-giant" isotope beryllium turns out to be incredibly unstable. Scientists have studied this isotope for years and discovered that once it has formed, it breaks down again in just 0.000000000000001 second.

How is this unstable beryllium isotope, which forms and disintegrates in such a short time, able to unite with a helium atom to become a carbon atom? It is like trying to lay a third brick on two other bricks that shoot away from each other in 0.000000000000001 second if they chance to come atop one another, and form a construction in this way. How does this process take place in red giants? Physicists scratched their heads over this puzzle for decades without coming up with an answer. The American astrophysicist Edwin Salpeter finally discovered a clue to the mystery in the concept of "atomic resonance".
Resonance and Double Resonance

Resonance is defined as the harmony of frequencies (vibrations) of two different materials.

A simple example from ordinary experience will give us an idea of what physicists mean by "atomic resonance". Imagine yourself and a child at a playground where there are swings. The child sits on the swing and you give him a push to get him started. To keep the swing moving, you have to keep pushing it from behind. But the timing of these pushes is important. Each time the swing approaches you, you have to apply the force of the push just at the right moment: when the swing is at the highest point of its motion towards you. If you push too soon, the result is a collision that disturbs the rhythmic momentum of the swing; if you push too late, the effort is wasted because the swing is already moving away from you. In other words, the frequency of your pushes must be in harmony with the frequency of the swing's approaches to you.

Physicists refer to such a "harmony of frequencies" as "resonance". The swing has a frequency: for example it reaches you every 1.7 seconds. Using your arms you push it every 1.7 seconds. Of course if you want, you can change the frequency of the swing's motion, but if you do, you have to change the frequency of the pushes as well, otherwise the swing will not swing right.33

Just as two or more moving bodies can resonate, resonance can also occur when one moving body causes motion in another. This type of resonance is often seen in musical instruments and is called "acoustic resonance". It can occur, for example, among two finely-tuned violins. If one of these violins is played in the same room as the other, the strings of the second will vibrate and produce a sound even though nobody is touching it. Because both instruments have been precisely tuned to the same frequency, a vibration in one causes a vibration in the other.34

The resonances in these two examples are simple ones and are easy to keep the track of. There are other resonances in physics that are not simple at all and in the case of atomic nuclei, the resonances can be quite complex and sensitive.
Every atomic nucleus has a natural energy level that physicists have been able to identify after lengthy study. These energy levels are quite different from one another but a few rare instances of resonance between atomic nuclei have been observed. When such resonance occurs, the motions of the nuclei are in harmony with one another like our examples of the swing and violin. The important point of this is that the resonance expedites nuclear reactions that can affect the nuclei.\(^{35}\)

Investigating how carbon was made by red giants, Edwin Salpeter suggested that there must be a resonance between helium and beryllium nuclei that facilitated the reaction. This resonance, he said, made it easier for helium atoms to fuse into beryllium and this could account for the reaction in red giants. Subsequent research however failed to support this idea.

Fred Hoyle was the second astronomer to address this question. Hoyle took Salpeter's idea a step further, introducing the idea of "double resonance". Hoyle said that there had to be two resonances: one that caused two heliums to fuse into beryllium and one that caused the third helium atom join this unstable formation. Nobody believed Hoyle. The idea of such a precise resonance occurring once was hard enough to accept; that it should occur twice was unthinkable. Hoyle pursued his research for years and in the end he proved that his idea was right: there really was a double resonance taking place in the red giants. At the exact moment two helium atoms resonated in union, a beryllium atom appeared in the 0.000000000000001 second needed to produce carbon. George Greenstein describes why this double resonance is indeed an extraordinary mechanism:

Fred Hoyle was the first to discover the amazing equilibrium of nuclear reactions taking place in red giants. Although an atheist, Hoyle admitted that this balance could not be explained by chance and that it was a deliberate arrangement.
There are three quite separate structures in this story—helium, beryllium, and carbon—and two quite separate resonances. It is hard to see why these nuclei should work together so smoothly... Other nuclear reactions do not proceed by such a remarkable chain of lucky breaks... It is like discovering deep and complex resonances between a car, a bicycle, and a truck. Why should such disparate structures mesh together so perfectly? Upon this our existence, and that of every life form in the universe, depends.  

In the years that followed it was discovered that other elements like oxygen are also formed as a result of such amazing resonances. A zealous materialist, Fred Hoyle's discovery of these "extraordinary transactions" forced him to admit in his book *Galaxies, Nuclei and Quasars*, that such double resonances had to be the result of Creation and not coincidence.  

And Hoyle continues saying that commonsense interpretation of the above mentioned facts suggests that a super Intellect has created physics, as well as chemistry and biology, and that there are no blind forces worth speaking about in nature. He adds that "the numbers one calculates from the facts seem to me so overwhelming as to put this conclusion almost beyond question."

Hoyle declared that the inescapable conclusion of this plain truth should not go unnoticed by other scientists.

I do not believe that any scientist who examined the evidence would fail to draw the inference that the laws of nuclear physics have been deliberately designed with regard to the consequences they produce inside the stars.  

This plain truth was expressed in the Qur'an 1,400 years ago. Allah indicates the harmony in Creation of the heavens in the verse: Do you not see how Allah created seven heavens in harmony... (Surah Nuh: 15)
A Lesser Alchemy Lab: The Sun

The conversion of helium into carbon described above is the alchemy of red giants. In smaller stars like our Sun, a simpler sort of alchemy takes place. The Sun converts hydrogen into helium and this reaction is the source of its energy.

This reaction is no less essential for us to exist than are the reactions in the red giants. Moreover, the Sun's nuclear reaction is also specially created, just like the one in red giants.

Hydrogen, the input element for this reaction, is the simplest element in the universe for its nucleus consists of a single proton. In a helium nucleus, there are two protons and two neutrons. The process taking place in the Sun is the fusion of four hydrogen atoms into one helium atom.

An enormous amount of energy is released during this process. Nearly
THE CRITICAL REACTION IN THE SUN

1) Above: Four hydrogen atoms in the Sun join together to form a single helium atom.

2) Below: This is a two-step process. First two hydrogen atoms fuse forming a deuteron. This transformation is a slow one and is what keeps the Sun burning constantly.

3) Opposite page: If the strong nuclear force were just a little bit stronger, a di-proton would be formed instead of a deuteron. Such a reaction however cannot be sustained for any length of time: a runaway catastrophic explosion would occur in just a few seconds.
all the thermal and light energy reaching Earth is the result of this solar nuclear reaction.

Like the reactions taking place in red giants, this solar nuclear reaction turns out to involve a number of unexpected aspects without which it could not take place. You can't simply jam four hydrogen atoms together and turn them into helium. To make this happen, a two-step process is required, paralleling the one taking place in red giants. In the first step, two hydrogen atoms combine to form an intermediary nucleus called deuteron consisting of one proton and one neutron.

What force could be great enough to produce a deuteron by jamming two nuclei together? This force is the "strong nuclear force", one of the four fundamental forces of the universe mentioned in the previous section. This is the most powerful physical force in the universe and is billions of billions of billions of billions times stronger than the gravitational force. Nothing but this force could unite two nuclei like this.

Now the really curious thing about all this is that research shows that, strong as it is, the strong nuclear force is just barely strong enough to do what it does. If it were even slightly weaker than it is, it would not be able to unite the two nuclei. Instead, two protons nearing each other would repel each other immediately and the reaction in the Sun fizzle out before it ever began. In other words, the Sun would not exist as an energy-radiating star. Concerning this, George Greenstein says: "Had the strong force had been only slightly less strong, the light of the world would have never been lit."
What, on the other hand, if the strong nuclear force were stronger? To answer that, we first have to look at the process of converting two hydrogen atoms into a deuteron in a little more detail. First, one of the protons is stripped of its electrical charge and becomes a neutron. This neutron forms a deuteron by uniting with a proton. The force causing this unification is the "strong nuclear force"; the force that converts a proton into a neutron on the other hand is a different one and is called the "weak nuclear force". It is weak only by comparison however and it takes about ten minutes to make the conversion. At the atomic level, this is an immensely long time and it has the effect of slowing down the rate at which the reaction in the Sun takes place.

Let us now return to our question: What would happen if the strong nuclear force were stronger? The answer is that the reaction in the Sun would be changed dramatically because the weak nuclear force would be eliminated from the reaction.

If the strong nuclear force were any stronger than it is, it would be able to fuse two protons to one another immediately and without having to wait ten minutes for a proton to be converted into a neutron. As a result of this reaction, there would be one nucleus with two protons instead of a deuteron. Scientists call such a nucleus a "di-proton". It is a theoretical particle however insofar as it has never been observed to occur naturally. But if the strong nuclear force were much stronger than it is, then there would be real di-protons in the Sun. So what? Well by getting rid of the proton-to-neutron conversion, we would be eliminating the "throttle" that keeps the Sun's "engine" running as slowly as it does. George Greenstein explains what the result of that would be:

*The Sun would change because the first stage in the formation of helium would no longer be the formation of the deuteron. It would be the formation of the di-proton. And this reaction would not involve the transformation of a proton into a neutron at all. The role of the weak force would be eliminated, and only the strong force would be involved...and as a result the Sun's fuel would suddenly become very good indeed. It would become so powerful, so ferociously reactive, that*
the Sun and every other star like it would instantaneously explode.\textsuperscript{41}

The explosion of the Sun would cause the world and everything on it to burst into flames, burning our blue planet to a crisp in a few seconds. Because the strong nuclear force is precisely fine-tuned to be neither too strong nor too weak, the Sun’s nuclear reaction is slowed down and the star has been able to radiate light and energy for billions of years. This precise tuning is what makes it possible for mankind to live. If there were even the slightest deviation in this arrangement, the stars (including our Sun) would not exist or if they did, they would explode in a short time.

In other words the structure of the Sun is neither accidental nor unintentional. Quite the contrary: Allah has created the Sun for people to live, as expressed in the verse:

\begin{quote}
The Sun and the Moon follow courses (exactly) computed.
(Surat ar-Rahman: 5)
\end{quote}

\textbf{Protons and Electrons}

So far we have been examining matters concerned with forces that affect atomic nuclei. There is another important equilibrium in the atom that we must consider: the balance between its nucleus and electrons.

Put in its simplest terms, electrons revolve around the nucleus. The reason for this is electrical charge. Electrons have a negative charge and protons have a positive charge. Opposite charges attract, so an atom's electrons are drawn towards the nucleus. But the electrons are also moving at an enormous speed which would, under normal conditions, cause them to shoot away from the nucleus. These two forces (attraction and motion away) are balanced so that the electrons move in orbits around the nucleus.

Atoms are also balanced in terms of their electric charges: the number of orbiting electrons is the same as the number of protons in the nucleus. (For example, oxygen has eight protons and eight electrons.) In this way the electrical force of an atom is balanced and the atom is electrically neutral.
So far, so much basic chemistry. However there is a point in this seem-
ingly simple structure that is overlooked by many. A proton is much big-
ner than an electron in terms of both size and weight. If an electron were
the size of a walnut, a proton would be about the size of a man. Physically,
they are quite dissimilar.

But their electrical charges are the same size!

Although their electrical charges are opposite (electrons negative, pro-
tons positive) they are also equal. There is no obvious reason why this
should be so. Conceivably (and "logically") an electron ought to carry a
much smaller charge because it is so much smaller.

But if that were true, then what would happen?

What would happen is that every atom in the universe would be posi-
tively charged instead of being electrically neutral. And because like
charges repel, every atom in the universe would try and repel every other
atom. Matter as we know it could not exist.

What would happen if it suddenly became true now? What would hap-
pen if every atom were to start repelling every other?

Quite extraordinary things would happen. Let us begin with the changes
that would occur in your body. The moment this change occurred, your
hands and your arms holding this book would shatter at once. And not just
your hands and arms but also your body, your legs, your eyes, your
teeth–every part of your body would explode in a split second.

The room you sit in and the world around you would explode in a mo-
ment. All the seas, mountains, the planets in the solar system, and all the
stars and galaxies in the universe would shatter into atomic dust. And there
would never again be anything in the universe to observe. The universe
would become a mass of disorganized atoms pushing each other around.

By how much would the sizes of the electrical charges of protons and
electrons have to differ in order for this dreadful thing to happen? One per-
cent? A tenth of one percent? George Greenstein addresses this question in
*The Symbiotic Universe*:

> Small things like stones, people, and the like would fly apart if the two
> charges differed by as little as one part in 100 billion. Larger structures
like the Earth and the Sun require for their existence a yet more perfect balance of one part in a billion billion.\textsuperscript{42}

Here is yet another precisely-tuned equilibrium that proves that the universe is created for a particular purpose. As John D. Barrow and Frank J. Tipler maintain in their book "The Anthropic Cosmological Principle", "there is a grand design in the Universe that favours the development of intelligent life."\textsuperscript{43}

Of course every Creation proves the existence of a will that made it. That is Almighty Allah, Lord of all the worlds, the Power Who created the universe from nothingness, and fashioned it as He willed. As stated in the Qur'an, "He built the heaven, He raised its vault high and made it level." (Surat an-Nazi'at: 27-28)

By means of the extraordinary balances that we have seen in this chapter, matter is able to remain stable and this stability is evidence of the perfection of Allah's Creation as revealed in the Qur'an:

Among His signs is that heaven and earth hold firm by His command. (Surat ar-Rum: 25)
...Something else has to be behind things, somehow guiding them. And that, one might say, is a kind of mathematical proof of divinity.

Guy Marchie, American Science Writer44
During the night of July 4th in 1054, Chinese astronomers witnessed an extraordinary event: a very bright star that suddenly appeared near the constellation Taurus. It was so bright that it could easily be seen even in daytime. At night it was brighter than the Moon.

What Chinese astronomers observed was one of the most interesting and catastrophic astronomic phenomena in our universe. It was a supernova.

A supernova is a star that is shattered by an explosion. A huge star destroys itself in an immense blast and the material of its core is scattered in every direction. The light produced during this event is a thousand times brighter than normal.

Scientists today think that supernovas play a key role in the formation of the universe. These explosions are what cause different elements to be carried to different parts of the universe. It is supposed that the material ejected by these explosions subsequently combines to form a new galaxy or a star somewhere else in the universe. According to this hypothesis, our solar system, the Sun and its planets including Earth, are the products of some incredibly ancient supernova.

Although supernovas may seem to be ordinary explosions, they in fact are minutely structured in their details. In *Nature’s Destiny* Michael Denton writes:

*The distances between supernovae and indeed between all stars is critical for other reasons. If the distance between stars in our galaxy was much less, planetary orbits would be destabilized. If it was much more, then the debris thrown out by a supernova would be so diffusely distributed that planetary systems like our own would in all probability never form. If the cosmos is to be a home for life, then the flickering of the supernovae must occur at a very precise rate and the average distance between them, and indeed between all stars, must be very close to the actual observed figure.*

The ratio of supernovas and stars’ distances are just two more of the
fine-tuned details of this miraculous universe. Examining deeper the universe the arrangement we see is beautiful both in the organization and order.

**Why Is There So Much Space?**

Let's recap a few points that we made earlier. The universe following the Big Bang was a nebula of just hydrogen and helium. Heavier elements were produced later by means of specially created nuclear reactions. Yet the existence of heavier elements is not a sufficient reason for the universe to become a suitable place for life. A much more important issue is how the universe was formed and ordered.
We have adorned the nearest heaven with an adornment, the stars.

(Surat as-Saffat: 6)
We shall start by asking how big the universe is.

The planet Earth is a part of the solar system. In this system there are nine major planets with fifty-four satellites, and an uncounted number of asteroids all revolving around a single star called "Sun", a middle-sized star compared with others in the universe. Earth is the third planet from the Sun.

Let us first try to understand the size of this system. The diameter of the Sun is 103 times that of the Earth. To visualize this, the planet Earth has diameter of 12,200 kms. If we scaled that down to the dimensions of a glass bead, the Sun would be about the size of soccer ball. But the interesting thing is the distance between the two. Keeping to the same scale, the two balls should be 280 meters apart. Some of the objects representing the outer planets would have to be set several kilometers away.

Big though this might seem, the solar system is a quite miniscule in size compared with the Milky Way, the galaxy in which it is located. There are over 250 billion stars in the Milky Way–some similar to the Sun, others bigger, others smaller. The star nearest to the Sun is Alpha Centauri. If we wanted to add Alpha Centauri in our model system, it would have to be located 78,000 kilometers away.

That's too big for almost anyone to grasp, so let's reduce the scale. We'll assume the Earth to be as big as a dust-particle. That would make the Sun as big as a hazelnut about three meters from the Earth. On this scale, Alpha Centauri would have to be located 640 kilometers from the Sun.

The Milky Way consists of about 250 billion stars with similarly mind-boggling distances between them. The Sun is located closer to the edge of this spiral-shaped galaxy than it is to the center.

Even the Milky Way is dwarfed by the vast size of the whole universe. It is just one of many galaxies–nearly 300 billion of them according to recent calculations. And the distances between galaxies are millions of times greater than that between the Sun and Alpha Centauri.

George Greenstein, in The Symbiotic Universe, comments on this enormous vastness:

*Had the stars been somewhat closer, astrophysics would not have been*
so very different. The fundamental physical processes occurring within stars, nebulae, and the like would have proceeded unchanged. The appearance of our galaxy as seen from some far-distant vantage point would have been the same. About the only difference would have been the view of the night time sky from the grass on which I lie, which would have been yet richer with stars. And oh, yes—one more small change: There would have been no me to do the viewing...All that wasted space! On the other hand, in this very waste lies our safety.46

Greenstein also explains the reason for this. In his view, the huge distances in space makes it possible for certain physical variables to be arranged so as to be exactly suitable for human life. He also notes the importance of this huge space in allowing Earth to exist while minimizing the risk of collision with other stars.

In short, the distribution of celestial bodies in space is exactly what it must be for human life to exist on our planet. These huge spaces are the outcome of a special Creation and not a result of coincidence.

**Entropy and Order**

In order to understand the concept of order in the universe, we need first to talk about the Second Law of Thermodynamics, one of the fundamental universal physical laws.

This law states that, left to themselves, organized systems will become unstable and less organized as time advances. This law is also called the Law of Entropy. In physics, entropy is the amount of disorder in a system. The transition of a system from a stable condition into an unstable condition is the same as an increase in its entropy. The instability is directly related to the entropy of that system.

This is commonplace knowledge, many examples of which we may observe in our daily lives. If you abandon a car in some exposed place for a year or even a couple of months, you certainly wouldn't expect it be in just as good condition as you left it when you return. You'll probably notice flat tires, broken windows, corroded parts in the engine and body, etc.
Similarly if you neglect to straighten up your house for a few days and you’ll immediately see it getting dustier and more disorganized as time goes by. This is a kind of entropy; however you can undo it by cleaning and picking things up and by taking out the trash.

The Second Law of Thermodynamics is widely accepted as valid and binding. Einstein, the most important scientist of our century, said that this law was the "first law of all sciences". The American scientist Jeremy Rifkin comments in *Entropy: A New World View*:

*The Entropy Law will preside as the ruling paradigm over the next period of history. Albert Einstein said that it is the premier law of all science: Sir Arthur Eddington referred to it as the supreme metaphysical law of the entire universe.*

It is important to note that the Law of Entropy by itself renders many of the claims of materialism invalid right from the start. For if there is a definite order in the universe, the law holds that, in the course of time, this situation will be undone by the universe itself. There are two conclusions to be reached from this observation:

1) Left to itself, the universe cannot exist for eternity. The second law says that without external intervention of some sort, entropy will eventually be maximized throughout the universe causing it to assume a completely homogenous state.

2) The claim that the order we observe is not the result of external intervention is also invalid. Immediately after the Big Bang, the universe was in precisely such a completely disorganized state as would exist if entropy
had been maximized. But that has changed as we can plainly see by looking around. That change took place in violation of one of nature's fundamental laws—the Law of Entropy. There is simply no way to account for this change except to posit some sort of supernatural Creation.

An example will perhaps make the second point clearer. Imagine the universe to be a huge cave full of a jumble of water, rocks, and dirt. We
leave the cave alone for several billion years and then come back and take a look at it. Upon our return we notice that some of the rocks have gotten smaller, some have disappeared, the level of dirt is higher, there's more mud, and so on. Things are more disordered, which is normal—just as we might expect. If, billions of years later, you find rocks delicately carved into statues, you would definitely decide that this order cannot be explained away by laws of nature. The only rational explanation is that "a conscious mind" caused these things to be.

So the order of this universe is the most overwhelming proof of the existence of a superior consciousness. The Nobel prize winner German physicist Max Planck explains the order in the universe:

*At all events, we should say, in summing up, that, according to everything taught by the exact sciences about the immense realm of nature in which our tiny planet plays an insignificant role, a certain order prevails—one independent of the human mind. Yet, in so far as we are able to ascertain through our senses, this order can be formulated in terms of purposeful activity. There is evidence of an intelligent order of the universe.*

Paul Davies explains the triumph of this marvelous equilibrium and harmony over materialism thus:

*Everywhere we look in the Universe, from the far flung galaxies to the deepest recesses of the atom, we encounter order...* Central to the idea of a very special, orderly Universe is the concept of information. A highly structured system, displaying a great deal of organised activity,
needs a lot of information to describe it. Alternatively, we may say that it contains much information.

We are therefore presented with a curious question. If information and order always has a natural tendency to disappear, where did all the information that makes the world such a special place come from originally? The Universe is like a clock slowly running down. How did it get wound up in the first place? Einstein refers to this order as an unexpected event, and also says that it should be regarded as a miracle:

Well, a priori [reasoning from cause to effect] one should expect that the world would be rendered lawful [obedient to law and order] only to the extent that we [human beings] intervene with our ordering intelligence... [But instead we find] in the objective world a high degree of order that we were a priori in no way authorized to expect. This is the 'miracle' that is strengthened more and more with the development of our knowledge.

In short, the order in the universe demands deep and extensive understanding and knowledge. It is organized and preserved by Allah.

Allah reveals how the heavens and earth are preserved by His supreme power in the Qur'an:

Allah keeps a firm hold on the heavens and earth, preventing them from vanishing away. And if they vanished no one could then keep hold of them. Certainly He is Most Forbearing, Ever-Forgiving. (Surah Fatir: 41)

The divine order in this universe reveals the weakness of the materialistic belief of a universe that is a mass of ungoverned matter. This is revealed in another verse:

If the truth were to follow their
whims and desires, the heavens and the earth and everyone in
them would have been brought to ruin...(Surat al-Muminun: 71)

The Solar System

The solar system is one of the most wonderful examples of this beautiful harmony to be witnessed. There are nine planets with fifty-four known satellites and an unknown number of smaller bodies. The major planets counting outward from the Sun are Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto. Earth is the only one on which life is known to exist. It is surely the only one on which human beings can live and survive unaided as a means of abundant land and water and to a breathable atmosphere.

In the structure of the solar system, we encounter another beautiful example of equilibrium: the balance between a planet's centrifugal force countered by the gravitational attraction of its primary. (In astronomy, a primary is something that another body revolves about. The Earth's primary is the Sun; the Moon's primary is the Earth.) Without this balance, everything in the solar system would fly off into the chilling depths of outer space. The balance between these two forces results in paths (orbits) that the planets and other bodies follow around their primaries. If a body moved at too slow a speed, it would plunge into the primary; if it moved at too fast a speed, the primary would be unable to hold onto it, and it would fly off into space. Instead, every body moves at just the right speed to keep it in orbit. Moreover, this equilibrium has to be different for each body because the distance of planets to the Sun differs. So do their masses. Therefore, they

Isaac Newton, one of the pioneers and founders of modern physics and astronomy, saw in the structure of the universe magnificent evidence of divine Creation.
THE SOLAR SYSTEM
It is not for the Sun to catch up the Moon nor for the night to outstrip the day. Each (just) swims along in (its own) orbit.

(Surah Ya Sin: 40)
have to have different orbital speeds not to plunge into the Sun or not to fly off into space.

Materialist astronomy falsely claims that the origin and survival of the solar system can be explained by coincidence. Over the last three centuries, many of its adherents have speculated without any evidence on how this marvelous order should have come to pass and they have failed to get anywhere. To a materialist, the equilibrium and order of the solar system are inexplicable mysteries.

Astronomers like Kepler and Galileo, among the first to discover this superlative equilibrium, acknowledged it as a sign of Creation of the whole universe. Isaac Newton, recognized as one of the most important scientific minds of all times, once wrote:

_This most elegant system of suns, planets, and comets could arise from the purpose and sovereignty of an intelligent and mighty being... He rules them all, not as a soul but as a sovereign lord of all things, and because of His sovereignty He is commonly called "Lord God Almighty."_51

The Place of the Earth

Besides this wonderful equilibrium, the place of Earth in the solar system and in the universe is also another piece of evidence of a perfect act of Creation on Allah's part.

The latest astronomical findings have shown the importance of the other planets' existence for Earth. Jupiter's size and position turn for example out to be critical. Astrophysical calculations show that, as the biggest planet in the system, Jupiter supplies stability to the orbits of Earth and all the other planets. Jupiter's protective role over the Earth is explained in an article "How special Jupiter is" by George Wetherill:

_Without a large planet positioned precisely where Jupiter is, the earth would have been struck a thousand times more frequently in the past by comets and meteors and other interplanetary debris. If it were not for Jupiter, we wouldn't be around to study the origin of the solar system._52
To put it briefly, the structure of the solar system was specially created for mankind to live.

Let us also consider the place of solar system in the universe. Our solar system is located in one of the huge spiral arms of the Milky Way, closer to the edge than to the center. What advantage could there be in that? In *Nature's Destiny*, Michael Denton explains:

*What is so striking is that the cosmos appears to be not just supremely fit for our own being and for our biological adaptations, but also for our understanding... Because of the position of our solar system on the edge of the galactic rim, we can gaze farther into the night to distant galaxies and gain knowledge of the overall structure of the cosmos. Were we positioned in the center of a galaxy, we would never look on the beauty of a spiral galaxy nor would we have any idea of the structure of our universe.*

In other words, even Earth's location in the galaxy is evidence that it was intended for mankind to live on, no less than are all the other physics laws of the universe.

It is the plain truth that the universe is created and arranged by Allah.

The reason that some people cannot understand this point is their own prejudice. But any objective mind without prejudice will easily understand that the universe is created and organized for mankind to live in, just as is revealed:

*We did not create heaven and earth and everything in between them to no purpose. That is the opinion of those who are unbelievers...* (Surah Sad: 27)

This deep understanding is revealed in yet another verse of the Qur'an:

*In the Creation of the heavens and the earth, and the alternation of night and day, there are signs for people with intelligence: those who remember Allah, standing, sitting and lying on their sides, and reflect on the Creation of the heavens and the earth: ‘Our Lord, You have not created this for nothing. Glory to You!'* (Surah Al 'Imran: 190-191)
The Earth, with its atmosphere and oceans, its complex biosphere, its crust of relatively oxidised, silica rich, sedimentary, igneous, and metamorphic rocks overlaying [a magnesium silicate mantle and core] of metallic iron, with its ice caps, deserts, forests, tundra, jungles, grasslands, fresh-water lakes, coal beds, oil deposits, volcanoes, fumaroles, factories, automobiles, plants, animals, magnetic field, ionosphere, mid-ocean ridges, convincing mantle... is a system of stunning complexity.

J. S. Lewis, American Geologist\textsuperscript{66}
An imaginary space-traveler approaching the solar system from interstellar space would encounter a very interesting scene. Let us imagine that we are such travelers and that we're arriving at the plane of the ecliptic—the great circle of the celestial sphere in which all the major planets of our solar system move. The first planet we will meet is Pluto. This planet is quite a cold place. The temperature is around -238°C. The planet has a thin of atmosphere that is in a gaseous state only when it draws slightly nearer to the sun in its rather elliptical orbit. At other times, the atmosphere becomes a mass of ice. Pluto, briefly, is a lifeless sphere enveloped in ice.

Advancing towards the Sun, you next encounter Neptune. It is cold too: approximately -218°C. The atmosphere, consisting of hydrogen, helium and methane, is poisonous for life. Winds blowing nearly 2,000 kilometers an hour blast across the surface of the planet.

Next is Uranus: a gaseous planet with rocks and ice on its surface. The temperature is -214°C and the atmosphere again consists of hydrogen, helium and methane—unsuitable for human beings to live in.

You reach Saturn after Uranus. This is the second biggest planet in the solar system and is particularly notable for the system of rings encircling it. These rings are made up of gases, rock and ice. One of the many interesting things about Saturn is that it is composed entirely of gas: 75% hydrogen and 25% helium and its density is less than that of water. If you want to "land" on Saturn, you'd better produce your spaceship to be like an inflatable boat! The average temperature is again very low: -178°C.

Coming up next is Jupiter: the biggest planet in the solar system, it is 318 times the size of Earth. Like Saturn, Jupiter is also a gaseous planet. Since it is difficult to distinguish between "atmosphere" and "surface" on such planets, it is hard to say what the "surface temperature" is but in the upper reaches of the atmosphere, the temperature is -143°C. A notable feature of Jupiter's atmosphere is something called the Great Red Spot. It was first noticed 300 hundred years ago. Astronomers now know that it is an enormous storm system that has been raging in the Jovian atmosphere for
Allah created the heavens and the earth with truth. There is certainly a sign in that for the believers.

(Surat al-Ankabut: 44)
centuries. It is big enough to swallow up a couple of planets the size of Earth whole. Jupiter may be a visually thrilling planet, but it's no home for people, who would be killed instantly by its freezing temperatures, violent winds, and intense radiation.

Then comes Mars. The atmosphere of Mars cannot sustain human life because it is mostly carbon dioxide. The surface is everywhere pocked with craters: the result of eons of meteor impacts and strong winds blowing across the surface that can raise sandstorms that last for days or weeks at a time. The temperature varies rather much but drops as low as -53°C. There has been much speculation that Mars might harbor life, but all the evidence shows that this is a lifeless world too.

Speeding away from Mars and heading toward the Sun, we notice a blue planet that we decide to skip for the time being while we explore some more. Our search brings us to a planet called Venus. This planet is everywhere shrouded in brilliant white clouds but the temperature at the surface is 450°C, which is enough to cause lead to melt. The atmosphere is com-
posed mostly of carbon dioxide. At the surface, the atmospheric pressure is equal to 90 terrestrial atmospheres: on Earth, you'd have to descend a kilometer into the sea before you reached a pressure that high. The atmosphere of Venus contains layers of gaseous sulfuric acid several kilometers deep. When it rains on Venus, it isn't raining rain you know: it's raining acid. No human or other life could exist in such a hellish place for a second.

We press on and come to Mercury, a small, rocky world, blasted by the heat and radiation of the Sun. Its rotation has been so slowed down by its proximity to the Sun that the planet makes only three full axial rotations in the time it takes to revolve twice around the Sun. In other words, two of Mercury's "years" is equal to three of its "days". Because of this prolonged diurnal cycle, one side of Mercury becomes extremely hot while the other is extremely cold. The difference between the daytime and nighttime sides of Mercury is as much as 1,000°C. Of course such an environment cannot support life.
The surface temperature on Venus reaches as high as 450°C, which is sufficient to melt lead. The surface of this world resembles a ball of fire covered with lava. Its atmosphere is thick with sulfuric acid and a sulfuric acid rain falls constantly. The atmospheric pressure at the surface is 90 times that of Earth: the equivalent of a depth of 1,000 meters beneath the sea.
To sum up, we've taken looks at eight planets and not one of them, including their fifty-three satellites offers anything that might serve as a haven for life. Each of them is lifeless ball of gas, ice, or rock.

But the blue planet Earth, that we skipped over a while ago? That one's very different from the others. With its hospitable atmosphere, surface features, ambient temperatures, magnetic field, and supply of elements and set just the right distance from the Sun, it is evident that it was specially created to be a home for life.

**A Brief Digression and Warning About "Adaptation"**

In the rest of this chapter we will be examining features of earth that make it clear that our planet was created specifically for the support of life. But before we do that, we need to make a brief digression in order to avoid the possibility of any misunderstanding. This digression is especially for those who are in the habit of recognizing the theory of evolution as a scientific truth and who strongly believe in the concept of "adaptation".

"Adaptation" is the noun form of the verb "adapt". "Adapt" implies a modification according to changing circumstances. As used by evolutionists, it means a "modification of an organism or its parts that makes it more fit for existence under the conditions of its environment". The theory of evolution claims that all life on earth is derived from a single organism (a single common ancestor) that itself came into being as a result of chance and the theory makes heavy use of this sense of the word "adaptation" to support its case. Evolutionists hold that living organisms change into new species by adapting to their environment. We have discussed the invalidity of this claim, that mechanisms of adaptation to natural conditions in living beings come into play only under certain circumstances and it can never transform one species into another in detail in our other books.55 (This is summed up in the appendix "Evolution Deceit" in this book) The theory of evolution with its concept of "adaptation" is really just a form of Lamarckism, a theory of organic evolution that holds that environmental changes cause structural changes in animals and plants that can be trans-
mitted to offspring—a theory that has been soundly and rightly dismissed by scientific circles.

Yet even though it has no scientific basis, the idea of adaptation impresses most people and that is why we must address this point here before going on. From belief in the adaptability of life-forms, it is only a step to the idea that life could have developed on other planets as well as it did once on Earth. The possibility of little green creatures living on Pluto who might work up a slight sweat when the temperature soared to 238°C, who breathe helium instead of oxygen, and who drink sulfuric acid instead of water somehow tickles people's fancy, especially people whose fancies have been richly nourished by the products of Hollywood studios.

But these are only such stuff as dreams (and Hollywood movies) are made of however and evolutionists who are better informed about biology and biochemistry do not even attempt to defend such notions. They know quite well that life exists only if necessary conditions and elements are available. If they really believe in them at all, the partisans of the little green men (or other alien life-forms) are those who blindly adhere to the theory of evolution and are ignorant of even the basics of biology and biochemistry and who, in their ignorance, come up with preposterous scenarios.

So in understanding the error in the concept of adaptation, the first thing that we need to note is that life can only exist if certain essential conditions and elements are present. The only model of life that is based on scientific criteria is that of carbon-based life and scientists are in agreement that there is no other form of life to be found anywhere elsewhere in the universe.

Carbon is the sixth element in the periodic table. This atom is the basis of life on earth because all organic molecules (such as nucleic acids, amino acids, proteins, fats, and sugars) are formed by the combination of carbon with other elements in various ways. Carbon forms millions of different types of proteins by combining with hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen etc. No other elements can take the place of carbon. As we shall see in the sections ahead, no element but carbon has the ability to form the many different kinds of chemical bonds on which life depends.
Consequently if life is going to exist on any planet anywhere in the universe it is going to have to be carbon-based.\(^5\)

There are a number of conditions that are absolutely essential in order for carbon-based life to exist. For example, carbon-based organic compounds (like proteins) can exist only within a certain range of temperatures. They start to dissociate over 120°C and are irrecoverably damaged if they are frozen below -20°C. But it is not only temperature that plays a vital role in determining the allowable limits of suitable conditions for carbon-based life to exist: so too do the type and amount of light, the strength of gravity, the composition of the atmosphere, and the strength of the magnetic field. Earth provides precisely such conditions as are needed to make life possible. If even one of conditions were to be changed, if average temperatures surpassed 120°C for example, there would be no life on Earth.

Therefore our little green creatures who might work up a slight sweat when the temperature soars to 238°C, who breathe helium instead of oxygen, and who drink sulfuric acid instead of water are not going to exist anywhere because carbon-based life-forms cannot survive under such conditions and carbon-based life-forms are the only kind there is. Life can only exist in an environment within limits and under conditions that are specially created for life. That is true of life in general and of human beings in particular.

Earth is a planet which Allah created as a hospitable environment for life.

**The Temperature of the World**

Temperature and atmosphere are the first essential factors for life on Earth. The Blue Planet has both a temperature that is livable and an atmosphere that is breathable for living things, especially for such complex living things as human beings. These two extremely different factors however have come into being as a result of conditions that turn out to be ideal for both.

One of these is the distance between the Earth and the Sun. Earth could
Unlike the other 63 major planets and satellites in our solar system, the planet Earth is the only one possessing an atmosphere, an ambient temperature, and a surface suitable for life. Although liquid water, a fundamental requirement for life, is found nowhere else in the solar system, three-fourths of the Earth's surface is covered with it.
not be a home for life if were as near the Sun as Venus is or as far from it as Jupiter: carbon-based molecules can only survive between the limits of 120 and −20°C and Earth is the only planet whose average temperatures fall within those limits.

When one considers the universe as a whole, coming across a range of temperatures as narrow as this is quite a difficult task because temperatures in the universe vary from the millions of degrees of the hottest stars to absolute zero (-273°C). In such a vast range of temperatures, the thermal interval that allows life to exist is slim indeed; but the planet Earth has it.

The American geologists Frank Press and Raymond Siever draw attention to the average temperatures prevailing on Earth. They note that "life as we know it is possible over a very narrow temperature interval. This interval is perhaps 1 or 2 percent of the range between a temperature of absolute zero and the surface temperature of the Sun." 57

The maintenance of this thermal range is also related to the amount of heat that the Sun radiates as well as to the distance between the Earth and the Sun. According to calculations, a reduction of just 10% in the Sun's radiant energy would result in the Earth surface's being covered by layers of ice many meters thick and that if it were to increase by a little, all living things would be scorched and die.

Not only must the average temperature be ideal: the available heat must also be distributed fairly equally over the whole planet. A number of special precautions have been taken to ensure that this in fact happens.

The Earth's axis is inclined 23° 27'to the plane of the ecliptic. This inclination prevents overheating of the atmosphere in the regions between the poles and the equator, causing them to become more temperate. If this inclination did not exist, the temperature gradient between the poles and equator would be much higher than it is and the temperate zones wouldn't be so temperate—or livable.

The rotational speed of the Earth on its axes also helps keep the thermal distribution in balance. The Earth makes a complete rotation once every 24 hours with the result that alternating periods of daylight and darkness are fairly short. Because they are short, the thermal gradient between
Many completely different factors such as the distance between Earth and Sun, the planet’s rotational speed, the inclination of its axes, and the geographical features of the surface all combine to ensure that our world is heated in just the right way that life needs and that this heat is adequately distributed.

the light and dark sides of the planet are quite modest. The importance of this can be seen in the extreme example of Mercury, where a day lasts longer than a year and where the difference between daytime and nighttime temperatures is almost 1,000°C.

Geography also helps distribute heat equally over the earth. There is a difference of about 100°C between the polar and equatorial regions of Earth. If such a thermal gradient were to exist over a completely level area, the result would be winds reaching speeds as high as 1,000 kilometers an hour sweeping away everything in their path. Instead, Earth is full of geographical barriers that block the huge movements of air that such a thermal
gradient would otherwise cause. Those barriers are chains of mountains like the one that stretches from the Pacific in the east to the Atlantic in the west, beginning with the Himalayas in China and continuing with the Taurus mountains in Anatolia and the Alps in Europe. At sea, the excess heat in the equatorial regions is transferred north and south by means of the superior ability of the water to conduct and dissipate heat.

At the same time, there are a number of auto-control systems that help keep the atmospheric temperature in balance. For example when a region heats up, the rate at which its water vaporizes increases, causing clouds to form. These clouds reflect more light back into space, preventing both the air and the surface below from getting warmer.

**The Mass of the Earth and the Planet's Magnetic Field**

The size of Earth is no less important for life than are its distance from the Sun, its rotational speed, or geographical features. Looking at the planets we see a great range of sizes: Mercury is less than a tenth the size of Earth while Jupiter is 318 times bigger. Is the size of Earth as compared with other planets "coincidental"? Or is it deliberate?

When we examine the dimensions of Earth we can easily see that our planet was created to be exactly as big as it is. American geologists Frank Press and Raymond Siever comment on Earth's "fitness":

*And Earth's size was just about right—not too small as to lose its atmosphere because its gravity was too small to prevent gasses from escaping into space, and not so large that its gravity would hold on to too much atmosphere, including harmful gases.*

In addition to its mass, the interior of Earth is also specially created. Because of its core, Earth has a strong magnetic field whose role in the preservation of life is vital. According to Press and Siever:

*The earth's interior is a gigantic but delicately balanced heat engine fueled by radioactivity ... Were it running more slowly, geological activity would have proceeded at a slower pace. Iron might not have melt-
ed and sunk to form the liquid core, and the magnetic field would never have developed…if there had been more radioactive fuel and a faster running engine, volcanic gas and dust would have blotted out the Sun, the atmosphere would have been oppressively dense, and the surface would have been racked by daily earthquakes and volcanic explosions.59

The magnetic field these geologists talk about is of great importance for life. This magnetic field originates from the structure of Earth's core. The core consists of heavy elements like iron and nickel that are capable of holding a magnetic charge. The inner core is solid while the outer one is
liquid. The two layers of the core move around each other and this movement is what generates Earth's magnetic field. Extending far beyond the surface, this field protects Earth from the effects of detrimental radiation from outer space. The radiation of stars other than the Sun cannot travel through this shield. The \textbf{Van Allen Belt}, whose magnetic lines extend ten thousand miles from Earth, protects the globe from this deadly energy.

It is calculated that the plasma clouds trapped by the Van Allen Belt sometimes attain energy levels 100 billion times more powerful than that the atomic bomb released over Hiroshima. Cosmic rays may be equally detrimental. The Earth's magnetic field however lets only 0.1\% of that radiation through and that is absorbed by the atmosphere. The electrical energy needed to create and maintain such a magnetic field is nearly a billion amperes, as much as mankind has generated throughout history.

If this protective shield did not exist, life would be destroyed by harmful radiation from time to time and might not have come into existence at all. But as Press and Siever point out, Earth's core is exactly created to keep the planet safe.

In other words, there is a special purpose as stated in the Qur'an:

\textbf{We made the sky a persevered and protected roof yet still they turn away from Our signs. (Surat al-Anbiya': 32)}

\section*{The Fitness of the Atmosphere}

As we have seen, Earth's physical features—mass, structure, temperature and so on—are "just right for life". Such features alone are not enough to allow life to exist on Earth however. Another vital factor is the composition of the atmosphere.

We noted above how science-fiction movies sometimes mislead people. One example of how they do this is how easily space travelers and explorers come across planets with breathable atmospheres: they seem to be lying all over the place. If we could explore the real universe, we'd discover that this isn't true at all: the possibility of another planet's having an atmosphere that we could breathe is most unlikely. That's because the at-
Earth’s atmosphere as seen from above by NASA astronauts while over the Philippines.
mosphere of Earth is specially created to support life in a number of crucial ways.

The atmosphere of Earth is composed of 77% nitrogen, 21% oxygen, and 1% carbon dioxide. Let's start with the most important gas: oxygen. Oxygen is vitally important to life because it enters into most of the chemical reactions that release the energy that all complex life-forms require.

Carbon compounds react with oxygen. As a result of these reactions, water, carbon dioxide, and energy are produced. Small "bundles" of energy that are called ATP (adenosine triphosphate) and are used in living cells are generated by these reactions. This is why we constantly need oxygen to live and why we breathe to satisfy that need.

The interesting aspect of this business is that the percentage of oxygen in the air we breathe is very precisely determined. Michael Denton writes on this point:

*Could your atmosphere contain more oxygen and still support life? No! Oxygen is a very reactive element. Even the current percentage of oxygen in the atmosphere, 21 percent, is close to the upper limit of safety for life at ambient temperatures. The probability of a forest fire being ignited increases by as much as 70 percent for every 1 percent increase in the percentage of oxygen in the atmosphere.*

According to the British biochemist James Lovelock:

*Above 25% very little of our present land vegetation could survive the raging conflagrations which would destroy tropical rain forests and arctic tundra alike... The present oxygen level is at a point where risk and benefit nicely balance.*

That the proportion of oxygen in the atmosphere remains at this precise value is the result of a marvelous "recycling" system: Animals constantly consume oxygen and produce carbon dioxide, which, for them, is not breathable. Plants do just the opposite: they take in carbon dioxide, which they need to live, and release oxygen instead. By means of this system, life goes on. Plants release millions of tons of oxygen into the atmosphere every day.

Without the cooperation and balance of these two different groups of
living things, our planet would be unlivable. For example, if living things only took in carbon dioxide and released oxygen, the Earth's atmosphere would support combustion much more easily than it does and even a tiny spark could set off enormous fires. Similarly, if both took in oxygen and released carbon dioxide, life would eventually die out when all the oxygen had been used up.

In fact, the atmosphere is in a state of equilibrium in which, as Lovelock says, risk and benefit are nicely balanced.

Another finely-tuned aspect of our atmosphere is its density, which is ideally suited for us to breathe.

**The Atmosphere and Respiration**

We breathe every moment of our lives. We continuously take the air into our lungs and let it out. We do it so much that we might think of it as normal. In fact, respiration is quite a complex process.

Our bodily systems are so perfectly created that we don't need to think about breathing. Our body estimates how much oxygen it needs and arranges for the delivery of the right amount whether we're walking, running, reading a book, or sleeping. The reason breathing is so important to us is that the millions of reactions that must constantly take place in our bodies to keep us alive all require oxygen.

Your ability to read this book is due to the millions of cells in the retina of your eye constantly being supplied with oxygen-derived energy. Similarly, all the tissues of our bodies and the cells forming them get their energy from the "burning" of carbon compounds in oxygen. The product of this burning—carbon dioxide—must be discharged from the body. If the level of oxygen in your bloodstream drops to low, the result is fainting; and if the absence of oxygen persists for more than a few minutes, the result is death.

And that's why we breathe. When we inhale, oxygen floods into about 300 million tiny chambers in our lungs. Capillary veins attached to these chambers absorb the oxygen in a twinkling and convey it first to heart and then to every other part of our body. The cells of our body use this oxy-
gen and release carbon dioxide into the blood, which conveys it back to
the lungs where it is expelled. The whole thing takes less than half a sec-
ond: "clean" oxygen comes in and "dirty" carbon dioxide goes out.

You might be wondering why there are so many (300 million) of those
little chambers in the lungs. They're there to maximize the surface area that
is exposed to the air. They're carefully folded up to occupy as little space
as possible; if they were unfolded, the result would be enough to cover a
tennis court.

There is another point here that we need to keep in mind. The cham-
bbers of the lungs and the capillaries connecting to them are created so small
and perfectly in order to increase the rate at which oxygen and carbon
dioxide are exchanged. But that perfect structure depends on other factors:
the density, viscosity, and pressure of air must all be right in order for the
air to move properly in and out of our lungs.

At sea level, air pressure is 760 mm of mercury and its density is about
1 gram/liter. Again at sea level, its viscosity is nearly 50 times that of wa-
ter. You might think these numbers unimportant but they are vital for our
lives because, as Michael Denton notes:

*The overall composition and general character of the atmos-
phere—its density, viscosity, and pressure, etc—must be very similar
to what it is, particularly for air-breathing organisms.*

When we breathe, our lungs use energy to overcome a force called "air-
way resistance". This force is the result of the resistance of air to movement.
Owing to the physical properties of the atmosphere however, this resis-
tance is weak enough that our lungs can take air in and let it out with a
minimum expenditure of energy. If air resistance were higher, our lungs
would be forced to work harder to enable us to breathe. This can be ex-
plained by an example. It easy to draw water into the needle of an injec-
tor but drawing honey in is much more difficult. The reason is that honey
is denser than water and also more viscous.

If the density, viscosity, and pressure of air were higher, breathing
would be as difficult as drawing honey into a needle. Someone might say
"That's easy to fix. We'll just make the hole of the needle larger to increase
the rate of flow." But if we did that in the case of the capillaries in the
lungs, the result would be to reduce the size of the area in contact with air, with the result that less oxygen and carbon dioxide would be exchanged in the same amount of time and the respiratory needs of the body would not be satisfied. In other words, the individual values of air's density, viscosity and pressure must all fall within certain limits in order for it to be breathable and those of the air we breathe do exactly that.

Michael Denton comments on this:

*It is clear that if either the viscosity or the density of air were much greater, the airway resistance would be prohibitive and no conceivable redesign of the respiratory system would be capable of delivering sufficient oxygen to a metabolically active air-breathing organism... By plotting all possible atmospheric pressures against all possible oxygen contents, it becomes clear that there is only one unique tiny area... where all the various conditions for life are satisfied... It is surely of enormous significance that several essential conditions are satisfied in this one tiny region in the space of all possible atmospheres.*
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The numerical values of the atmosphere are not only necessary for us to breathe but are also essential for our Blue Planet to stay blue. If sea-level atmospheric pressure were much lower than its present value, the rate of water vaporization would be much higher. Increased water in the atmosphere would have a "greenhouse effect" trapping more heat and raising the average temperature of the planet. On the other hand, if the pressure were much higher, the rate of water vaporization would be less, turning large parts of the planet into desert.

All these finely-tuned equilibriums indicate that our atmosphere has been created precisely so that life on Earth can exist. This is the reality discovered by science and it shows us again that the universe is not just an accidental jumble of matter. Undoubtedly there is a Creator ruling the universe, shaping matter as He wants it to be, and reigning over the galaxies, stars and planets under His sovereignty.

That supreme power, as the Qur'an tells us, is Allah, Lord of the whole universe.

And the Blue Planet on which we live is specially created and "smoothed out" by Allah for people as stated in the Qur'an. (Surat an-Nazi'at: 30) There are other verses revealing that Allah has created Earth for mankind to live in:
It is Allah Who made the earth a stable home for you and the sky a dome, and formed you, giving you the best of forms, and provided you with good and wholesome things. That is Allah, your Lord. Blessed be Allah, the Lord of all the worlds. (Surah Ghafir: 64)

It is He Who made the earth submissive to you, so walk its broad trails and eat what it provides. The Resurrection is to Him. (Surat al-Mulk: 15)

The Equilibriums that Make Life Possible

The things we have mentioned so far are just a few of the delicate equilibriums that are essential for life on Earth. Examining the earth, we can make the list of the "essential factors for life" a long as we please. The American astronomer Hugh Ross has made a list of his own:

**Surface Gravity;**
- If stronger: atmosphere would retain too much ammonia and methane
- If weaker: planet's atmosphere would lose too much water

**Distance From Parent Star;**
- if farther: planet would be too cool for a stable water cycle
- if closer: planet would be too warm for a stable water cycle

**Thickness of crust;**
- if thicker: too much oxygen would be transferred from the atmosphere to the crust
- if thinner: volcanic and tectonic activity would be too great

**Rotation period;**
- If longer: diurnal temperature differences would be too great
- If shorter: atmospheric wind velocities would be too great

**Gravitational interaction with Moon;**
- If greater: tidal effects on the oceans, atmosphere, and rotational period would be too severe
- If less: orbital obliquity changes would cause climatic instabilities

**Magnetic Field:**
- If stronger: electromagnetic storms would be too severe
- If weaker: inadequate protection from hard stellar radiation

**Albedo (Ratio of Reflected light to total amount falling on surface):**
- If greater: runaway ice age would develop
- If less: runaway greenhouse effect would develop

**Oxygen to nitrogen ratio in the atmosphere:**
- if larger: advanced life functions would proceed too quickly
- if smaller: advanced life functions would proceed too slowly

**Carbon dioxide and water vapor levels in atmosphere;**
- if greater: runaway greenhouse effect would develop
- if less: greenhouse effect would be insufficient

**Ozone level in Atmosphere;**
- if greater: surface temperature would be too low
- if less: surface temperatures would be too high; there would be too much uv radiation at the surface

**Seismic Activity;**
- if greater: too many life-forms would be destroyed
- if less: nutrients on ocean floors (from river runoff) would not be recycled to the continents through tectonic uplift.64

These are just some of the features that the Earth has to have in order for life to exist and survive. But even these are enough to show that the Earth did not come into being as a result of chance nor was it formed as a result of a lucky chain of events.

These and a myriad other details reaffirm a plain and simple truth: Allah and Allah alone created the universe, the stars, planets, mountains, and seas perfectly, giving life to human beings and other living things, and placing His creations under the control of mankind. Allah and Allah alone, the source of mercy and might, is powerful enough to create something from nothingness.

This perfect Creation of Allah is described in the Qur'an thus:

**Are you stronger in structure or is heaven? He built it. He raised its vault high and made it level. He darkened its night and brought forth its morning light. After that He smoothed out the earth and brought forth from it its water and its pastureland and made the mountains firm for you and for your livestock to enjoy. (Surat an-Nazi'at: 27-33)**
That the radiation from the Sun (and from many sequence stars) should be concentrated into a minuscule band of the electromagnetic spectrum which provides precisely the radiation required to maintain life on earth is very remarkable.

Ian Campbell, British Physicist
The Sun is probably the one thing we see most often throughout our lives. Whenever we raise our sight to the sky during the day, we can see its dazzling light. If someone were to come up and ask "What good is the Sun? we would probably reply without even a thought that the Sun gives us light and heat. That answer, although a bit superficial, would be correct.

It is certain that the Sun did not just "happen" to radiate light and heat for us, and it is not accidental and unplanned. The Sun is specially created for us. This great ball of fire in the sky is a gigantic "lamp" that was created so as to meet our exact needs.

Recent research indicates that sunlight has magnificent features that inspires amazement.

**The Right Wavelength**

Both light and heat are different manifestations of electromagnetic radiation. In all its manifestations, electromagnetic radiation moves through space in waves similar to those created when a stone is thrown into a lake. And just as the ripples created by the stone may have different heights and the distances between them may vary, electromagnetic radiation also has different wavelengths.

The analogy shouldn't be taken too far however because there are huge differences in the wavelengths of electromagnetic radiation. Some are several kilometers long while others are shorter than a billionth of a centimeter and the other wavelengths are to be found in a smooth, unbroken spectrum everywhere in between. To make things easier, scientists divide this spectrum up according to wavelength and they assign different names to different parts of it. The radiation with the shortest wavelength (one-trillionth of a centimeter) for example is called "gamma rays": these rays pack tremendous amounts of energy. The longest wavelengths are called "radio waves": they can be several kilometers long but carry very little energy. (One result of this is that radio waves are quite harmless to us while ex-
THE DIFFERENT WAVELENGTHS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION

The stars and other sources of light in the universe do not all give out the same kind of radiation. Instead, they radiate energy with a broad range of wavelengths. Gamma rays, which have the shortest wavelengths, are just $1/10^{25}$ the length of the longest radio waves. Strangely enough, nearly all of the radiation emitted by the Sun falls into a single band that is also $1/10^{25}$ of the whole spectrum. The reason, is that the only kinds of radiation that are necessary and fit for life fall in this narrow band.
posure to gamma rays can be fatal.) Light is a form of electromagnetic radiation that lies between these two extremes.

The first thing to be noticed about the electromagnetic spectrum is how broad it is: the longest wavelength is $10^{25}$ times the size of the shortest one. Written out in full, $10^{25}$ looks like this:

\[
10,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000
\]

A number that big is pretty meaningless by itself. Let's make a few comparisons.

For example, in 4 billion years (the estimated age of the Earth) there are about $10^{17}$ seconds. If you wanted to count from 1 to $10^{25}$ and did so at the rate of one number a second nonstop, day and night, it would take you 100 million times longer than the age of the earth! If we were to build a pile of $10^{25}$ playing cards, we would end up with a stack stretching halfway across the observable universe.

This is the vast spectrum over which the different wavelengths of the universe's electromagnetic energy extend. Now the curious thing about this is that the electromagnetic energy radiated by our Sun is restricted to a very, very narrow section of this spectrum. 70% of the Sun's radiation has wavelengths between 0.3 and 1.50 microns and within that narrow band there are three types of light: visible light, near-infrared light, and ultraviolet light.

Three kinds of light might seem quite enough but all three combined make up an almost insignificant section of the total spectrum. Remember our $10^{25}$ playing cards extending halfway across the universe? Compared with the total, the width of the band of light radiated by the Sun corresponds to just one of those cards!

Why should sunlight be limited to such a narrow range?

The answer to that question is crucial because the only radiation that is capable of supporting life on earth is the kind that has wavelengths falling within this narrow range.

In *Energy and the Atmosphere*, the British physicist Ian Campbell addresses this question and says "That the radiation from the Sun (and from many sequence stars) should be concentrated into a minuscule
band of the electromagnetic spectrum which provides precisely the radiation required to maintain life on earth is very remarkable."

According to Campbell, this situation is "staggering".66

Let us now examine these "staggering features of light" more closely.

**From Ultraviolet to Infrared**

We said that there was a range of $1:10^{25}$ in the sizes of the longest and shortest electromagnetic wavelengths. We also said that the amount of energy that was carried depended upon the wavelength: shorter wavelengths pack more energy than longer ones. Another difference has to do with how radiation at different wavelengths interacts with matter.

The shortest forms of radiation are called (in increasing order of wavelength) "gamma rays", "X-rays", and "ultraviolet light". They have the ability to split atoms because they are so highly energized. All three can cause molecules—especially organic molecules—to break up. In effect, they tear matter apart at the atomic or molecular level.

Radiation with wavelengths longer than visible light begins at infrared and extends up to radio waves. Its impact upon matter is less serious because the energy it conveys is not as great.

The "impact upon matter" that we spoke of has to do with chemical reactions. A significant number of chemical reactions can take place only if energy is added to the reaction. The energy required to start a chemical reaction is called its "energy threshold". If the energy is less than this threshold, the reaction will never start and if it is more, it is of no good: in either case, the energy will have been wasted.

In the whole electromagnetic spectrum, there is just one little band that has the energy to cross this threshold exactly. Its wavelengths range between 0.70 microns and 0.40 microns and if you'd like to see it, you can: just raise your head and look around—it's called "visible light". This radiation causes chemical reactions to take place in your eyes and that is why you are able to see.

The radiation known as "visible light" makes up 41% of sunlight even
though it occupies less than $1/10^{25}$ of the whole electromagnetic spectrum. In his famous article "Life and Light", which appeared in Scientific American, the renowned physicist George Wald considered this matter and wrote "the radiation that is useful in prompting orderly chemical reactions comprises the great bulk of that of our sun." That the Sun should radiate light so exactly right for life is indeed an important example of Creation.

Is the rest of the light the Sun radiates good for anything?

When we look at this part of the light we see that a large part of solar radiation falling outside the range of visible light is in the section of the spectrum called "near infrared". This begins where visible light ends and again occupies a very small part of the total spectrum—less than $1/10^{25}$.

Is infrared light good for anything? Yes, but this time it's no use to look around because you can't see it with the naked eye. However you can easily feel it: the warmth you feel on your face when you look up on a bright
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Nearly all of the Sun's radiation is restricted to a narrow band of wavelengths ranging from 0.3 to 1.50 microns. This band encompasses near ultraviolet, visible, and infrared light.
sunny summer or spring day is caused by infrared radiation coming from the Sun.

The Sun's infrared radiation is what carries the thermal energy that keeps Earth warm. It too is as essential for life as visible light is. And the fascinating thing is that our Sun was apparently created just to serve for these two purposes, because these two kinds of light make up the greatest part of sunlight.

And the third part of sunlight? Is that of any benefit?

You can bet on it. This is "near ultraviolet light" and it makes up the smallest fraction of sunlight. Like all ultraviolet light, it is highly energized and it can cause damage to living cells. The Sun's ultraviolet light however is the "least harmful" kind since it is closest to visible light. Although overexposure to solar ultraviolet light has been shown to cause cancer and cellular mutations, it has one vital benefit: the ultraviolet light concentrated in such a miniscule band is needed for the synthesis of vitamin D in humans and other vertebrates. (Vitamin D is necessary for the formation and nourishment of bone: without it, bones become soft or malformed, a disease called rickets that occurs in people deprived of sunlight for great lengths of time.)

In other words, all the radiation emitted by the Sun is essential to life: none of it is wasted. The amazing thing is that all this radiation is limited to a 1/10^25 interval of the whole electromagnetic spectrum yet it is sufficient to keep us warm, see, and allow all the chemical reactions necessary for life to take place.

Even if all the other conditions necessary for life and mentioned elsewhere in this book existed, if the light radiated by the Sun fell into any other part of the electromagnetic spectrum, there could be no life on Earth. It is certainly impossible to explain the fulfillment of this condition having a probability of 1 in 10^25 with a logic of coincidence.

And if all this were not enough, light does something else: it keeps us fed, too!
Photosynthesis and Light

Photosynthesis is a chemical process whose name almost everyone who's ever gone to school will be familiar with. Most people however fail to realize how vitally important this process is for life on Earth or what a mystery its workings are.

First let's brush off our high-school chemistry and take a look at the formula for the photosynthesis reaction:

\[ 6H_2O + 6CO_2 + \text{Sunlight} \rightarrow C_6H_{12}O_6 + 6O_2 \]

Glucose

Translated into words this means: Water and carbon dioxide and sunlight produces glucose and oxygen.

To be more exact what is happening in this chemical reaction is that six molecules of water (H\textsubscript{2}O) combine with six molecules of carbon dioxide (CO\textsubscript{2}) in a reaction that is energized by sunlight. When the reaction is complete, the result is a single molecule of glucose (C\textsubscript{6}H\textsubscript{12}O\textsubscript{6}), a simple sugar that is a fundamental element of nutrition, and six molecules of gaseous oxygen (O\textsubscript{2}). The source of all nutriments on our planet, glucose contains a great deal of energy.

Simple though this reaction may look, it is in fact enormously complex. There is only one place where it occurs: in plants. The plants of this world produce the basic food for all living things. Every other living thing is ultimately nourished in one way or another by glucose. Herbivorous animals eat the plants themselves and carnivorous animals eat plants and/or other animals. Human beings are no exception: our energy is derived from the food we eat and comes from the same source. Every apple, potato, chocolate, or steak or anything else you eat is supplying you with energy that came from the Sun.

But photosynthesis is important for another reason. The reaction has two products: in addition to glucose, it also releases six molecules of oxygen. What's happening here is that plants are continuously cleaning up an atmosphere that is constantly being "polluted" by air-breathing crea-
For hundreds of millions of years, plants have been busy doing something no laboratory has ever been able to duplicate: Using sunlight, the produce food. A crucial condition for this extraordinary transformation however is that the light that the plants receive must be precisely right for photosynthesis to take place.

Features—human beings and animals, whose energy is derived from combustion in oxygen, a reaction that produces carbon dioxide. If plants didn't release oxygen, the oxygen-breathers would eventually use up all the free oxygen in the atmosphere and that would be the end of them. Instead, the oxygen in the atmosphere is constantly being replenished by plants.

Without photosynthesis, plant life could not exist; and without plant life, there would be no animal or human life. This marvelous chemical reaction, which has never been duplicated in any laboratory, is taking place deep in the grass you step on and in trees. It once occurred in the vegetables on your dinner plate. It is one of the fundamental processes of life.

When we study photosynthesis, we can't help but observe that there is a perfect balance between plant photosynthesis and the energy consumption of oxygen-breathers. Plants supply glucose and oxygen. Oxygen-breathers burn the glucose in the oxygen in their cells to get energy and
they release carbon dioxide and water (in effect, they're reversing the photosynthesis reaction) that the plants use to make more glucose and oxygen. And so it goes on, a continuous cycle that is called the "carbon cycle" and it is powered by the energy of the Sun.

In order to see how perfectly-created this cycle truly is, let us focus our attention on just one of its elements for the moment: the sunlight.

In the first part of this chapter we looked at sunlight and found that its radiation components were specially tailored to allow life on Earth. Could sunlight also be deliberately tailored for photosynthesis as well? Or are plants flexible enough so that they can perform the reaction no matter which kind of light reaches them?

The American astronomer George Greenstein discusses this in *The Symbiotic Universe*:

> Chlorophyll is the molecule that accomplishes photosynthesis... The mechanism of photosynthesis is initiated by the absorption of sunlight by a chlorophyll molecule. But in order for this to occur, the light must be of the right color. Light of the wrong color won't do the trick. A good analogy is that of a television set. In order for the set to receive a given channel it must be tuned to that channel; tune it differently and the reception will not occur. It is the same with photosynthesis, the Sun functioning as the transmitter in the analogy and the chlorophyll molecule as the receiving TV set. If the molecule and the Sun are not tuned to each other-tuned in the sense of colour-photosynthesis will not occur. As it turns out, the sun's color is just right.\(^70\)

In the last chapter we drew attention to the error inherent in the idea of the adaptability of life. Some evolutionists hold that "if conditions had been different, life would have evolved to be perfectly in harmony with them as well". Thinking superficially about photosynthesis and plants, one could come to a similar conclusion: "If sunlight were different, plants would have just evolved according to that." But this is in fact impossible. Although he's an evolutionist himself, George Greenstein admits this:

> One might think that a certain adaptation has been at work here: the adaptation of plant life to the properties of sunlight. After all, if the Sun
THE FITNESS OF SUNLIGHT AND CHLOROPHYLL

Plants are able to perform photosynthesis because the chlorophyll molecules in their cells are sensitive to sunlight. But chlorophyll is only able to use a very limited range of light wavelengths and those are the wavelengths that the Sun radiates the most. What is even more interesting is that this interval corresponds to just $1/10^{25}$ of the whole electromagnetic spectrum.

In the two graphs above, the extraordinary fitness between sunlight and chlorophyll can be seen. In the upper chart is the distribution of the light emitted by the Sun. In the lower one is the light under which photosynthesis will work. The fact that these two curves are almost identical is an indication of how perfectly created visible light is.
were a different temperature could not some other molecule, tuned to absorb light of a different colour, take the place of chlorophyll? Remarkably enough the answer is no, for within broad limits all molecules absorb light of similar colours. The absorption of light is accomplished by the excitation of electrons in molecules to higher energy states, and the same no matter what molecule you are discussing. Furthermore, light is composed of photons, packets of energy and photons of the wrong energy simply can not be absorbed... As things stand in reality, there is a good fit between the physics of stars and that of molecules. Failing this fit, however, life would have been impossible.\(^\text{71}\)

What Greenstein is saying briefly is this: No plant can only perform photosynthesis except within a very narrow range of light wavelengths. And that range corresponds exactly to the light given out by the Sun.

The harmony between stellar and molecular physics that Greenstein refers to is a harmony too extraordinary ever to be explained by chance. There was only one chance in $10^{25}$ of the Sun's providing just the right kind of light necessary for us and that there should be molecules in our world that are capable of using that light. This perfect harmony is unquestionably proof of Creation.

In other words, there is a single Creator, the Ruler of starlight and of the molecules of plants Who has created all these things in harmony with one other, exactly as is revealed in the Qur'an:

**He is Allah—the Creator, the Maker, the Giver of Form. To Him belong the Most Beautiful Names. Everything in the heavens and earth glorifies Him. He is the Almighty, the All Wise. (Surat al-Hashr: 24)**

**The Light of Your Eyes**

We have seen how the light coming to us from the Sun consists of just three narrow bands of the electromagnetic spectrum:

1) Infrared light, whose wavelengths are longer than visible light and
which keeps Earth warm.

2) A small amount of ultraviolet light, whose wavelengths are shorter than visible light and which is necessary for the synthesis of vitamin D among other things.

3) Visible light, which makes vision possible and supports plant photosynthesis.

The existence of a range of "visible light" is as important for the support of biological vision as it is for photosynthesis. The reason is that it is impossible for a biological eye to see any band of the spectrum outside that of visible light and a very small section of near infrared.

To explain why this should be so, we first need to understand how vision takes place. It begins with particles of light called "photons" passing through the pupil of eye and falling onto the surface of the retina located at the back of the eye. The retina contains cells that are light-sensitive. They are so sensitive that each can recognize when even a single photon strikes it. The photon's energy activates a complex molecule called "rhodopsine", large quantities of which are contained in these cells. The rhodopsine in turn activates other cells and those activate still others in turn. Eventually an electrical current is generated and this is carried to the brain by the optic nerves.

**The first requirement for this system to work is that the retina cell must be able to recognize when a photon strikes it.** For that to happen, the photon must carry an exact amount of energy: if it is too much or too less, it won't activate the formation of rhodopsine. Changing the size of the eye makes no difference: the crucial thing is the harmony between the size of the cell and the wavelengths of the photons coming in.

Making an organic eye that could see other ranges of the electromagnetic spectrum turns out to be impossible in a world dominated by carbon-based life. In *Nature's Destiny*, Michael Denton explains this subject in detail and confirms that an organic eye can only see within the range of visible light. While other models of eyes that could, in theory, be produced, none of them would be able to see different ranges of the spectrum. Denton tells us why:
UV, X-ray, and gamma rays are too energetic and are highly destructive, while infrared and radio waves are too weak to be detected because they impart so little energy interacting with matter... And so it would appear that for several different reasons, the visual region of the electromagnetic spectrum is the one region supremely fit for biological vision and particularly for the high-resolution vertebrate camera eye of a design and dimension very close to that of the human eye.\(^{73}\)

Pausing to think about everything that has been said so far, we come to this conclusion: The Sun radiates energy within a narrow band (a band so narrow that it corresponds to just $1/10^{25}$ of the whole electromagnetic spectrum) that has been carefully chosen. So finely adjusted is this band that it keeps the world warm, supports the biological functions of complex life-forms, enables photosynthesis, and allows the creatures of this world to see.
The Right Star, the Right Planet, and the Right Distance

In "The Blue Planet" we compared our world with the other planets of the solar system and found that the range of temperatures necessary for life exists only on Earth. The biggest reason for this is that the Earth is just the right distance from the Sun: the outer planets like Mars, Jupiter, or Pluto are too cold while the inner planets Venus and Mercury are too hot.

Those who refuse to admit that the distance between Earth and Sun is specially created, suggest something like the following: "The universe is full of stars, some of them much bigger than the Sun and some of them much smaller. These could very well have planetary systems of their own. If a star is bigger than the Sun, then the ideal planet for life would be located at a much greater distance than the Earth is from the Sun. For example, a planet in an orbit around a red giant at the distance of Pluto could have a temperate climate like our world has. Such a planet would be just as fit for life as our Earth is."

The claim is invalid in one very important respect for it ignores the fact that stars of different masses radiate different types of energy.

The factors that determine the wavelengths of the energy that a star radiates are its mass and its surface temperature (the latter of which is directly related to mass). For example, the Sun radiates near ultraviolet, visible, and near infrared light because its surface temperature is around 6,000°C. If the Sun's mass were a bit bigger, its surface temperature would be higher; but in that case, the energy levels of the Sun's radiation would also be higher and the Sun would be radiating much more destructive ultraviolet rays than it does.

This tells us that any star that is to radiate light that will support life absolutely must have a mass close to that of our Sun. But if there are to be life-supporting planets orbiting around such stars, those planets must be located at distances not substantially different from that between the Earth and the Sun.

In other words, no planet revolving around a red giant, a blue giant, or
Our Sun has a surface temperature of about 6,000°C. If this temperature were even slightly more or less, the resulting sunlight would be incapable of supporting life.
any other star whose mass was substantially different from the Sun's could harbor life. The only source of energy capable of supporting life is a star like our Sun. **The only planetary distance that is suitable for life is the distance between the Earth and the Sun.**

There is another way of expressing this truth: The Sun and the Earth were each created to be just as they needed to be. And indeed, in the Qur'an it is revealed that Allah created everything according to precise calculation:

*It is He Who splits the sky at dawn, and appoints the night as a time of stillness and the Sun and Moon as a means of reckoning. That is what the Almighty, the All-Knowing has ordained.* (Surat al-An'am: 96)

### The Harmony of Light and Atmosphere

Since the beginning of this chapter we have been talking about the radiation given out by the Sun and how it was specially created to support life. There is yet another crucially important factor that we have not yet touched upon: In order for this radiation to reach the Earth's surface, it has to pass through the atmosphere.

Sunlight certainly couldn't do us any good if the atmosphere didn't let it through. But it does; in fact, our atmosphere is specially created to be transparent to this beneficial radiation.

The really interesting thing is not so much that the atmosphere allows beneficial sunlight to pass but that sunlight is the only radiation that it allows through. The atmosphere lets in the visible and near infrared light that is necessary for life but it blocks other forms of radiation that are deadly. This makes the atmosphere an important filter against the cosmic radiation that reaches the Earth from the Sun and from other sources. Denton has this to say about the matter:

*Atmospheric gases themselves absorb electromagnetic radiation immediately on either side of the visible and near infrared... The only region of the spectrum allowed to pass through the atmosphere over the entire*
range of electromagnetic radiation from radio to gamma rays is the exceedingly narrow band including the visible and near infrared. Virtually no gamma, X, ultraviolet, far infrared, and microwave radiation reaches the surface of the Earth.\textsuperscript{74}

It is impossible to ignore the artfulness of this structure. The Sun sends only $1/10^{25}$ of the whole range of electromagnetic radiation that could be sent, that happens to be the range that is good only for us, and that is the radiation that the atmosphere lets through! At this point it's also worth pointing out that nearly all of the near ultraviolet that the Sun radiates gets trapped by the atmosphere's ozone layer.

Another point that makes this even more interesting is that, like air, water also has an extremely particular sort of transparency: the only radiation capable of spreading through water is the range of visible light. Even near infrared radiation, which penetrates the atmosphere (and thus provides heat) penetrates only a few millimeters into water. Because of this, only a few millimeters of the surface of the world's oceans are heated by radiation from the Sun. That heat is conveyed in stages to lower levels and as a result of this, below a particular depth, the temperature of the seawater is quite similar all over the world. This of course creates an environment quite suitable for life.

Another interesting point concerning water is that the different colors of visible light are able to travel different distances in it. Below eighteen meters, for example, red light cannot penetrate while yellow can reach depths of up to a hundred meters. Blue and green on the other hand descend to 240 meters. This is an extremely important feature because the light that is particularly crucial for photosynthesis is the blue and green portion of the spectrum. Since water allows these colors to penetrate more deeply than the others, photosynthesizing plants can live up to 240 meters beneath the surface.

These are all facts of the utmost importance. No matter what physical law related to light we examine, we discover that everything has been exactly arranged so that life can exist. Commenting on this situation, \textit{Encyclopedia Britannica} admits how extraordinary it all is:
Air as well as water allows the passage of only that radiation that is necessary for us to live. All the harmful and deadly cosmic radiation coming from distant space is caught in this perfectly-created filter.
Considering the importance of visible sunlight for all aspects of terrestrial life, one can not help being awed by the dramatically narrow window in the atmosphere absorption and in the absorption spectrum of water.\(^75\)

**Conclusion**

Materialist philosophy and Darwinism, which takes materialism as its source, both claim that human life appeared in the universe by chance and that it is an "accident" with no purpose whatsoever. The knowledge that is being gained through advances in science however is showing that, in every detail of the universe, there is an order and a plan which is created to make life possible. It is such an order that, even such a component as light, which we might never have thought about before, is so clearly "just right" that one can't help but be amazed.

To try and explain such perfect structure as "accidental" is irrational. The fact that all the Sun's radiation is constricted to a narrow band just \(1/10^{25}\) of the total electromagnetic spectrum, the fact that the light necessary for life falls precisely within that narrow band, the fact that the atmosphere blocks all other wavelengths of radiation and admits just these, the fact that although it blocks all other forms of radiation, water allows visible light to penetrate into its depth for many meters. Because of this, sea plants are able to perform photosynthesis. If water did not have this property, the ecological balance necessary for life on our planet could not have come into being.
water also blocks all other forms of deadly radiation and permits the passage only of visible light: Can these really all be coincidences? Such extraordinary fine-tuning as this can be explained not by chance but only by Creation. This in turn shows us that the whole universe and all the details of that universe—including the light of the Sun that enables us to see and keeps us warm—have been specially created and arranged for life.

The conclusion reached by science is a truth that has been taught to mankind in the Qur'an for fourteen centuries. Science shows that sunlight has been created for us, in other words, that it has been made to be "at our service". In the Qur'an we are told that "The Sun and Moon both run with precision."
(Surat ar-Rahman: 5) Elsewhere it is stated:

Allah is He Who created the heavens and the earth and sends down water from the sky and by it brings forth fruits as provision for you. He has made the ships subservient to you to run upon the sea by His command, and He has made the rivers subservient to you, and He has made the Sun and Moon subservient to you holding steady to their courses, and He has made the night and day subservient to you. He has given you everything you have asked Him for. If you tried to number Allah's blessings, you could never count them. Man is indeed wrongdoing, ungrateful. (Surah Ibrahim: 32-34)
This, as most other of the Atheists’ Arguments, proceeds from a deep Ignorance of Natural Philosophy; for if there were but half the sea that now is, there would also be but half the Quantity of Vapours, and consequently we could have but half as many Rivers as now there are to supply all the dry land we have at present, and half as much more; for the quantity of Vapours which are raised, as well as to the heat which raised them. The Wise Creator therefore did so prudently order it, that the seas should be large enough to supply Vapours sufficient for all the land.

John Ray, 18th century British Naturalist
Most of our planet is covered with water. Oceans and seas make up three fourths of the Earth's surface while the land itself contains countless numbers of rivers and lakes. The snow and ice on the summits of lofty mountains is water in its frozen form. A substantial part of the Earth's water is in the sky: every cloud contains thousands—sometimes millions—of tons of water in the form of vapor. From time to time some of this water vapor turns into drops of liquid and falls to the ground: in other words, it rains. Even the air you're breathing now contains a certain amount of water vapor.

In short, no matter where you may look on the surface of the Earth, you're certain to see water around somewhere. Indeed, the room you're sitting in at this moment probably contains about forty to fifty liters of water in it. Look around. You can't see it? Look again, more carefully, this time raising your eyes from these words and look at your hands, arms, legs, and body. That 40-50 liter mass of water is you!

It's you because about 70% of the human body is water. Your body's cells contain many things but nothing so much as water. The biggest part of the blood that circulates everywhere in your body is of course water. This is true not just of yourself or of other people however: the bulk of the bodies of all living things is water. Without water it seems, life is impossible.

Water is a substance that was specially created so as to be the basis of life. Each and every one of its physical and chemical properties was specially created for life.

**The Fitness of Water**

The biochemist A. E. Needham notes how essential liquids are for life to form in his book *The Uniqueness of Biological Materials*. If the laws of the universe had allowed only solids or gases to exist, there never would have been any life. The reason is that the atoms of solids are too tightly-packed and static and simply will not allow the dynamic molecular process-
es that are necessary for life to take place. In gases, on the other hand, the atoms move about freely and chaotically: it would be impossible for the complex mechanisms of life-forms to function within such a structure.

In short, the existence of a liquid environment is essential in order for the processes necessary for life to take place. The most ideal of all liquids—or rather, the only ideal liquid—for this purpose is water.

That water possesses properties that are extraordinarily fit for life is something that drew the attention of scientists long ago. The first attempt to investigate this subject in detail however was *Astronomy and General Physics Considered with Reference to Natural Theology*, a book by the English naturalist William Whewell that was published in 1832. Whewell had been examining the thermal properties of water and noticed that some of them seemed to violate the accepted rules of natural law. The conclusion he drew from this was that these inconsistencies should be taken as proof that this substance had been specially created in order for life to exist.

The most comprehensive analysis of the suitability of water for life was to come from Lawrence Henderson, a professor in the Department of
Biological Chemistry of Harvard University, about a century after Whewell's book. In his book *The Fitness of the Environment*, which some were later to call "the most important scientific work of the first quarter of the 20th century", Henderson reaches this conclusion concerning the natural environment of our world:

*The fitness... (of these compounds constitutes) a series of maxima—unique or nearly unique properties of water, carbon dioxide, the compounds of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen and the ocean—so numerous, so varied, so complete among all things which are concerned in the problem that together they form certainly the greatest possible fitness.*

**The Extraordinary Thermal Properties of Water**

One of the subjects dealt with in Henderson's book is the thermal properties of water. Henderson notes that there are five distinct ways in which the thermal properties of water are unusual:

1) All known solids decrease in size as they grow colder. This is true of all known liquids as well: as their temperatures decrease, they lose volume. As volume decreases, density increases and thus the colder parts of the liquid become heavier. This is why the solid forms of substances weigh more (by volume) than they when they are in liquid form. There is one case where this "law" is violated: water. Like other liquids, water contracts in volume as it grows colder but it only does this down to a certain temperature (4°C) thereafter—unlike all other known liquids—it suddenly begins to expand and when it finally solidifies (freezes) it expands even more. As a result, "solid water" is lighter than "liquid water". According to the normal laws of physics, solid water, which is to say ice, ought to be heavier than liquid water and should sink to the bottom when it forms; instead, it floats.

2) When ice melts or water vaporizes, it absorbs heat from its surroundings. When these transitions are reversed (that is, when water freezes or vapor precipitates) heat is released. In physics the term "latent heat" is used to describe this. All liquids have a latent heat of some sort or other.
but that of water is among the highest known. At "normal" temperatures, the only liquid whose latent heat when freezing is superior to that of water is ammonia. In terms of its latent heat properties at vaporization on the other hand, no other liquid can compare with water.

3) The "thermal capacity" of water, that is, the amount of heat necessary to raise the temperature of water by one degree, is higher than the great majority of other liquids.

4) The thermal conductivity of water, its ability to convey heat, is at least four times higher than any other liquid.

5) The thermal conductivity of ice and snow on the other hand is low.

By now you are probably wondering what importance these seemingly technical five physical properties could possibly have. As it turns out, the significance of each and every one of them is enormous because life in general and our own life in particular is possible in this world just because these five properties are what they are.

Let's now take a look at them one by one.

**The Effect of "Top-down" Freezing**

Other liquids freeze from the bottom up; water freezes from the top down. This is the first unusual property of water mentioned above and it is crucial for the existence of water on the surface of the Earth. Were it not for this property, that is, if ice didn't float, much of our planet's water would be locked up in ice and life would be impossible in its seas, lakes, ponds, and rivers.

Let's examine this in detail to see why. There are many places in the world where the temperature falls below 0°C in winter, often considerably below that. Such cold will of course affect the water in seas, lakes, etc. These bodies of water grow colder and colder and parts of them begin to freeze. If ice didn't behave the way it does (if it didn't float in other words) this ice would sink to the bottom while the warmer bits of water would rise to the surface and be exposed to the air. But the temperature of that air is still below freezing so these will freeze too and sink to the bottom. This
process would continue until there was no liquid water left at all. But this isn't what happens. What happens instead is this: As it gets colder, water grows heavier until it reaches 4°C at which point everything suddenly changes. After this, the water begins to expand and it becomes lighter as the temperature drops. As a result, the 4°C water remains on the bottom, the 3°C water above it, the 2°C water above that and so on. Only at the surface does the temperature of the water actually reach 0°C and there it freezes. But only the surface has frozen: the 4°C layer of water beneath the ice remains liquid and that is enough for underwater creatures and plants to continue to live.

(We should note here that the fifth property of water—the low thermal conductivity of ice and snow—is also crucial in this process. Because they are such poor conductors of heat, the layers of ice and snow keep the heat in the water below from escaping into the atmosphere. As a result of all...
Because water freezes from the top down, the world’s oceans remain liquid even though there may be layers of ice on the surface. If water didn’t have this “extraordinary” property, nearly all the world’s water would be locked up in ice and life in the sea would be impossible.

This, even if the air temperature falls to –50°C, the layer of sea ice will never be more than a meter or two thick and there will be many fractures in it. Creatures such as seals and penguins that dwell in polar regions can take advantage of this to reach the water beneath the ice.

Again let us recall what would happen if water didn’t behave this way and acted “normally” instead. Suppose water continued to become denser the lower its temperature became like all other liquids and ice sank to the bottom. What then?

Well in that case, the freezing process in the oceans and seas would start from the bottom and continue all the way to the top because there would be no layer of ice on the surface to prevent the remaining heat from es-
caping. In other words, most of earth's lakes, seas, and oceans would become solid ice with a layer of water perhaps a few meters deep on top of it. Even when the air temperature increased, the ice at the bottom would never melt completely. In the seas of such a world, no life could exist and in an ecological system with dead seas, life on land would also be impossible. In other words, if water didn't "misbehave" and acted normally, our planet would be a dead world.

Why doesn't water act normally? Why does it suddenly begin to expand at 4°C after having contracted the way it should?

That is a question that nobody has ever been able to answer.

**Sweat and Cool off**

The second and third properties of water mentioned above—high latent heat and thermal capacity greater than other liquids—are also very important for us. These two properties are the keys to an important bodily function whose value we rarely give a thought to. That function is sweating.

Indeed, what good is sweating?

To explain this, we have to give you a bit of background first. All mammals have bodily temperatures that are fairly close to one another. Although there is some variation, it is not much and mammalian body temperatures range between 35-40°C. In human beings it is about 37°C under normal conditions. This is a very critical temperature and absolutely has to be kept constant. If your body's temperature were to fall just a few degrees, many of its vital functions would fail. If it rises, as it does when we become ill, the effects can be devastating. A sustained bodily temperature over 40°C is likely to bring on death.

In short, our bodily temperature has a very critical equilibrium in which there is very little room for variation.

However our body has a serious problem here: it is active all the time. All the physical movements, even those of machines, require the production of energy to make them happen. But whenever energy is produced, heat is always generated as a by-product. You can easily see this for your-
self. Put this book aside and go take a ten-kilometer run in the blazing Sun and see how hot your body gets.

But in fact, if you think about it you'll realize that you didn't get nearly as hot as you should have done...

The unit of heat is the calorie. A normal person running 10 kilometers in one hour will generate about 1,000 calories of heat. That heat has to be discharged from the body. If it weren't, you'd collapse into coma before you finished the first kilometer.

That danger however is precluded by the second two properties that water has.

The first of these is the thermal capacity of water. What this means is that in order to increase the temperature of water, a great deal of heat is required. Water makes up about 70% of our body but because of its thermal capacity, that water doesn't get hot very fast. Imagine an action that generates a 10°C increase in bodily heat. If we had alcohol instead of water in our bodies, the same action would lead to a 20°C increase and for other substances with lower thermal capacities the situation would be even worse: increases of 50°C for salt, 100°C for iron, and 300°C for lead. The high thermal capacity of water is what prevents such enormous changes in heat from taking place.

But even an increase of 10°C is would be fatal as mentioned above. To forestall that, the second property of water—its high latent heat—comes into play.

To keep itself cool in the face of the heat that is being generated, the body employs the sweating mechanism. When we sweat, water spreads over the surface of the skin and quickly evaporates. But because water's latent heat is so great, that evaporation requires large amounts of heat. The heat, of course, is withdrawn from the body and thus we are kept cool. This cooling process is so effective that it can sometimes cause us to experience a chill even when the weather is rather warm.

Because of this, someone who has run ten kilometers will reduce his
body temperature by 6°C as a result of the evaporation of just a liter's worth of water. The more energy he expends, the more his body temperature will increase but, at the same time, the more he will sweat and thus cool off. Among the factors that make this magnificent thermostat system of the body possible, foremost are the thermal properties of water. No other liquid would provide for sweating as efficiently as water does. If alcohol were present instead of water for example, the reduction in heat would be only 2.2°C; even in the case of ammonia, it would be only 3.6°C.

There is another important aspect of this matter. If the heat released within the body were not conveyed to the surface, that is to the skin, neither the two properties of water nor the process of sweating would be of any use. Thus the structure of the body must also be highly conductive of heat. It is at this point that another vital property of water comes into play: unlike all other known liquids, water has a very high capacity for thermal conductivity, that is, the ability to conduct heat. For this reason, the body conveys the heat generated inside it to the skin. (The blood vessels near the skin expand to achieve this and this is why we become flushed when we're overheated.) If water's thermal conductivity were less by a factor of two or three, the rate of conveyance of heat to the skin would be much slower and this would make it impossible for complex life forms like mammals to live.

What all this shows is that three very different thermal properties of water work together to serve a common purpose: cooling off the bodies of complex life forms such as human beings. Water is a liquid specially created for this task.

**A Temperate World**

The five different thermal properties of water mentioned in Henderson's book *The Fitness of Environment* also play a key role in bringing about the mild and balanced climate that Earth has.

Water's greater latent heat and thermal capacity as compared with other liquids are the reasons that bodies of water heat up and cool off more
slowly than does the land. On land, the difference in temperature between the hottest and coldest places can reach as high as 140°C; at sea, that difference varies at most between 15-20°C. The same situation exists in the difference between daytime and nighttime temperatures: in arid environments on land, the difference in temperature can be as much as 20-30°C; at sea, this is never more than a few degrees. And not only the seas are affected in this way: the water vapor in the atmosphere is also a big balancing agent. One result of this is that in desert regions where there is very little water vapor present, the difference between daytime and nighttime temperatures is extreme while in regions where a maritime climate prevails, the difference is much less.

Because of these unique thermal properties of water, the temperature differences between summer and winter or between night and day remain constantly within limits such that human beings and other living things can survive. If the surface of our world had less water than it does land, the temperature differences between night and day would have been much greater, large tracts of land would have been desert, and life might have been impossible or, at the very least, much more difficult. Similarly, if the thermal properties of water had been different from what they are, the result would have been a planet quite unsuitable for life.

Having examined all these thermal properties of water, Henderson concludes:

*To sum up, this property appears to possess a threefold importance. First, it operates powerfully to equalise and to moderate the temperature of the earth; secondly, it makes possible very effective regulation of the temperature of the living organism; and thirdly it favours the meteorological cycle. All of these effects are true maxima, for no other substance can in this respect compare with water.*

**High Surface Tension**

The properties of water that we have considered till now are thermal: that is, they are its heat-related properties. Water also has a number of
The huge volume of water in the earth’s seas keeps the planet’s temperature in balance. For this reason, the differences between daytime and nighttime temperatures are quite small in regions near the sea, especially along seacoasts. In desert regions far from the sea, the difference between daytime and nighttime temperatures can be as high as 40°C.
physical properties which, as it turns out, are also extraordinarily fit for life.

One of these is water's surface tension, which is extremely high. "Surface tension" is defined as a behavior of the free surface of a liquid to act like an elastic skin under tension. It is caused by attractive forces between the molecules in the surface of the liquid.

The best examples of the effects of surface tension are to be seen in water. Indeed, water's surface tension is so high that some odd physical phenomena take place as a result. A cup can hold a water mass which is slightly higher than its own height without spilling out. A metal needle carefully placed on a motionless watery surface will float.

**The surface tension of water is much higher than that of any other known liquid.** Some of the biological consequences of this are crucial and this is particularly evident in the case of plants.

Have you ever wondered how plants are able to convey water from the depths of the soil many meters into the air without pumps, muscles, or the like? The answer to this puzzle is surface tension. The channels in the roots and stems of plants are created to take advantage of water's high surface tension. These channels grow thinner the higher they reach and quite literally cause water to "creep up" on its own.

What makes this excellent structure possible is the high surface tension of water. If water's surface tension were as low as it is in most other liquids, it would be physiologically impossible for large plants such as trees to live on dry land.

Another important consequence of water's high surface tension is the fragmentation of rock. Because its surface tension is so high, water is able to penetrate into the deepest recesses of rock through the tiniest of cracks where it freezes when the temperature drops below zero. Water, as we have seen, is unusual in that it expands when it freezes. This expansion exerts interior forces upon rock that causes it eventually to break up. This process is vitally important because it releases the minerals trapped in rock into the environment and also contributes to the formation of soil.
In addition to its physical properties, the chemical properties of water are also extraordinarily fit for life. Foremost among these properties is that it is an excellent solvent: nearly all chemical substances are capable of being dissolved in water.

A very important consequence of this is that useful minerals and similar substances that are locked up in the land get dissolved in water and transported to the sea by rivers. It is estimated that five billion tons of such matter are carried into the sea every year. These substances are vital for sea-life.

Water also accelerates (catalyzes) nearly all known chemical reactions. Another important chemical property of water is that its chemical reactivity is at an ideal level. Water is neither too reactive and thus potentially destructive (as sulfuric acid for example) nor is it too inert (like argon which...
takes part in no chemical reactions). To quote Michael Denton: "It seems that, like all other properties, the reactivity of water is ideally fit for both its biological and its geological role."80

Additional details concerning the fitness of the chemical properties of water for life are constantly being revealed as researchers investigate the matter more. Harold Morowitz, a biophysics professor from the University of Yale, makes this comment:

The past few years have witnessed the developing study of a newly understood property of water (i.e., proton conductance) that appears to be almost unique to that substance, is a key element in biological-energy transfer, and was almost certainly of importance to the origin of life. The more we learn the more impressed some of us become with nature's fitness in a very precise sense…81

**Water's Ideal Viscosity**

Whenever we think of a liquid, the image that forms in our minds is that of a substance that is extremely fluid. In actual fact, different liquids have highly differing degrees of viscosity: the viscosities of tar, glycerin, olive oil, and sulfuric acid for example vary considerably. And when we compare such liquids with water, the difference becomes even more pronounced. Water is 10 billion times more fluid than tar, 1,000 times more so than glycerin, 100 times more than olive oil, and 25 times more than sulfuric acid.

As this quick comparison should indicate, water has a very low degree of viscosity. Indeed, if we discount a few substances such as ether and liquid hydrogen, water appears to have a viscosity that is less than anything except gases.

Does water's low viscosity have any importance for us? Would things be different if this vital liquid were a little more or a little less viscous? Michael Denton answers that question for us:

The fitness of water would in all probability be less if its viscosity were much lower. The structures of living systems would be subject to far more violent movements under shearing forces if the viscosity were as
low as liquid hydrogen...If the viscosity of water was much lower, delicate structures would be easily disrupted... and water would be incapable of supporting any permanent intricate microscopic structures. The delicate molecular architecture of the cell would probably not survive.

If the viscosity was higher, the controlled movement of large macromolecules and particularly structures such as mitochondria and small organelles would be impossible, as would processes like cell division. All the vital activities of the cell would be effectively frozen, and cellular life of any sort remotely resembling that with which we are familiar would be impossible. The development of higher organisms, which is critically dependent on the ability of cells to move and crawl around during embryogenesis, would certainly be impossible if the viscosity of water was even slightly greater than it is.82

Water's low viscosity is vitally important to us. If water were only slightly more viscous, it would be impossible for blood to be transported through the body's capillary system. For example the complex system of veins of our body's liver (shown at the left) would never have been able to exist.

Water's low viscosity is essential not only for cellular motion but also for the circulatory system.

All living creatures with a body size of more than a quarter of a millimeter have a centralized circulatory system. The reason is that beyond that size, it is not possible for nutriments and oxygen to be diffused throughout the organism. That is, they can no longer be taken directly into the cell nor
can their by-products be discharged. There are many cells in an organism's body and thus it is necessary for the oxygen and energy taken into the body to be distributed (pumped) to them through "ducts" of some sort; similarly, other channels are necessary to carry away the waste. These "ducts" are the veins and arteries of the circulatory system. The heart is the pump that keeps this system moving while the substance carried through the "ducts" is the liquid we call "blood", which is mostly water. (95% of blood plasma—the material remaining after blood cells, proteins, and hormones have been removed, is water.)

This is why the viscosity of water is so important for the efficient functioning of the circulatory system. If water had the viscosity of tar for example, certainly no organic heart could pump it. If water had the viscosity even of olive oil, which is a hundred million times less viscous than tar, the heart might be able to pump it, but it would be extremely difficult and blood would never be able to reach all the billions of capillaries that wend their ways through our bodies.

Let's take a closer look at those capillaries. Their purpose is to carry the oxygen, nourishment, hormones, etc that are necessary for life to every cell everywhere in the body. If a cell is more than 50 microns (a micron is a thousandth of a millimeter) away from a capillary it cannot take advantage of the capillary's "services". Cells more than 50 microns from a capillary will starve to death.
This is why the human body was so created that the capillaries form a network that pervades it completely. A normal human body has about 5 billion capillaries whose total length, if stretched out, is about 950 kilometers. In some mammals, there are as many as 3,000 capillaries in a single square centimeter of muscle tissue. If you were to gather ten thousand of the tiniest capillaries in the human body together, the resulting bundle might be as thick as the lead of a pencil. The diameters of these capillaries varies between 3-5 microns: that's three to five thousandths of a millimeter.

If blood is going to penetrate passages that narrow without blocking them or slowing down, it certainly needs to be fluid and, as a result of water's low viscosity, it is. According to Michael Denton, if water's viscosity were just a bit more than what it is, the blood circulatory system would be completely useless:

*A capillary system will work only if the fluid being pumped through its constituent tubes has a very low viscosity. A low viscosity is essential because flow is inversely proportional to the viscosity... From this it is easy to see that if the viscosity of water had a value only a few times greater than it is, pumping blood through a capillary bed would require enormous pressure and almost any sort of circulatory system would be unworkable... If the viscosity of water had been slightly greater and the smallest functional capillaries had been 10 microns in diameter instead of 3, then the capillaries would have to occupy virtually all of the muscle tissue to provide an effective supply of oxygen and glucose. Obviously the design of macroscopic life forms would be impossible or enormously constrained... It seems, then, the viscosity of water must be very close to what it is if water is to be a fit medium for life.*

In other words, like all its other properties, the viscosity of water is also "tailor-made" for life. Looking at the viscosities of different liquids, we see that they differ by factors of many billions. Among all those billions there is one liquid whose viscosity has been created to be exactly what it needs to be: water.
Conclusion

Everything that we have seen in this chapter since its beginning shows us that the thermal, physical, chemical, and viscosity properties of water are exactly what they must be in order for life to exist. Water is so perfectly created for life that, in some cases, the very laws of nature are suspended to make it so. The best example of this is the unexpected and inexplicable expansion that takes place in water's volume when its temperature falls below 4°C: if that didn't happen ice wouldn't float, the seas would freeze all but solid, and life would be impossible.

Water is "just right" for life to a degree that cannot be compared with any other liquid. The larger part of this planet, a world whose other attributes (temperature, light, electromagnetic spectrum, atmosphere, surface, etc) are all suitable for life, has been filled with just the right amount of water necessary for life. It should be obvious that these cannot be accidental and that they are all the products of a perfect Creation.

To put it another way, all the physical and chemical properties of water show us that it is created especially for life. The Earth, purposefully created for mankind to live in, was brought to life with this water that was specially created to form the basis of human life. In water, Allah has given us life and with it He causes the food by which we are nourished to spring from the soil.

But the most important aspect of all this is that this truth, which has been discovered by today's science, was revealed in the Qur'an, bestowed upon humanity as a guide fourteen centuries ago. Concerning water and mankind, Allah's word is revealed in the Qur'an thus:

*It is He Who sends down water from the sky. From it you drink and from it come the shrubs among which you graze your herds. And by it He makes crops grow for you and olives and dates and grapes and fruit of every kind. There is certainly a sign in that for people who reflect.* (Surat an-Nahl: 10-11)
There is a mind and purpose behind the universe. There are hints of that divine presence in how abstract mathematics can penetrate the universe’s secrets, which suggests that a rational mind created the world. Nature is finely tuned to allow life and consciousness to emerge.

*John Polkinghorne, British Physicist*
Up to this point we have been examining how all the physical balances of the universe in which we live have been specially created so that we can live. We have seen how the general structure of this universe, the location of Earth in it, and factors such as air, light, and water have been precisely created to have exactly the attributes we require. In addition to all this however, we also need to take a look at the elements that make up our bodies. These chemical elements, the building-blocks from which our hands, eyes, hair, and organs as well as all the living things—plants and animals—that are our sources of food have been specially created to serve the exact purposes that they do.

The most important of these building-blocks is carbon.

**The Signs of Creation in Carbon**

In previous chapters we described the extraordinary process by which carbon, the element that occupies the sixth position in the periodic table, was produced in the hearts of the huge stars called "red giants". We also saw how, having discovered this wonderful process, Fred Hoyle was moved to say that "the laws of nuclear physics have been deliberately designed with regard to the consequences they produce inside the stars."985

When we examine carbon more closely, we can see that not just the physical formation of this element but also its chemical properties were arranged to be what they are.

Pure carbon occurs naturally in two forms: graphite and diamonds. Carbon however also enters into compounds with many other elements and the result is many different kinds of substances. In particular, the incredibly varied range of organic materials of life—the membrane of a cell and the bark of a tree, the lens of an eye and the horn of a deer, the white of an egg and the poison of a snake—are all made up of carbon-based compounds. Carbon, combined with hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen in many different quantities and geometric arrangements, results in a vast assortment of materials with vastly different properties.
Some carbon compounds' molecules consist of just a few atoms; others contain thousands or even millions. Furthermore, no other element is as versatile as carbon is in forming molecules with such durability and stability. To quote David Burnie in his book Life:

*Carbon is a very unusual element. Without the presence of carbon and its unusual properties, it is unlikely that there would be life on Earth.*

Concerning carbon, the British chemist Nevil Sidgwick writes in *Chemical Elements and their Compounds*:

*Carbon is unique among the elements in the number and variety of the compounds which it can form. Over a quarter of a million have already been isolated and described, but this gives a very imperfect idea of its powers, since it is the basis of all forms of living matter.*

For reasons of both physics and chemistry, it is impossible for life to be based on any element other than carbon. At one time, silicon was proposed as another element on which life might be based. We now know however that this conjecture is impossible. To quote Sidgwick again:

*We know enough now to be sure that the idea of a world in which silicon should take the place of carbon as the basis of life is impossible...*

**Covalent Bonds**

The chemical bonds that carbon enters into when forming organic compounds are called "covalent bonds". A covalent bond is said to occur when two atoms share their electrons.

The electrons of an atom occupy specific orbital shells that are centered
around the nucleus. The orbit closest to the nucleus can be occupied by no more than two electrons. In the next orbit a maximum of eight electrons is possible. In the third orbit, there can be up to eighteen. The number of electrons continues to increase with the addition of more orbits. Now an interesting aspect of this scheme is that atoms seem to "want" to complete the number of electrons in their orbital shells. Oxygen, for example, has six electrons in its second (and outermost) orbit, and this makes it "eager" to enter into combinations with other atoms that will supply the two more electrons that are needed to increase this number to eight. (Why atoms behave this way is a question that is unanswered. But it's a good thing they do: because if they didn't, life wouldn't be possible.)

Covalent bonds are the result of this tendency of atoms to complete their orbital shells. Two or more atoms can often make up the shortfall in their orbits by sharing electrons with one another. A good example is the water molecule ($\text{H}_2\text{O}$), whose building-blocks (two hydrogen atoms and one oxygen atom) form a covalent bond. In this compound, oxygen completes the number of electrons in its second orbit to eight by sharing the two electrons (one each) in the orbital shells of the two hydrogen atoms; in the same way, the hydrogen atoms each "borrow" one electron from oxygen to complete their own shells.

Carbon is very good at forming covalent bonds with other atoms (including carbon atoms) from which an enormous number of different compounds can be made. One of the simplest of these compounds is methane: a common gas that is formed from the covalent bonding of four hydrogen atoms and one carbon atom. With only six electrons, carbon's outer orbital shell is short of the eight that it needs by four, rather than two as is the case with oxygen, and for this reason, four hydrogen atoms are needed to complete it.

We said that carbon was especially versatile in forming bonds with other atoms and this versatility makes an enormous number of different compounds possible. The class of compounds formed exclusively from carbon and hydrogen are called "hydrocarbons". This is a huge family of compounds that includes natural gas, liquid petroleum, kerosene, and lubricat-
ing oils. Hydrocarbons like ethylene and propylene are the "bedrock" on which the modern petrochemical industry has been erected. Hydrocarbons like benzene, toluene, and turpentine are familiar to anyone who's worked with paints. The naphthalene that protects our clothes from moths is another hydrocarbon. With the addition of chlorine in their composition, some hydrocarbons become anesthetics; with the addition of fluorine, we have Freon, a gas that is widely used in refrigeration.

There is another important class of compounds in which carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen form covalent bonds with one another. In this family we find alcohols like ethanol and propanol, ketones, aldehydes, and fatty acids among many, many other substances. Another group of compounds composed of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen are sugars, including glucose and fructose.

The cellulose that makes up the skeleton of wood and the raw material for paper is a carbohydrate. So is vinegar. So is beeswax and formic acid. Each one of the incredibly rich panoply of substances and materials that occur naturally in our world is "nothing more" than a different arrangement of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen linked together by covalent bonds.

When carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen form such bonds, the result is a class of molecules that is the foundation and structure of life itself: the amino acids that make up proteins. The nucleotides that make up DNA are also molecules formed from carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen.

In short, the covalent bonds that the carbon atom is capable of entering into are vital for the existence of life. Were hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, and
oxygen not so "eager" to share electrons with one another, life would indeed be impossible.

The thing that makes it possible for carbon to form these bonds is a property that chemists call "metastability", the characteristic of having only a slight margin of stability. The biochemist J. B. S. Haldane describes metastability thus:

_A metastable molecule means one that can liberate free energy by a transformation, but is stable enough to last a long time unless it is activated by heat, radiation, or union with a catalyst._

What this somewhat technical definition means is that carbon has a rather unique structure, as a result of which, it is quite easy for it to enter into covalent bonds under normal conditions.

Olive oil, meat, and brown sugar: Everything we eat is made up of different arrangements of hydrogen, oxygen, and carbon with the addition of other atoms such as nitrogen.
But it is precisely here that the situation starts to become curious because **carbon is metastable only within a very narrow range of temperatures**. Specifically, carbon compounds become very unstable when the temperature goes over 100°C.

This fact is so commonplace in our everyday lives that most of us take it for granted. When we cook meat for example, what we're really doing is changing the structure of its carbon compounds. But there's a point here that we should note: The cooked meat has become completely "dead"; that is, its chemical structure is different from what it had when it was part of a living organism. Indeed **most carbon compounds become "denatured" at temperatures above 100°C**: the majority of vitamins for example simply fall apart at that temperature; sugars also undergo structural changes and lose some of their nutritional value; and at around 150°C, carbon com-
pounds will start to burn.

In other words, if carbon atoms are to enter into covalent bonds with other atoms and if the resulting compounds are to remain stable, the ambient temperature must not go over 100°C. The lower boundary on the other hand is around 0°C: if the temperature drops too much below that, organic biochemistry becomes impossible.

In the case of other compounds, this is generally not the situation. Most inorganic compounds are not metastable; that is, their stability is not greatly affected by changes in temperature. To see this let's do an experiment. Stick a piece of meat on the end of a long, thin piece of metal such as iron and heat the two together over a fire. As the temperature grows hotter, the meat will darken and eventually burn long before much of anything happens to the metal. The same thing would be true if you substituted stone or glass for metal. You would have to increase the heat by many hundreds of degrees before the structures of such materials began to change.

By now you certainly will have spotted the similarity between the temperature range that is necessary for carbon compounds' covalent bonds to be established and remain stable and the range of temperatures that prevails on our planet. As we have said elsewhere, in the whole universe, temperatures range from the millions of degrees in the hearts of stars to absolute zero (-273.15°C). But Earth, having been created for humanity to live in, possesses the narrow temperature range essential for the formation of the carbon compounds that are the building-blocks of life.

But the curious "coincidences" do not end here. The same temperature interval is the only one in which water remains liquid. As we saw in the earlier chapter, liquid water is one of the basic requirements of life and, in order to remain liquid, it requires precisely the same temperatures that carbon compounds need to form and be stable. There is no physical or natural "law" dictating that this should be so and under the circumstances, this situation is evidence that the physical properties of water and carbon and the conditions of the planet Earth were created so as to be in harmony with one another.
Weak Bonds

Covalent bonds are not the only type of chemical bonding that keeps the compounds of life stable. There is another and different category of bond known as "weak bonds".

Such bonds are about twenty times weaker than covalent bonds, hence their name; but they are no less crucial to the processes of organic chemistry. It is due to this weak bonding that the proteins that make up the building-blocks of living things are able to maintain their complex and vitally important three-dimensional structures.

To explain this, we have to talk briefly about the structure of proteins. Proteins are usually referred to as a "chain" of amino acids. While this metaphor is essentially correct, it is also incomplete. It's incomplete because for most people a "chain of amino acids" conjures up the mental image of something like a string of pearls whereas the amino acids that make up proteins have a three-dimensional structure more like a tree with leafy branches.

Covalent bonds are what hold the atoms of amino acids together. Weak bonds are what maintain the essential three-dimensional structure of those acids. No proteins could exist without these weak bonds. And of course without proteins, there could be no life.

Now the interesting part of this business is that the temperature range in which weak bonds are able to perform their function is the same as the one prevailing on Earth. This is rather odd because the physical and chemical natures of covalent bonds versus weak bonds are entirely different things and independent of one another. In other words, there's no intrinsic reason why they should both require the same temperature range. And yet they do: Both types of bonds can only be formed and remain stable within this narrow temperature range. And if they did not—if covalent bonds required a range of temperatures wildly different from that of weak bonds, say—then it would be impossible to construct the complex three-dimensional structures that proteins require.

Everything that we have seen concerning the extraordinary chemical
properties of the carbon atom shows that there is an enormous harmony existing among this element that is the fundamental building-block of life, the water that is also vital for life, and the planet Earth that is the shelter for that life. In *Nature’s Destiny*, Michael Denton underscores this fitness when he says:

> Out of the enormous range of temperatures in the cosmos, there is only one tiny temperature band in which we have (1) liquid water, (2) a great plenitude of metastable organic compounds, and (3) weak bonds for stabilizing the 3-D forms of complex molecules.90

Among all the heavenly bodies that have ever been observed, this "tiny temperature band" exists only on Earth. Moreover it is only on Earth that the two fundamental building-blocks of life–carbon and water–are to be
found in such generous supply.

What all this indicates is that the carbon atom and its extraordinary properties were specially created for life and that our planet was specially created to be a home for carbon-based life-forms

**The Signs of Creation in Oxygen**

We have seen how carbon is the most important building-block of living organisms and how it was specially created so as to fulfill that function. The existence of all carbon-based life-forms however is contingent upon a second imperative: energy. Energy is an indispensable requirement for life.

Green plants get their energy from the Sun through the process of photosynthesis. For the rest of the living creatures of Earth— and that includes us—the only source of energy is a process called "oxidation"—a fancy word for "burning". The energy of oxygen-breathing organisms is derived from burning the nourishment that they get from plants and animals. As you may guess from the term "oxidation", this burning is a chemical reaction in which substances are oxidized—that is, they are combined with oxygen. This is why oxygen is as vitally important to life as are carbon and hydrogen.

A generalized formula for "burning" (oxidation) looks like this:

\[
\text{Carbon compound} + \text{oxygen} \rightarrow \text{water} + \text{carbon dioxide} + \text{energy}
\]

What this means is that when carbon compounds and oxygen are combined (under the proper conditions of course) a reaction takes place that generates water and carbon dioxide and releases a considerable amount of energy. This reaction takes place most readily in hydrocarbons (compounds of hydrogen and carbon). Glucose (a sugar and also a hydrocarbon) is what is constantly being burned in your body to keep it supplied with energy.

Now as it happens, the elements of hydrogen and carbon that make up hydrocarbons are the ones most suitable for oxidation to take place.
Among all other atoms, hydrogen combines with oxygen the most readily and releases the most energy in the process. If you need a fuel to burn in oxygen, you can't do better than hydrogen. From the standpoint of its value as a fuel, carbon ranks third after hydrogen and boron. In *The Fitness of the Environment*, Lawrence Henderson comments on the extraordinary fitness that is involved here:

*The very chemical changes, which for so many other reasons seem to be best fitted to become the processes of physiology, turn out to be the very ones which can divert the greatest flood of energy into the stream of life.*

**The Signs of Creation in Fire (Or Why You Don't Just Burst Into Flame)**

As we've just seen, the fundamental reaction that releases the energy necessary for the survival of oxygen-breathing organisms is the oxidation of hydrocarbons. But this simple fact raises a troubling question: If our bodies are made up essentially of hydrocarbons, why aren't they also oxidized? Putting it another way, why don't we just go up in flame, like a match that's been struck?

Our bodies are constantly in contact with the oxygen of the air and yet they don't oxidize: they don't catch fire. Why not?

The reason for this seeming paradox is that, under normal conditions of temperature and pressure, the molecular (O₂) form of oxygen has a substantial degree of inertness or "nobility". (In the sense that chemists use the term, "nobility" is the reluctance (or inability) of a substance to enter into chemical reactions with other substances.) But this raises another questions: If molecular oxygen is so "noble" as to avoid incinerating us, how is this same molecule made to enter into chemical reactions inside our bodies?

The answer to this question, which perplexed chemists as early as the mid 19th century, did not become known until the second half of the 20th century, when biochemical researchers discovered the existence of en-
zymes in the human body whose only function was to force the O2 in the atmosphere to enter into chemical reactions. As a result of a series of extremely complex steps, these enzymes utilize atoms of iron and copper in our bodies as catalysts. A catalyst is a substance that initiates a chemical reaction and allows it to proceed under different conditions (such as lower temperature etc) than would otherwise be possible.92

In other words, there is a very interesting situation here: Oxygen is what supports oxidation and combustion and normally one would expect it to burn us up too. To prevent this, the molecular O2 form of oxygen that exists in the atmosphere has been given a strong element of chemical nobility. That is, it doesn't enter into reactions easily. But, on the other hand, our bodies depend upon the oxidizing property of oxygen for their energy and for that reason, our cells have been fitted out with an extremely complex enzyme system that makes this noble gas extremely reactive.

While we're on the subject we should also point out that this enzyme system is a marvellous example of Creation that no evolutionary theory holding that life developed as a result of chance events can ever hope to explain.93

There is yet another precaution that has been taken to keep our bodies from burning up: what the British chemist Nevil Sidgwick calls the "characteristic inertness of carbon".94 What this means is that carbon is not too much in a hurry either to enter into a reaction with oxygen under normal pressures and temperatures. Expressed in the language of chemistry this may all seem rather arcane, but in fact what is being said here is something that anyone who's ever had to light a fireplace full of huge logs or a coal-burning stove in winter or start a stubborn barbecue in summer already knows. In order to get the fire going, you have to take care of a lot of preliminaries (kindling, starter, etc) or else sudden-
ly raise the temperature of the fuel to a very high degree (as with a blow-torch). But once the fuel starts burning, the carbon in it enters into the reaction with oxygen quite rapidly and a great amount of energy is released. This is why it's so hard to get a fire going without another source of heat. But after combustion begins, a great deal of heat is produced and this can cause other carbon compounds nearby to catch fire as well and so the fire spreads.

When we look into this matter more carefully, we can see that fire itself is a most important example of Creation. The chemical properties of oxygen and carbon have been so arranged that these two elements enter into a reaction with one another (combustion) only when a great amount of heat is already present. It's a good thing, too because if this weren't the case, life on this planet would be very unpleasant if not downright impossible. If oxygen and carbon were even slightly more willing to react with one another, the spontaneous combustion–self-ignition–of people, trees, and animals would become a commonplace event whenever the weather got a little too warm. Someone walking through a desert for example might suddenly burst into flame at noon when the heat was at its most intense; plants and animals would be exposed to the same risk. It is evident that life would not be possible in such an environment.

On the other hand, if carbon and oxygen were slightly more noble (that is, slightly less reactive) than they are, it would be much more difficult to light a fire in this world than it already is: indeed, it might even be impossible. And without fire, we not only would have been unable to keep ourselves warm: it's quite likely that there would never have been any technological progress on our planet because that progress depends upon the ability to work materials such as metal and without the heat provided by fire, purifying and working metal is all but impossible.

What all this shows is that the chemical properties of carbon and oxygen have been arranged so as to be the most suitable for the needs of mankind. Concerning this, Michael Denton says:

*This curious unreactivity of the carbon and oxygen atoms at ambient temperatures, combined with the enormous energies inherent in their combination once achieved, is of great adaptive significance to life on*
Earth. It is this curious combination that not only makes available to advanced life forms the vast energies of oxidation in a controlled and orderly manner but has also made possible the controlled use of fire by mankind and allowed the harnessing of the massive energies of combustion for the development of technology.95

In other words, both carbon and the oxygen have been created with properties that are the most fit for human life. The properties of these two elements allow us to light a fire and to make use of fire in the most convenient way possible. Furthermore, the world is full of sources of carbon (such as the wood of trees) that are fit for combustion. All this is an indication that fire and the materials to start and sustain it have been specially created to be fit for human life. In the Qur'an, Allah speaks to mankind with these words:

He Who produces fire for you from green trees so that you use them to light your fires. (Surah Ya Sin: 80)

The Ideal Solubility of Oxygen

The utilization of oxygen by the body is highly dependent upon the property of this gas to dissolve in water. The oxygen that enters our lungs when we inhale is immediately dissolved into the blood. The protein called hemoglobin captures these oxygen molecules and carries them to the other cells of the body where, by means of the special enzyme system described above, the oxygen is used to oxidize carbon compounds called ATP to release their energy.

All complex organisms derive their energy in this way. However the operation of this system is especially dependent upon the solubility of oxygen. If oxygen were not sufficiently soluble, not enough oxygen would enter the bloodstream and cells would not be able to generate the energy they require; if oxygen were too soluble on the other hand, there would be an excess of oxygen in the blood resulting in a condition known as oxygen toxicity.

The difference in the water-solubility of different gases varies by as much as a factor of a million. That is, the most soluble gas is a million times
more soluble in water than the least soluble gas is and there are hardly any gases at all whose solubilities are identical. Carbon dioxide is about twenty times more soluble in water than oxygen is for example. Among the vast range of potential solubilities however, the one possessed by oxygen is precisely what it needs to be for it to be fit for human life.

What would happen if the water-solubility rate of oxygen were different: a little more or a little less?

Let us take a look at the first situation. If oxygen were less soluble in water (and thus also in blood) less oxygen would enter the bloodstream and the body's cells would be starved of oxygen. This would make life much more difficult for metabolically active organisms such as human beings. No matter how hard you worked at breathing, you would constantly be faced with the danger of suffocation because not enough oxygen was reaching your body's cells.

If the water-solubility of oxygen were higher on the other hand, you would be confronted by the threat of oxygen toxicity, mentioned briefly above. Oxygen is, in fact, a rather dangerous substance: if an organism gets too much of it, the result can be fatal. Some of the oxygen in the blood enters into a chemical reaction with the blood's water. If the amount of dissolved oxygen becomes too high, the result is the production of highly reactive and damaging by-products. One of the functions of the complex system of blood enzymes is to prevent this from happening. But if the amount of dissolved oxygen becomes too high, the enzymes cannot do their job. As a result, every breath we take would poison us a little bit more leading quickly to death. The chemist Irwin Fridovich comments on this issue:

_All respiring organisms are caught in a cruel trap. The very oxygen which supports their lives is toxic to them and they survive precariously, only by virtue of elaborate defense mechanisms._

What saves us from this trap—from being poisoned by too much oxygen or from being suffocated by not enough of it—is the fact that oxygen's solubility and the body's complex enzymatic system have been created to be what they need to be. To put it more explicitly, Allah has created not only the air we breathe but also the systems that make it possible to use that air in perfect harmony with one another.
The Other Elements

Carbon and oxygen of course are not the only elements that have been specially created to make life possible. Elements like hydrogen and nitrogen, which make up a large part of the bodies of living things, also possess attributes that make life possible. In fact, there appears not to be a single element in the periodic table that does not fulfill some sort of function in support of life.

In the basic periodic table there are ninety-two elements ranging from hydrogen (the lightest) to uranium (the heaviest). (There are of course other elements beyond uranium but these do not occur naturally and have all been created under laboratory conditions. None of them are stable.) Of this ninety-two, twenty-five are directly necessary for life and of those, just eleven–hydrogen, carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, sodium, magnesium, phosphorus, sulfur, chlorine, potassium, and calcium–make up some 99% of the body weight of nearly all living things. The other fourteen elements (vandium, chromium, manganese, iron, cobalt, nickel, copper, zinc, molybdenum, boron, silicon, selenium, fluorine, and iodine) are present in living organisms only in very small amounts but even these have vitally important functions. Three elements–arsenic, tin, and tungsten–are to be found in some living things where they perform functions that are not completely understood. Three more elements–bromine, strontium, and barium–are known to be present in most organisms, but their functions are still a mystery.

This broad spectrum encompasses atoms from each of the different series of the periodic table, whose elements are grouped according to the attributes of their atoms. What this indicates is that all of the element groups of the periodic table are necessary, in one way or another, for life. In *The Biological Chemistry of the Elements*, J. J. R Frausto da Silva and R. J. P Williams have this to say:

*The biological elements seem to have been selected from practically all groups and subgroups of the periodic table... and this means that practically all kinds of chemical properties are associated with life processes within the limits imposed by environmental constraints.*

Even the heavy, radioactive elements at the end of the periodic table
have been marshaled in the service of human life. In Nature's Destiny, Michael Denton describes in detail the essential role that these radioactive elements, such as uranium, play in the formation of the Earth's geological structure. Naturally occurring radioactivity is closely associated with the fact that the Earth's core is able to retain its heat. That heat is what keeps the core, which consists of iron and nickel, liquid. This liquid core is the source of the Earth's magnetic field which, as we have seen elsewhere, helps shield the planet from dangerous radiation and particles from space while performing other functions as well. Even the inert gases and elements such as the rare-earth metals, none of which seem to be involved in the support of life, are apparently there because of the demands of ensuring that the range of naturally-occurring elements would extend as far as uranium.99

In short, it is safe to say that all the elements whose existence we know of serve some function in human life. Not one of them is either superfluous or purposeless. This situation is further evidence that the universe was created by Allah for mankind.

**Conclusion**

Every physical and chemical property of the universe that we have examined turns out to be exactly what it needs to be in order for life to exist. And yet in this book we have only scratched the surface of the overwhelming ev-
idence of this fact. No matter how deeply you delve the details or broaden the search, this general observation remains true: In every detail of the universe, there is a purpose that serves human life and each detail is perfectly balanced and harmonized to achieve that purpose.

Certainly this is proof of the existence of a superior creator who brought this universe into being for this purpose. Whatever property of matter we may examine, we behold in it the infinite knowledge, wisdom, and power of Allah, Who created it from nothingness. Every thing bows to His will and that is why each and every thing is in perfect harmony with everything else.

This is the conclusion that 20th-century science has at last reached. And yet, it is only a recognition of a fact that was imparted to mankind in the Qur'an over fourteen centuries ago: Allah has created every detail of the universe to reveal the perfection of His own Creation:

Blessed be He Who has the Kingdom in His Hand! He has power over all things. He Who created death and life to test which of you is best in action. He is the Almighty, the Ever-Forgiving. He Who created the seven heavens in layers. You will not find any flaw in the Creation of the All-Merciful. Look again—do you see any gaps? Then look again and again. Your sight will return to you dazzled and exhausted. (Surat al-Mulk: 1-4)
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The belief that our wondrous universe could have evolved by blind chance is crazy. And I do not at all mean crazy in the sense of a slangy invective but rather in the technical meaning of psychotic. Indeed such a view has much in common with certain aspects of schizophrenic thinking.

Karl Stern, University of Montreal Psychiatrist
At the beginning of this book we made mention of something called the anthropic principle and said that it was gaining widespread acceptance in the scientific world. As we pointed out then, the anthropic principle holds that the universe is not a purposeless, pointless, or random conglomeration of matter and that, on the contrary, it was created to serve as a home for human life.

Since then we have seen a host of evidence demonstrating that the anthropic principle is indeed a fact: evidence ranging from the speed at which the Big Bang was propagated to the physical balances of atoms, from the relative strengths of the four fundamental forces to the alchemy of stars, from the mysteries of the dimensions of space to the layout of the solar system. And everywhere we’ve looked we have seen an extraordinarily precise arrangement in the structure of the universe. We saw how the structuring and dimensioning of the world in which we live and even of its atmosphere are exactly what they need to be. We witnessed how the light sent to us by the Sun, the water we drink, and the atoms that make up our bodies and the air that we inhale constantly into our lungs are all amazingly fit for life.

In short, any time we observe anything in the universe we encounter an extraordinary order whose purpose is to nurture human life. To deny the reality of this apparent Creation is, as the psychiatrist Karl Stern put it, to overstep the bounds of reason.

The implications of this order and harmony are also obvious. The order concealed within every detail of the universe is most certainly proof of the existence of a Creator who is in control of every detail and whose power and wisdom are infinite. As the Big Bang theory has revealed, this same Creator created the universe from nothingness.

This conclusion that has been reached by modern science is a fact imparted to us in the Qur’an: Allah created the universe from nothingness and gave it order:

*Your Lord is Allah, Who created the heavens and the earth in six days and then settled Himself firmly on the Throne. He covers*
the day with the night, each pursuing the other urgently; and
the Sun and Moon and stars are subservient to His command.
Both Creation and command belong to Him. Blessed be Allah,
the Lord of all worlds. (Surat al-A'raf: 54)

Unsurprisingly, the discovery of this truth by science upset quite a few
scientists and it continues to do so. These are scientists who equate science
with materialism; they are people who are convinced that science and re-
ligion can never get along and that being "scientific" is synonymous with
being an atheist. They have been trained to believe that the universe and
all the life in it can be explained as the product of chance events that are
completely devoid of any intention. When such people encounter the ob-
vvious fact of Creation, their great dismay and confusion are natural.

In order to understand the consternation of materialists, we need to take
a brief look at the question of the origin of life.

The Origin of Life

The origin of life, which is to say, the question of how the first living
things came into being on Earth, is one of
the biggest dilemmas confronting materi-
alists in the last century and a half. Why
should that be so? It's because even a sin-
gle living cell, the smallest unit of life, is
incomparably more complex than even
the greatest technological achievements
of the human race. The laws of probabil-
ity make it clear that not even a single
protein could ever have come into exist-
ence by mere chance; and if this is true
of proteins—the most basic building-
blocks of cells—the accidental formation
of a complete cell is not even thinkable.
This is of course proof of Creation.
Because this is a subject that is discussed in more detail in other books of ours, we will just present a few simple examples here.

Earlier in this book we showed how the accidental formation of the balances that prevail in the universe was impossible. We will now show how the same is true for the accidental formation of even the simplest life-form. One study on this subject that we can refer to is a calculation made by Robert Shapiro, a professor of chemistry and expert on the subject of DNA at New York University. Shapiro, who is both a Darwinist and an evolutionist by the way, calculated the probability that all 2,000 of the different types of proteins that it takes to make up even a simple bacterium (the human body contains about 200,000 different types), could have come into being completely by chance. According to Shapiro, the probability is one in $10^{40,000}$ (That number is "1" followed by forty thousand zeros. and it has no equivalent in the universe.)

Certainly it is plain what Shapiro's number must mean: The materialist (and its companion Darwinist) "explanation" that life evolved as an accident is certainly invalid. Chandra Wickramasinghe, a professor of applied mathematics and astronomy at the University of Cardiff commented on Shapiro's result:

*The likelihood of the spontaneous formation of life from inanimate matter is one to a number with $10^{40,000}$ noughts after it...It is big enough to bury Darwin and the whole theory of evolution. There was no primeval soup, neither on this planet nor on any other, and if the beginnings of life were not random, they must therefore have been the product of purposeful intelligence.*

The astronomer Fred Hoyle makes the same point:

*Indeed, such a theory (that life was assembled by an intelligence) is so obvious that one wonders why it is not widely accepted as being self-evident. The reasons are psychological rather than scientific.*

Both Wickramasinghe and Hoyle are men who, during much of their careers, approached science with a materialist bent; but the truth that confronted them was that life was created and both had the courage to admit this. Today, many more biologists and biochemists have put aside the fairy-
tale that life could have emerged as an accident.

Those who are still loyal to Darwinism—those who still contend that life is a result of chance—are indeed in a state of consternation as we said at the beginning of this chapter. Just as the biochemist Michael Behe meant while he said, "The resulting realisation that life was designed by an intelligence is a shock to us in the twentieth century who have gotten used to thinking of life as the result of simple natural laws," the shock that such people feel is the shock of having to come to terms with the reality of the existence of Allah, Who created them.

The dilemma that these adherents of materialism have fallen into was inevitable because they are struggling to deny a reality that they can clearly see. In the Qur'an, Allah describes the perplexity of those who believe in materialism like this:

By the Sky with its oscillating orbits. Most surely, you are at variance with each other in what you say. Averted from it is he who is averted. Cursed be the conjecturers; those who flounder in a glut of ignorance. (Surat adh-Dhariyat: 7-11)

At this point, our duty is to summon those who, influenced by materialist philosophy, have overstepped the bounds of reason, to reason and commonsense. We have to call them to cast aside all their prejudices and to think, to ponder the extraordinary order in the universe and of the life in it and to accept it as the plainest proof of the fact of Allah's Creation.

Allah, Who created heaven and Earth from nothing, summons the human beings He created to exercise their reason:

Your Lord is Allah, Who created the heavens and the earth in six days and then established Himself firmly on the Throne. He directs the whole affair. No one can intercede except with His permission. That is Allah your Lord, so worship Him. Will you not pay heed? (Surah Yunus: 3)

In another verse, mankind is addressed thus:

Is He Who creates like him who does not create? So will you not pay heed? (Surat an-Nahl: 17)

Today's science has proven the truth of Creation. It is now time for the
scientific world to see this truth and derive a lesson from it. Those who de-
ny or ignore the existence of Allah, and this is especially true of those who
pretend that they are doing so in the name of science, should realize how
deply misled they are and turn away from this path.

On the other hand, this truth revealed by science has another lesson to
teach to those who say that they already believed in the existence of Allah
and that the universe was created by Him. The lesson is that their belief
may be superficial and that they have not fully thought about the evidence
of Allah's Creation or about its consequences and that, for this reason, they
may not be fulfilling all the responsibilities incumbent upon their belief. In
the Qur'an, Allah describes such people like this:

Say: "To whom does the earth belong, and everyone in it, if you
have any knowledge?"
They will say: "To Allah." Say: "So will you not pay heed?"
Say: "Who is the Lord of the Heavens and the Lord of the Mighty
Throne?"
They will say: "Allah." Say: "So will you not have taqwa?"
Say: "In Whose hand is the dominion over everything, He Who
gives protection and from Whom no protection can be given, if
you have any knowledge?"
They will say: "Allah's." Say: "So how have you been bewitched?"
(Surat al-Muminun: 84-89)

Having come to the realization that Allah exists and that He created
everything, to remain indifferent to this truth is indeed a sort of "be-
witched". It is Allah Who created the universe and the world in which we
live perfectly for us and then brought us into being as well. The duty of
every person is to regard this as the most important fact of his life. Heaven
and earth and everything in between belong to Allah the Sublime.
Humanity should regard Allah as its Lord and Master and serve Him as is
due. This is the truth revealed to us by Allah in the words:

He is the Lord of Heavens and the earth and everything in be-
tween them, so worship Him and persevere in His worship. Do
you know of any other with His name? (Surah Maryam: 65)
The Creation of the heavens and earth is far greater than the Creation of mankind. But most of mankind do not know it.

(Surah Ghafir: 57)
Question is: Can you tell me anything you know about evolution, any one thing that is true? I tried that question on the geology staff at the Field Museum of Natural History and the only answer I got was silence... Then I woke up and realized that all my life I had been duped into taking evolutionism as revealed truth in some way.

Colin Patterson, Senior Palaeontologist at the British Museum of Natural History and author of the book Evolution.105
Darwinism, in other words the theory of evolution, was put forward with the aim of denying the fact of Creation, but is in truth nothing but failed, unscientific nonsense. This theory, which claims that life emerged by chance from inanimate matter, was invalidated by the scientific evidence of miraculous order in the universe and in living things, as well as by the discovery of more than 300 million fossils revealing that evolution never happened. In this way, science confirmed the fact that Allah created the universe and the living things in it. The propaganda carried out today in order to keep the theory of evolution alive is based solely on the distortion of the scientific facts, biased interpretation, and lies and falsehoods disguised as science.

Yet this propaganda cannot conceal the truth. The fact that the theory of evolution is the greatest deception in the history of science has been expressed more and more in the scientific world over the last 20-30 years. Research carried out after the 1980s in particular has revealed that the claims of Darwinism are totally unfounded, something that has been stated by a large number of scientists. In the United States in particular, many scientists from such different fields as biology, biochemistry and paleontology recognize the invalidity of Darwinism and employ the fact of Creation to account for the origin of life.

We have examined the collapse of the theory of evolution and the proofs of Creation in great scientific detail in many of our works, and are still continuing to do so. Given the enormous importance of this subject, it will be of great benefit to summarize it here.

**The Scientific Collapse of Darwinism**

As a pagan doctrine going back as far as ancient Greece, the theory of evolution was advanced extensively in the nineteenth century. The most important development that made it the top topic of the world of science was Charles Darwin's *The Origin of Species*, published in 1859. In this book, he opposed, in his own eyes, the fact that Allah created different living
species on earth separately, for he erroneously claimed that all living be-
ings had a common ancestor and had diversified over time through small changes. **Darwin's theory was not based on any concrete scientific finding; as he also accepted, it was just an "assumption."** Moreover, as Darwin confessed in the long chapter of his book titled "Difficulties on Theory," the theory failed in the face of many critical questions.

Darwin invested all of his hopes in new scientific discoveries, which he expected to solve these difficulties. However, contrary to his expectations, scientific findings expanded the dimensions of these difficulties. The defeat of Darwinism in the face of science can be reviewed under three basic topics:

1) The theory cannot explain how life originated on Earth.
2) No scientific finding shows that the "evolutionary mechanisms" proposed by the theory have any evolutionary power at all.
3) The fossil record proves the exact opposite of what the theory suggests.

In this section, we will examine these three basic points in general outlines:

**The First Insurmountable Step: The Origin of Life**

The theory of evolution posits that all living species evolved from a single living cell that emerged on Earth 3.8 billion years ago, supposed to have happened as a result of coincidences. How a single cell could generate millions of complex living species and, if such an evolution really occurred, why traces of it cannot be observed in the fossil record are some of the questions that the theory cannot answer. However, first and foremost, we need to ask: **How did this "first cell" originate?**

Since the theory of evolution ignorantly denies Creation, it maintains that the "first cell" originated as a product of blind coincidences within the laws of nature, without any plan or arrangement. According to the theory, inanimate matter must have produced a living cell as a result of coincidences. Such a claim, however, is inconsistent with the most unassailable rules of biology.
"Life Comes From Life"

In his book, Darwin never referred to the origin of life. The primitive understanding of science in his time rested on the assumption that living beings had a very simple structure. Since medieval times, spontaneous generation, which asserts that non-living materials came together to form living organisms, had been widely accepted. It was commonly believed that insects came into being from food leftovers, and mice from wheat. Interesting experiments were conducted to prove this theory. Some wheat was placed on a dirty piece of cloth, and it was believed that mice would originate from it after a while.

Similarly, maggots developing in rotting meat was assumed to be evidence of spontaneous generation. However, it was later understood that worms did not appear on meat spontaneously, but were carried there by flies in the form of larvae, invisible to the naked eye.

Even when Darwin wrote *The Origin of Species*, the belief that bacteria could come into existence from non-living matter was widely accepted in the world of science.

However, five years after the publication of Darwin's book, Louis Pasteur announced his results after long studies and experiments, that disproved spontaneous generation, a cornerstone of Darwin's theory. In his triumphal lecture at the Sorbonne in 1864, Pasteur said: "Never will the doctrine of spontaneous generation recover from the mortal blow struck by this simple experiment."106

For a long time, advocates of the theory of evolution resisted
these findings. However, as the development of science unraveled the complex structure of the cell of a living being, the idea that life could come into being coincidentally faced an even greater impasse.

**Inconclusive Efforts of the Twentieth Century**

The first evolutionist who took up the subject of the origin of life in the twentieth century was the renowned Russian biologist Alexander Oparin. With various theses he advanced in the 1930s, he tried to prove that a living cell could originate by coincidence. These studies, however, were doomed to failure, and Oparin had to make the following confession:

Unfortunately, however, the problem of the origin of the cell is perhaps the most obscure point in the whole study of the evolution of organisms.\(^{107}\)

Evolutionist followers of Oparin tried to carry out experiments to solve this problem. The best known experiment was carried out by the American chemist Stanley Miller in 1953. Combining the gases he alleged to have existed in the primordial Earth's atmosphere in an experiment set-up, and adding energy to the mixture, Miller synthesized several organic molecules (amino acids) present in the structure of proteins.

Barely a few years had passed before it was revealed that this experiment, which was then presented as an important step in the name of evolution, was invalid, for the atmosphere used in the experiment was very different from the real Earth conditions.\(^{108}\)

After a long silence, Miller confessed that the atmosphere medium he used was unrealistic.\(^{109}\)

All the evolutionists' efforts throughout the twentieth century to explain the origin of life ended in failure. The geochemist Jeffrey Bada, from the San Diego Scripps Institute accepts this fact in an article published in *Earth* magazine in 1998:

*Today as we leave the twentieth century, we still face the biggest unsolved problem that we had when we entered the twentieth century: How did life originate on Earth?*\(^{110}\)
The Complex Structure of Life

The primary reason why evolutionists ended up in such a great impasse regarding the origin of life is that even those living organisms Darwinists deemed to be the simplest have outstandingly complex features. The cell of a living thing is more complex than all of our man-made technological products. **Today, even in the most developed laboratories of the world, no single protein of the cell, let alone a living cell itself, can be produced by bringing organic chemicals together.**

The conditions required for the formation of a cell are too great in quantity to be explained away by coincidences. However, there is no need to explain the situation with these details. Evolutionists are at a dead-end even before reaching the stage of the cell. That is because the probability of just a single protein, an essential building block of the cell, coming into being by chance is mathematically "0."

The main reason for this is the need for other proteins to be present if one protein is to form, and this completely eradicates the possibility of chance formation. This fact by itself is sufficient to elimi-
nate the evolutionist claim of chance right from the outset. To summarize,

1. Protein cannot be synthesized without enzymes, and enzymes are all proteins.

2. Around 100 proteins need to be present in order for a single protein to be synthesized. There therefore need to be proteins for proteins to exist.

3. DNA manufactures the protein-synthesizing enzymes. Protein cannot be synthesized without DNA. DNA is therefore also needed in order for proteins to form.

4. All the organelles in the cell have important tasks in protein synthesis. In other words, in order for proteins to form a perfect and fully functioning cell needs to exist together with all its organelles.

The DNA molecule, which is located in the nucleus of a cell and which stores genetic information, is a magnificent databank. If the information coded in DNA were written down, it would make a giant library consisting of an estimated 900 volumes of encyclopedias consisting of 500 pages each.

A very interesting dilemma emerges at this point: DNA can replicate itself only with the help of some specialized proteins (enzymes). However, the synthesis of these enzymes can be realized only by the information coded in DNA. As they both depend on each other, they have to exist at the same time for replication. This brings the scenario that life originated by itself to a deadlock. Prof. Leslie Orgel, an evolutionist of repute from the University of San Diego, California, confesses this fact in the September 1994 issue of the *Scientific American* magazine:

*It is extremely improbable that proteins and nucleic acids, both of which are structurally complex, arose spontaneously in the same place at the same time. Yet it also seems impossible to have one without the other. And so, at first glance, one might have to conclude that life could never, in fact, have originated by chemical means.*

No doubt, if it is impossible for life to have originated spontaneously as a result of blind coincidences, then it has to be accepted that life was **cre-**
ated. This fact explicitly invalidates the theory of evolution, whose main purpose is to deny Creation.

**Imaginary Mechanism of Evolution**

The second important point that negates Darwin’s theory is that both concepts put forward by the theory as "evolutionary mechanisms" were understood to have, in reality, no evolutionary power.

Darwin based his evolution allegation entirely on the mechanism of "natural selection." The importance he placed on this mechanism was evident in the name of his book: *The Origin of Species, By Means of Natural Selection*...

Natural selection holds that those living things that are stronger and more suited to the natural conditions of their habitats will survive in the struggle for life. For example, in a deer herd under the threat of attack by wild animals, those that can run faster will survive. Therefore, the deer herd will be comprised of faster and stronger individuals. However, unquestionably, this mechanism will not cause deer to evolve and transform them-

Lamarck believed that giraffes evolved from such animals as antelopes. In his view, the necks of these grass-eating animals gradually grew longer, and they eventually turned into giraffes. The laws of inheritance discovered by Mendel in 1865 proved that it was impossible for properties acquired during life to be handed on to subsequent generations. Lamarck’s giraffe fairy tale was thus consigned to the wastebin of history.)
selves into another living species, for instance, horses.

Therefore, the mechanism of natural selection has no evolutionary power. Darwin was also aware of this fact and had to state this in his book *The Origin of Species*:

*Natural selection can do nothing until favourable individual differences or variations occur.*

### Lamarck's Impact

So, how could these "favorable variations" occur? Darwin tried to answer this question from the standpoint of the primitive understanding of science at that time. According to the French biologist Chevalier de Lamarck (1744-1829), who lived before Darwin, living creatures passed on the traits they acquired during their lifetime to the next generation. He asserted that these traits, which accumulated from one generation to another, caused new species to be formed. For instance, he claimed that giraffes evolved from antelopes; as they struggled to eat the leaves of high trees, their necks were extended from generation to generation.

Darwin also gave similar examples. In his book *The Origin of Species*, for instance, he said that some bears going into water to find food transformed themselves into whales over time.

However, the laws of inheritance discovered by Gregor Mendel (1822-1884) and verified by the science of genetics, which flourished in the twentieth century, utterly demolished the legend that acquired traits were passed on to subsequent generations. Thus, natural selection fell out of favor as an evolutionary mechanism.

### Neo-Darwinism and Mutations

In order to find a solution, Darwinists advanced the "Modern Synthetic Theory," or as it is more commonly known, Neo-Darwinism, at the end of the 1930s. Neo-Darwinism added mutations, which are distortions formed in the genes of living beings due to such external factors as radiation or
replication errors, as the "cause of favorable variations" in addition to natural mutation.

Today, the model that Darwinists espouse, despite their own awareness of its scientific invalidity, is neo-Darwinism. The theory maintains that millions of living beings formed as a result of a process whereby numerous complex organs of these organisms (e.g., ears, eyes, lungs, and wings) underwent "mutations," that is, genetic disorders. Yet, there is an outright scientific fact that totally undermines this theory: **Mutations do not cause living beings to develop; on the contrary, they are always harmful.**

The reason for this is very simple: **DNA has a very complex structure, and random effects can only harm it.** The American geneticist B. G. Ranganathan explains this as follows:

> First, genuine mutations are very rare in nature. Secondly, most mutations are harmful since they are random, rather than orderly changes in the structure of genes; any random change in a highly ordered system will be for the worse, not for the better. For example, if an earthquake were to shake a highly ordered structure such as a building, there would be a random change in the framework of the building which, in all probability, would not be an improvement.¹¹⁴

Not surprisingly, no mutation example, which is useful, that is, which is observed to develop the genetic code, has been observed so far. All mutations have proved to be harmful. It was understood that mutation, which is presented as an "evolutionary mechanism," is actually a genetic occurrence that harms living things, and leaves them disabled. (The most common effect of mutation on human beings is cancer.) Of course, a destructive mechanism cannot be an "evolutionary mechanism." Natural selection, on the other hand, "can do nothing by itself," as Darwin also accepted. This fact shows us that there is no "evolutionary mechanism" in nature. Since no evolutionary mechanism exists, no such imaginary process called "evolution" could have taken place.
The Fossil Record: No Sign of Intermediate Forms

The clearest evidence that the scenario suggested by the theory of evolution did not take place is the fossil record.

According to the unscientific supposition of this theory, every living species has sprung from a predecessor. A previously existing species turned into something else over time and all species have come into being in this way. In other words, this transformation proceeds gradually over millions of years.

Had this been the case, numerous intermediary species should have existed and lived within this long transformation period.

For instance, some half-fish/half-reptiles should have lived in the past which had acquired some reptilian traits in addition to the fish traits they already had. Or there should have existed some reptile-birds, which acquired some bird traits in addition to the reptilian traits they already had. Since these would be in a transitional phase, they should be disabled, defective, crippled living beings. Evolutionists refer to these imaginary creatures, which they believe to have lived in the past, as "transitional forms."

If such animals ever really existed, there should be millions and even billions of them in number and variety. More importantly, the remains of these strange creatures should be present in the fossil record. In The Origin of Species, Darwin explained:

If my theory be true, numberless intermediate varieties, linking most closely all of the species of the same group together must assuredly have existed... Consequently, evidence of their former existence could be found only amongst fossil remains.115

However, Darwin was well aware that no fossils of these intermediate forms had yet been found. He regarded this as a major difficulty for his theory. In one chapter of his book titled "Difficulties on Theory," he wrote:

Why, if species have descended from other species by insensibly fine gradations, do we not everywhere see innumerable transitional forms? Why is not all nature in confusion instead of the species
being, as we see them, well defined?… But, as by this theory innumerable transitional forms must have existed, why do we not find them embedded in countless numbers in the crust of the earth?… Why then is not every geological formation and every stratum full of such intermediate links?\textsuperscript{116}

\section*{Darwin's Hopes Shattered}

However, although evolutionists have been making strenuous efforts to find fossils since the middle of the nineteenth century all over the world, \textbf{no transitional forms have yet been uncovered}. All of the fossils, contrary to the evolutionists' expectations, show that \textbf{life appeared on Earth all of a sudden and fully-formed}.

One famous British paleontologist, Derek V. Ager, admits this fact, even though he is an evolutionist:

\textit{The point emerges that if we examine the fossil record in detail, whether at the level of orders or of species, we find—over and over again—not gradual evolution, but the sudden explosion of one group at the expense of another.}\textsuperscript{117}

This means that in \textbf{the fossil record, all living species suddenly emerge as fully formed, without any intermediate forms in between}. This is just the opposite of Darwin's assumptions. Also, this is very strong evidence that \textbf{all living things are created}. The only explanation of a living species emerging suddenly and complete in every detail without any evolutionary ancestor is that it was created. This fact is admitted also by the widely known evolutionist biologist Douglas Futuyma:

\textit{Creation and evolution, between them, exhaust the possible explanations for the origin of living things. Organisms either appeared on the earth fully developed or they did not. If they did not, they must have developed from pre-existing species by some process of modification. If they did appear in a fully developed state, they must indeed have been created by some omnipotent intelligence.}\textsuperscript{118}

\textbf{Fossils show that living beings emerged fully developed and in a}
perfect state on the Earth. That means that "the origin of species," contrary to Darwin's supposition, is not evolution, but Creation.

**The Tale of Human Evolution**

The subject most often brought up by advocates of the theory of evolution is the subject of the origin of man. The Darwinist claim holds that man evolved from so-called ape-like creatures. During this alleged evolutionary process, which is supposed to have started 4-5 million years ago, some "transitional forms" between man and his imaginary ancestors are supposed to have existed. According to this completely imaginary scenario, four basic "categories" are listed:

1. Australopithecus
2. Homo habilis
3. Homo erectus
4. Homo sapiens

Evolutionists call man's so-called first ape-like ancestors Australopithecus, which means "South African ape." These living beings are actually nothing but an old ape species that has become extinct. Extensive research done on various Australopithecus specimens by two world famous anatomists from England and the USA, namely, Lord Solly Zuckerman and Prof. Charles Oxnard, shows that these apes belonged to an ordinary ape species that became extinct and bore no resemblance to humans.¹¹⁹

Evolutionists classify the next stage of human evolution as "homo," that is "man." According to their claim, the living beings in the Homo series are
more developed than Australopithecus. Evolutionists devise a fanciful evolution scheme by arranging different fossils of these creatures in a particular order. This scheme is imaginary because it has never been proved that there is an evolutionary relation between these different classes. Ernst Mayr, one of the twentieth century's most important evolutionists, contends in his book One Long Argument that "particularly historical [puzzles] such as the origin of life or of Homo sapiens, are extremely difficult and may even resist a final, satisfying explanation."

By outlining the link chain as Australopithecus > Homo habilis > Homo erectus > Homo sapiens, evolutionists imply that each of these species is one another's ancestor. However, recent findings of paleoanthropologists have revealed that Australopithecus, Homo habilis, and Homo erectus lived at different parts of the world at the same time.

Moreover, a certain segment of humans classified as Homo erectus have lived up until very modern times. **Homo sapiens neandarthalensis and Homo sapiens sapiens (man) co-existed in the same region.**
This situation apparently indicates the invalidity of the claim that they are ancestors of one another. The late Stephen Jay Gould explained this deadlock of the theory of evolution although he was himself one of the leading advocates of evolution in the twentieth century:

*What has become of our ladder if there are three coexisting lineages of hominids (A. africanus, the robust australopithecines, and H. habilis), none clearly derived from another? Moreover, none of the three display any evolutionary trends during their tenure on earth.*

Put briefly, the scenario of human evolution, which is "upheld" with the help of various drawings of some "half ape, half human" creatures appearing in the media and course books, that is, frankly, by means of propaganda, is nothing but a tale with no scientific foundation.

Lord Solly Zuckerman, one of the most famous and respected scientists in the U.K., who carried out research on this subject for years and studied Australopithecus fossils for 15 years, finally concluded, despite being an evolutionist himself, that there is, in fact, no such family tree branching out from ape-like creatures to man.

Zuckerman also made an interesting "spectrum of science" ranging from those he considered scientific to those he considered unscientific. According to Zuckerman's spectrum, the most "scientific"—that is, depending on concrete data—fields of science are chemistry and physics. After them come the biological sciences and then the social sciences. At the far end of the spectrum, which is the part considered to be most "unscientific," are "extra-sensory perception"—concepts such as telepathy and sixth sense—and finally "human evolution." Zuckerman explains his reasoning:

*We then move right off the register of objective truth into those fields of presumed biological science, like extrasensory perception or the interpretation of man's fossil history, where to the faithful [evolutionist] anything is possible – and where the ardent believer [in evolution] is sometimes able to believe several contradictory things at the same time.*

The tale of human evolution boils down to nothing but the prejudiced interpretations of some fossils unearthed by certain people, who blindly adhere to their theory.
Darwinian Formula!

Besides all the technical evidence we have dealt with so far, let us now for once, examine what kind of a superstition the evolutionists have with an example so simple as to be understood even by children:

*The theory of evolution asserts that life is formed by chance. According to this irrational claim, lifeless and unconscious atoms came together to form the cell and then they somehow formed other living things, including man.* Let us think about that. When we bring together the elements that are the building-blocks of life such as carbon, phosphorus, nitrogen and potassium, only a heap is formed. No matter what treatments it undergoes, this atomic heap cannot form even a single living being. If you like, let us formulate an "experiment" on this subject and let us examine on the behalf of evolutionists what they really claim without pronouncing loudly under the name "Darwinian formula":

Let evolutionists put plenty of materials present in the composition of living things such as phosphorus, nitrogen, carbon, oxygen, iron, and magnesium into big barrels. Moreover, let them add in these barrels any material that does not exist under normal conditions, but they think as necessary. Let them add in this mixture as many amino acids and as many proteins as they like. Let them expose these mixtures to as much heat and moisture as they like. Let them stir these with whatever technologically developed device they like. Let them put the foremost scientists beside these barrels. Let these experts wait in turn beside these barrels for billions, and even trillions of years. Let them be free to use all kinds of conditions they believe to be necessary for a human's formation. **No matter what they do, they cannot produce from these barrels a human, say a professor that examines his cell structure under the electron microscope.** They cannot produce giraffes, lions, bees, canaries, horses, dolphins, roses, orchids, lilies, carnations, bananas, oranges, apples, dates, tomatoes, melons, watermelons, figs, olives, grapes, peaches, peafowls, pheasants, multicolored butterflies, or millions of other living beings such as these. Indeed, they could not obtain even a single cell of any one of them.
Briefly, **unconscious atoms cannot form the cell** by coming together. They cannot take a new decision and divide this cell into two, then take other decisions and create the professors who first invent the electron microscope and then examine their own cell structure under that microscope. **Matter is an unconscious, lifeless heap, and it comes to life with Allah's superior Creation.**

The theory of evolution, which claims the opposite, is a total fallacy completely contrary to reason. Thinking even a little bit on the claims of evolutionists discloses this reality, just as in the above example.

**Technology in the Eye and the Ear**

Another subject that remains unanswered by evolutionary theory is the excellent quality of perception in the eye and the ear.

Before passing on to the subject of the eye, let us briefly answer the question of how we see. Light rays coming from an object fall oppositely on the eye's retina. Here, these light rays are transmitted into electric signals by cells and reach a tiny spot at the back of the brain, the "center of vision." These electric signals are perceived in this center as an image after a series of processes. With this technical background, let us do some thinking.

**The brain is insulated from light.** That means that its inside is completely dark, and that no light reaches the place where it is located. Thus, the "center of vision" is never touched by light and may even be the darkest place you have ever known. However, you observe a luminous, bright world in this pitch darkness.

**The image formed in the eye is so sharp and distinct that even the technology of the twentieth century has not been able to attain it.** For instance, look at the book you are reading, your hands with which you are holding it, and then lift your head and look around you. Have you ever seen such a sharp and distinct image as this one at any other place? Even the most developed television screen produced by the greatest television producer in the world cannot provide such a sharp image for you. This is
a three-dimensional, colored, and extremely sharp image. For more than 100 years, thousands of engineers have been trying to achieve this sharpness. Factories, huge premises were established, much research has been done and plans have been made for this purpose. Again, look at a TV screen and the book you hold in your hands. You will see that there is a big difference in sharpness and distinction. Moreover, the TV screen shows you a two-dimensional image, whereas with your eyes, you watch a three-dimensional perspective with depth.

For many years, tens of thousands of engineers have tried to make a three-dimensional TV and achieve the vision quality of the eye. Yes, they have made a three-dimensional television system, but it is not possible to watch it without putting on special 3-D glasses; moreover, it is only an artificial three-dimension. The background is more blurred, the foreground appears like a paper setting. Never has it been possible to produce a sharp and distinct vision like that of the eye. In both the camera and the television, there is a loss of image quality.

Evolutionists claim that the mechanism producing this sharp and distinct image has been formed by chance. Now, if somebody told you that the television in your room was formed as a result of chance, that all of its atoms just happened to come together and make up this device that produces an image, what would you think? How can atoms do what thousands of people cannot?

If a device producing a more primitive image than the eye could not have been formed by chance, then it is very evident that the eye and the image seen by the eye could not have been formed by chance. The same situation applies to the ear. The outer ear picks up the available sounds by the auricle and directs them to the middle ear, the middle ear transmits the sound vibrations by intensifying them, and the inner ear sends these vibrations to the brain by translating them into electric signals. Just as with the eye, the act of hearing finalizes in the center of hearing in the brain.

The situation in the eye is also true for the ear. That is, the brain is insulated from sound just as it is from light. It does not let any sound in. Therefore, no matter how noisy is the outside, the inside of the brain is
You live out your entire life in your brain. The people you see, flowers you smell, music you hear, fruit you taste, the moisture you feel with your fingers—all these are impressions that become “reality” in the brain. But no colors, voices or pictures actually exist there. You live in an environment of electrical impulses. This is no idle theory, but the scientific explanation of how you actually perceive the outside world.

completely silent. Nevertheless, the sharpest sounds are perceived in the brain. **In your completely silent brain, you listen to symphonies, and hear all of the noises in a crowded place.** However, were the sound level in your brain measured by a precise device at that moment, complete silence would be found to be prevailing there.

As is the case with imagery, decades of effort have been spent in trying to generate and reproduce sound that is faithful to the original. The results of these efforts are sound recorders, high-fidelity systems, and systems for sensing sound. Despite all of this technology and the thousands of engineers and experts who have been working on this endeavor, no sound has yet been obtained that has the same sharpness and clarity as the sound perceived by the ear. Think of the highest-quality hi-fi systems produced by
the largest company in the music industry. Even in these devices, when sound is recorded some of it is lost; or when you turn on a hi-fi you always hear a hissing sound before the music starts. However, the sounds that are the products of the human body's technology are extremely sharp and clear. A human ear never perceives a sound accompanied by a hissing sound or with atmospherics as does a hi-fi; rather, it perceives sound exactly as it is, sharp and clear. This is the way it has been since the Creation of man.

So far, no man-made visual or recording apparatus has been as sensitive and successful in perceiving sensory data as are the eye and the ear. However, as far as seeing and hearing are concerned, a far greater truth lies beyond all this.

To Whom Does the Consciousness that Sees and Hears within the Brain Belong?

Who watches an alluring world in the brain, listens to symphonies and the twittering of birds, and smells the rose?

The stimulations coming from a person's eyes, ears, and nose travel to the brain as electro-chemical nerve impulses. In biology, physiology, and biochemistry books, you can find many details about how this image forms in the brain. However, you will never come across the most important fact: Who perceives these electro-chemical nerve impulses as images, sounds, odors, and sensory events in the brain? There is a consciousness in the brain that perceives all this without feeling any need for an eye, an ear, and a nose. To whom does this consciousness belong? Of course it does not belong to the nerves, the fat layer, and neurons comprising the brain. This is why Darwinist-materialists, who believe that everything is comprised of matter, cannot answer these questions.

For this consciousness is the spirit created by Allah, which needs neither the eye to watch the images nor the ear to hear the sounds. Furthermore, it does not need the brain to think.

Everyone who reads this explicit and scientific fact should ponder on
Almighty Allah, and fear and seek refuge in Him, for He squeezes the entire universe in a pitch-dark place of a few cubic centimeters in a three-dimensional, colored, shadowy, and luminous form.

**A Materialist Faith**

The information we have presented so far shows us that **the theory of evolution is incompatible with scientific findings**. The theory's claim regarding the origin of life is inconsistent with science, the evolutionary mechanisms it proposes have no evolutionary power, and fossils demonstrate that **the required intermediate forms have never existed**. So, it certainly follows that the theory of evolution should be pushed aside as an unscientific idea. This is how many ideas, such as the Earth-centered universe model, have been taken out of the agenda of science throughout history.

However, the theory of evolution is kept on the agenda of science. Some people even try to represent criticisms directed against it as an "attack on science." Why?

The reason is that this theory is an indispensable dogmatic belief for some circles. These circles are **blindly devoted to** materialist philosophy and adopt Darwinism because it is the only materialist explanation that can be put forward to explain the workings of nature.

Interestingly enough, they also confess this fact from time to time. A well-known geneticist and an outspoken evolutionist, Richard C. Lewontin from Harvard University, confesses that he is "first and foremost a materialist and then a scientist":

> *It is not that the methods and institutions of science somehow compel us accept a material explanation of the phenomenal world, but, on the contrary, that we are forced by our a priori adherence to material causes to create an apparatus of investigation and a set of concepts that produce material explanations, no matter how counter-intuitive, no matter how mystifying to the uninitiated. Moreover, that materialism is absolute, so we cannot allow a Divine [intervention]...*  

---
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These are explicit statements that *Darwinism is a dogma* kept alive just for the sake of adherence to materialism. This dogma maintains that there is no being save matter. Therefore, it argues that inanimate, unconscious matter brought life into being. It insists that millions of different living species (e.g., birds, fish, giraffes, tigers, insects, trees, flowers, whales, and human beings) originated as a result of the interactions between matter such as pouring rain, lightning flashes, and so on, out of inanimate matter. This is a precept contrary both to reason and science. Yet Darwinists continue to ignorantly defend it just so as not to acknowledge, in their own eyes, the evident existence of Allah.

Anyone who does not look at the origin of living beings with a materialist prejudice sees this evident truth: *All living beings are works of a Creator*, Who is All-Powerful, All-Wise, and All-Knowing. *This Creator is Allah*. Who created the whole universe from non-existence, in the most perfect form, and fashioned all living beings.

**The Theory of Evolution: The Most Potent Spell in the World**

Anyone free of prejudice and the influence of any particular ideology, who uses only his or her reason and logic, will clearly understand that belief in the theory of evolution, which brings to mind the superstitions of societies with no knowledge of science or civilization, is quite impossible.

As explained above, those who believe in the theory of evolution think that a few atoms and molecules thrown into a huge vat could produce thinking, reasoning professors and university students; such scientists as Einstein and Galileo; such artists as Humphrey Bogart, Frank Sinatra and Luciano Pavarotti; as well as antelopes, lemon trees, and carnations. Moreover, as the scientists and professors who believe in this nonsense are educated people, it is quite justifiable to speak of this theory as "the most potent spell in history." Never before has any other belief or idea so taken away peoples' powers of reason, refused to allow them to think intelligently and logically, and hidden the truth from
them as if they had been blindfolded. This is an even worse and unbelievable blindness than the totem worship in some parts of Africa, the people of Saba worshipping the Sun, the tribe of the Prophet Abraham (as) worshipping idols they had made with their own hands, or some among the people of the Prophet Moses (as) worshipping the Golden Calf.

In fact, Allah has pointed to this lack of reason in the Qur'an. In many verses, He reveals that some peoples' minds will be closed and that they will be powerless to see the truth. Some of these verses are as follows:

As for those who do not believe, it makes no difference to them whether you warn them or do not warn them, they will not believe. Allah has sealed up their hearts and hearing and over their eyes is a blindfold. They will have a terrible punishment. (Surat al-Baqara: 6-7)

... They have hearts with which they do not understand. They have eyes with which they do not see. They have ears with which they do not hear. Such people are like cattle. No, they are even further astray! They are the unaware. (Surat al-A'raf: 179)

Even if We opened up to them a door into heaven, and they spent the day ascending through it, they would only say: "Our eyesight is befuddled! Or rather we have been put under a spell!" (Surat al-Hijr: 14-15)

Words cannot express just how astonishing it is that this spell should hold such a wide community in thrall, keep people from the truth, and not be broken for 150 years. It is understandable that one or a few people might believe in impossible scenarios and claims full of stupidity and illogicality. However, "magic" is the only possible explanation for people from all over the world believing that unconscious and lifeless atoms suddenly decided to come together and form a universe that functions with a flawless system of organization, discipline, reason, and consciousness; a planet named Earth with all of its features so perfectly suited to life; and living things full of countless complex systems.
In fact, in the Qur'an Allah relates the incident of the Prophet Moses (as) and Pharaoh to show that some people who support atheistic philosophies actually influence others by magic. When Pharaoh was told about the true religion, he told the Prophet Moses (as) to meet with his own magicians. When the Prophet Moses (as) did so, he told them to demonstrate their abilities first. The verses continue:

He said: "You throw." And when they threw, they cast a spell on the people's eyes and caused them to feel great fear of them. They produced an extremely powerful magic. (Surat al-A'raf, 116)

As we have seen, Pharaoh's magicians were able to deceive everyone, apart from the Prophet Moses (as) and those who believed in him. However, his evidence broke the spell, or "swallowed up what they had forged," as revealed in the verse:

We revealed to Moses: "Throw down your staff." And it immediately swallowed up what they had forged. So the Truth took place and what they did was shown to be false. (Surat al-A'raf, 117-118)

As we can see, when people realized that a spell had been cast upon them and that what they saw was just an illusion, Pharaoh's magicians lost all credibility. In the present day too, unless those who, under the influence of a similar spell, believe in these ridiculous claims under their scientific disguise and spend their lives defending them, abandon their superstitious beliefs, they also will be humiliated when the full truth emerges and the spell is broken. In fact, world-renowned British writer and philosopher Malcolm Muggeridge, who was an atheist defending evolution for some 60 years, but who subsequently realized the truth, reveals the position in which the theory of evolution would find itself in the near future in these terms:

I myself am convinced that the theory of evolution, especially the extent to which it's been applied, will be one of the great jokes in the history books in the future. Posterity will marvel that so very flimsy and
dubious an hypothesis could be accepted with the incredible credulity that it has.¹²⁶

That future is not far off: On the contrary, people will soon see that "chance" is not a deity, and will look back on the theory of evolution as the worst deceit and the most terrible spell in the world. That spell is already rapidly beginning to be lifted from the shoulders of people all over the world. Many people who see its true face are wondering with amazement how they could ever have been taken in by it.

---

Glory to You, of knowledge we have none, save what You have taught us:
In truth it is You Who are perfect in knowledge and wisdom.

(Surat al-Baqara, 32)
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